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Louisiana Legislation of 1948
NOTE: This survey was prepared by the Student Board of the Louisiana Law Review, whose names
are set forth on the masthead above.
EDITORIAL

INTRODUCTION

Much of the legislation enacted by the 1948 legislature at
its regular session,1 covering a variety of subjects, is of local
interest only or is special in nature, having limited importance
generally throughout the state. This survey presents only the
1. May 10 to July 8, 1948.
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legislation of general application or interest and omits treatment
of many of the five hundred and forty-nine statutes which were
enacted into law. For convenience the statutes are discussed
according to subject matter but the order of presentation in no
way reflects their relative importance.
Extraordinary Session of the Legislature
The report of the work of the regular session was prepared
prior to the extraordinary session 2 and the enactments of the
latter are not integrated into the discussion. The acts of the
special session, however, are of interest and are mentioned separately and briefly here to aid the reader in evaluating the whole
body of legislation of the current year.
The legislature at the extraordinary session changed provisions relative to three boards, which had been dealt with by the
regular session. The salaries of members of the Board of Parole
are increased from one hundred to two hundred dollars a month.'
The appointive membership of the State Tuberculosis Commission is increased from nine to eleven with the quorum requirement raised from five to six. 4 Four instead of three of the appointive members must now be "physicians .. .qualified by experience in anti-tuberculosis work or in the treatment of tuberculosis. ' 5 Similarly, the membership of the State Hospital Board
is increased from seven to ten; three instead of two of the members must be physicians engaged in the general practice of medicine in the state.'
As a consequence of excepting labor disputes from the application of the Arbitration Act7 a Board of Mediation for labor
disputes was created by the special session of the legislature.8
The board is given no real power but is to assist in the arbitration
of disputes when, and only so long as, the disputing parties desire
its assistance. The act in no way compels any disputant to present
2. September 22 to October 3, 1948.
3. La. Act 10 of 1948(E.S.) amending La. Act 327 of 1948, infra. p. 47.
The appropriation was increased similarly from $50,000 to $65,000 for each
fiscal year.
4. La. Act 25 of 1948, revising and amending La. Act 161 of 1912, infra
p. 59, fn. 50, 51.
5. Italicized phrase added by La. Act 11 of 1948(E.S.).
6. La. Act 21 of 1948(E.S.).
7. La. Act 377 of 1948, amending La. Act 262 of 1928 as amended by La.
Act 218 of 1932.
8. La. Act 24 of 1948(E.S.).
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his grievance to the board nor to abide by the recommendations
of the board.
Civil service was considered by both the regular 9 and special
sessions of the 1948 legislature. Act 12 of the extraordinary session repealed the state civil service law while Act 13 provides a
merit system for certain employees of state agencies receiving aid
from the federal government.
The Declaratory Judgments Act, adopted at the regular session,' ° was re-enacted" to supply the enacting clause which was
omitted from the original statute.
Ten of the statutes of the extra session are appropriation
measures, one of which is of general interest. As a result of the
investigation of conditions at the East Louisiana State Hospital, 2
$857,434 is assigned for the improvement, operation and maintenance of the hospital. The appropriation makes an itemized division of the funds, both as to the fiscal year and as to the particular
use for which the money is allocated. In Act 9 $159,290 is set
aside to defray certain costs of government such as the expenses
incurred by investigating committees, the increased salaries of
judges, and the salaries of registrars of voters. At least eight
other acts deal with specific appropriations."3
Among the remainder of the twenty-five acts adopted at the
extraordinary session are miscellaneous acts, including those (1)
to allow the names of the candidates for president and vice-president of the United States who were nominated by the National
Democratic Party to be placed on the ballot upon the petition of
one hundred electors; 4 (2) to add widows, children or dependents
of war veterans as exceptions to the prohibition against employment by the state of persons receiving pensions or retirement
benefits from the state or federal government;" (3) to enable
9. See p. 56 et seq., infra.
10. La. Act 431 of 1948, infra p. 34.
11. La. Act 22 of 1948(E.S.).
12. Legislative Investigating Committee established by H.C.R. No. 21
of 1948.
13. La. Act 1 of 1948(E.S.) ($75,000 to defray expenses of legislature);
La. Act 3 of 1948(E.S.) (additional $5,850,000 for free school lunch program);
La. Act 4 of 1948(E.S.) ($100,000 to the State School for Deaf to construct

a building); La. Act 6 of 1948(E.S.) ($10,680 to state tax collector of New
Orleans for employer's contributions to State Employees' Retirement System); La. Act 7 of 1948(E.S.) ($100,000 to New Orleans Charity Hospital for
Musser-Gordon Tubercular Hospital; La. Act. 8 of 1948(E.S.)
($10,000 to
Board of Tax Appeals for salaries and expenses); La. Act 17 of 1948(E.S.)
($130,000 to pay for official printing.)
14. La. Act 2 of 1948(E.S.), amending La. Act 224 of 1940.
15. La. Act 19 of 1948(E.S.). Under La. Act 191 of 1948, which was re-
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members of the Louisiana State Employees' Retirement System
to retire at age fifty-five on completion of thirty years of creditable service;1e (4) to increase the number of notaries public
which may be appointed in the Parish of Orleans from 825 to
875; 1 (5) to authorize the City of New Orleans to levy an additional one per cent "sales tax."'
MATTERS RELATED TO THE CIVIL CODE

Very few articles of the Louisiana Civil Code of 1870 are
affected by 1948 legislation. However, the Louisiana State Law
Institute is mandated to prepare a projet for the revision of the
Civil Code and the Code of Practice to be submitted at a later
date.'
Chattel Mortgage
Under the 1918 Chattel Mortgage Act 2 there was uncertainty
as to whether stocks of goods or merchandise could be made subject to a chattel mortgage.3 In re Handy Andy Stores of Louisi4
ana, Incorporated,
contains dicta implying that a chattel mortgage of stock could be valid. In the case of Elston, Prince and
McDade, Incorporated v. Lyon Drug Company5 the court did not
pass on the point because the holder of the chattel mortgage had
not appealed, but the court quoted significantly from the trial
judge's opinion, "Apparently, the contention of the plaintiff is
correct on the point that the mortgage is in violation of Act 270
of 1926. It is my opinion, that so far as the fixtures are concerned,
the mortgage sufficiently described them, but of course the merchandise could not be mortgaged." (Italics supplied.)
Under the 1944 Chattel Mortgage Act there are no cases
considering the matter and no expressions of opinion by writers.
Act 474 of 1948 amends and re-enacts Section 1 of the Chattel
Mortgage Act of 1944 and adds to the list of "masses or assempealed by La. Act 19 of 1948(E.S.), a provision called for the suspension of
payment of pension or retirement benefits during the employment. This
provision is omitted from the new act.
16. La. Act 20 of 1948(E.S.), amending La. Act 126 of 1946, §§ 2, 3, 4, 5, 8,
as amended by La. Act 356 of 1948.
17. La. Act 23 of 1948(E.S.).
18. La. Act 18 of 1948(E.S.).
1. La. Act 335 of 1948.
2. La. Act 198 of 1918 [Dart's Stats. (1939) § 5022 et seq.].
3. See Daggett, Louisiana Privileges and Chattel Mortgage (1942) 34, 35.
4. 51 F.(2d) 98 (C.C.A. 5th, 1932).
5. 140 So. 249 (La. App. 1932).

6. La. Act 172 of 1944 [Dart's Stats. (Supp. 1947) § 5022.1 et seq.].
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blages of things" which may be mortgaged "stocks of inventoried
merchandise or other things in bulk, but changing in specifics,"
and goes on to provide that in case of mortgage of such things
"the lien of the mortgage shall cease as to all articles disposed
of by the mortgagor up to the time of foreclosure but shall attach
to the purchases made to supply their place and to other afteracquired additions to the original stock of goods, inventoried
merchandise, or other things in bulk originally mortgaged to
secure the debt." So now apparently all doubt is removed and
stocks of merchandise may be made subject to chattel mortgage.
The phrase "or other things in bulk" raises a question. Is it now
possible to mortgage anything in bulk? A reading of the amendment indicates that this was the intention of the legislature. If
so, there is no need for the specific listing of masses or assemblages of things which may be mortgaged.
The amendment is a desirable one in that it operates to make
increased credit available to the tradesman. Nevertheless, there
are two criticisms which should be noted. When such a mortgage
exists against a stock of goods, any subsequent vendor (other
than the mortgagee) who would ordinarily have a high ranking
vendor's privilege is immediately outranked by the holder of the
chattel mortgage, since the chattel mortgage ranks from date of
recordation. This could cause suppliers of goods to demand immediate cash payments and thus defeat the purpose of making
further credit available to merchants. A second objection is from
the standpoint of the mortgagee. One of the essential characteristics of mortgage-the right of pursuit by the mortgagee-is
abolished in this particular type of chattel mortgage. As soon as
the goods are sold by the merchant, the mortgagee's lien ceases
to have effect. The mortgagee has no assurance that he will have
security to look to in the future, in case the mortgagor allows his
stock to decline.
Act 387 of 1948 amends and re-enacts the title and Section
6 of the Chattel Mortgage Act." The title was changed by the
addition of two words-"creating" and "reinscribing"-in the
first part, so that it now reads as follows: "An Act to grant the
right to mortgage movable property; to provide the method of
creating, executing, recording, foreclosure, reinscribing and enforcement of such right of mortgage" et cetera. (Italics supplied.) The rest of the title remains the same.
7. Ibid.
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The amendment to Section 6 permits recorders to destroy all
chattel mortgage records ten years after the date of their recordation unless they have been reinscribed. Reinscription must be
made within five years to affect third persons, the effect of each
reinscription being for five years from its date. This amendment
makes it possible for recorders to clear the records of much dead
.matter.
The amendment to Section 6 contains an inadvertent omission of words. The third sentence of the section was re-enacted
with the omission of the words shown here in brackets as follows:
"Reinscription [shall renew the effect of the mortgage for the
amount unpaid] for a period of five (5) years from the date
of the reinscription and further renewals may be made thereafter from time to time, the effect of each new reinscription being
for five (5) years from its date." This error should be corrected.
Recordation and Reinscription of Mortgages
Act 453 of 1948 amends and re-enacts Civil Code Article
3369, one of the articles on recordation and reinscription of mortgages, and repeals Act 23 of 1917(E.S.). The amendment to
Article 3369 is principally a re-arrangement and clarification of
that much-amended article. Whereas the prior texts were like
the uncontrolled growth of foliage, the present Article 3369 is
more like a neatly trimmed shrub.
Act 23 of 1917(E.S.) provided that where a conventional
mortgage was given to secure a loan on farm land and where
such loan was liquidated under the amortization plan, the mortgage need not be reinscribed prior to the maturity of the debt
in order to continue the effectiveness of the mortgage. The repeal of the act eliminates unnecessary duplication since the situation contemplated is adequately covered in Article 3369, as
amended.
Crop Pledge Records
Act 253 of 1948 amends and re-enacts Section 1 of Act 114
of 1934 by adding that "the Recorders of Mortgages shall have
the right to destroy the Crop Pledge records in their respective
offices ten (10) years after the date of the recordation of such
crop pledges." This amendment will accomplish the same purpose as Act 387 of 1948 and allow the clearing of much dead
matter from the records.
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Legitimation of Adulterous Illegitimates
Acts 482 and 483 both relate to that chapter of the Civil Code
dealing with illegitimate children and should be considered together. The amendment" to Article 198 of the Civil Code removes the prohibition against legitimation of adulterous illegitimates by subsequent marriage. In the future all illegitimate
children may be legitimated by marriage, with the exception of
those born of an incestuous connection, whose parents are, of
course, totally incapable of marriage.9
Act 483 amends Article 204 to provide that children whose
parents were incapable of contracting marriage at the time of
conception may be acknowledged if the parents marry. Prior to
1870 this article"0 provided that no acknowledgment could be
made of children born of either an incestuous or adulterous connection."' As amended, this article allows acknowledgment of
children born of an adulterous connection but still prohibits the
acknowledgment of an incestuous illegitimate, since the parents
can never marry. 12 This acknowledgment after marriage is more
than an acknowledging: it puts into effect the legitimation constituted by the marriage. These two acts have accomplished one
goal-the legitimation of adulterous illegitimates-but of course
in some instances it is still impossible to legitimate adulterous
illegitimates as limitations are placed on the marriage of those
who are guilty of adultery. 8 Certainly this is a step in the right
direction toward placing illegitimate children on an equal footing
with legitimate children.
Adoption
The re-enactment of Article 214 of the Civil Code is designed
to spell out details relative to inheritance and other rights in
adoption cases.' 4 The new legislation is subject to criticism from
& La. Act 482 of 1948.
9. Arts. 94, 95, La. Civil Code of 1870.
10. Art. 204, La. Civil Code of 1870.
11. La. Civil Code of 1808, Art. 26, p. 48; Art. 222, La. Civil Code of 1825.
12, There may also be the question of acknowledgment of children born
of mixed races. Our law has never expressly prohibited this acknowledgment; and when the Civil Code of 1870 was adopted, the marriage between
the races was allowed, so necessarily such an acknowledgment could be
made. However, under the strict language of Article 204 of the Code of
1870 and also under the 1948 amendment, such acknowledgment would now
be Impossible since inter-racial marriages were prohibited by La. Act 54 of
1894.
13. Art. 161, La. Civil Code of 1870.
14. La. Act 454 of 1948.
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a sociological standpoint and is subject to attack on constitutional
grounds in view of the amendment to the Constitution in 1944.15
A discussion of these matters, however, is not within the scope
of this survey and the following is presented without reference
to the problem of constitutionality, but is intended merely to
report the contents of the articles as amended and re-enacted.
The new Article 214 provides that the adopted, his lawful
issue, and the adopter are all subject to the same rights and
duties toward each other as if the adopted were a legitimate
child. This seems to establish all the possible legal consequences
of the relationship existing between parent and legitimate child.
It further provides that the adopted and his issue have the same
rights as legal and forced heirs to the adopter's succession as
his legitimate children. Prior to this amendment the adopted
child's rights of inheritance from the adopter were not specified.
Under Act 318 of 1944 the adopted was made a forced heir to
the exclusion of the adopter's father and mother. This amendment was interpreted in dicta16 to mean that adopted children
did not have the same rights in successions as forced heirs or as
legitimate children. The adopter now has the same rights to the
succession of the adopted and his lawful issue as if the adopted
.were his legitimate child except in the case where the adopted at
the time of adoption was a major or an emancipated minor and
the adoption was effected without his parents' consent. The purpose of this exception is to provide for cases where an adoption
is made by notarial act and there is no necessity for the parents'
consent. It should be noted, however, that the lawful issue of the
adopted is now included throughout the new article so that the
descendants of an adopted person stand in the same relationship
to the adopter as descendants of a legitimate child.
Article 214.1. This part provides that adoption of the persons
related by blood does not permit inheritance in a dual capacity.
Article 214.2. No legal relationship exists between the blood
relatives of the adopter and the adopted and his lawful issue.
15. La. Act 318 of 1944, amending La. Const. of 1921, Art. IV, § 16: "'No
law shall be passed abolishing forced heirship; provided, that children lawfully adopted shall have the same rights in the successions of the persons
adopting them, as children who are forced heirs, to the exclusion of the
father and mother of the adoptive parent, or either of them, who are forced
heirs, but the party adopted shall acquire no right of succession to the property of relatives of the party adopting.... '".The portion in italics was
already a part of the Constitution.
16. Succession of Carre, 212 La. 839, 33 So.(2d) 655 (1948).
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However, children adopted by the same person, and their
lawful issue, may inherit as legal heirs from each other in concurrence with the blood brothers and sisters of the deceased
adopted child. No rights of inheritance exist between the
adopted and his lawful issue and the adopter's blood relatives except for property acquired by the adopted either by inheritance or gratuity from the adopter and owned by the adopted
at the time of his death. If the adopted dies without legitimate
children, this property is inherited by the surviving adopting
parent, as legal and forced heirs, by the other adopted children
and blood relatives of the adopter as legal heirs and by the surviving spouse of the adopted as an irregular heir to the exclusion
of all blood relatives of the adopted.
Act 318 of 1944 provided that "the party adopted shall acquire
no right of succession to the property of relatives of the party
adopting." Apart from this act, Article 214.2 is the first legislation on the status existing between the adopted and the blood
relatives of the adopter. This article makes it clear that, except
as between children adopted by the same person, no relation or
inheritance right arises other than that between the adopted and
the adopter.
Article 214.3. This article is the natural adjunct of the preceding article in that it stipulates that there is no change in the
legal relationship existing between the adopted and his lawful
issue and the blood relatives of his blood parents and that they
will continue to be heirs of each other except as to property obtained by the adopted gratuitously or by inheritance from the
17
adopter.
Article 214.4. A new feature in Louisiana law is the provision
that the adopted and his heirs continue to be heirs of his blood
parents just as if no adoption had taken place. Act 428 of 193818
had caused the cessation of the adopted child's rights as his blood
parents' heir.
Article 214,5. Another phase of adoption law in Louisiana is
presented here for the first time. The blood parents are relieved
of all parental duties and are divested of all their rights, inheritance, et cetera, with regard to the adopted and his lawful issue,
17. See infra p. 27.
18. Dart's Stats. (1939) §§ 4839.26-4839.41. Act 428 of 1938 was repealed
by La. Act 154 of 1942 (Dart's Stats. (Supp. 1947) § 4839.42 et seq.] which
was in turn repealed by La. Act 228 of 1948. These three acts were procedural.
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except as provided in Articles 94,19 214.6, 214.7 and 214.8. Of
course, Act 428 of 1938 relieved the blood parent of the obligation of support when the final order of adoption was entered.
Article 214.6. The situation presented when the blood parent
of a child remarries and the new spouse adopts the legitimate
child of the blood parents is handled by Article 214.6. The relationship of the blood parent toward the adopted is not altered by
the adoption. Prior to the passage of this act, there was no statute
regulating this problem.
Article 214.7. No change in the legal relationship between
the adopted child and his lawful issue and his blood parents or
parent takes place when the child is a major or an emancipated
minor at the time of the adoption and the blood parent's consent
is not evidenced in the act of adoption. The blood parents, in
such a case, retain all rights of alimony and of inheritance from
the adopted and his lawful issue, to the exclusion of the adopter
except as provided in Article 214.2 for property inherited or gratuitously acquired from the adopter.
Article 214.8. Act 428 of 1938, repealed by 154 of 1942,0 provided that the parents' obligation for support would cease after
the final order of adoption. The converse rule is contained in
Article 214.8, which provides that Article 292 is still applicable
to the blood parents of adopted children but only when the
adopted child cannot get alimony from the adopter. This is
another example where the minor retains all old rights but is
excused from all old duties.
Article 2315. In order that Civil Code Article 2315 might conform with the new adoption legislation, it was necessary for certain changes to be made. The amendment 2 grants children given
in adoption by the parent equal inheritance rights for the wrongful death and survivorship action with blood children not given
in adoption and with adoptive children. This is in line with the
amendment to Article 214 where the adopted child retains all
rights as an heir to his blood parents. Second, the act gives the
right of action to blood sisters and brothers only. This was probably changed because no legal relation or inheritance rights are
established between the lawful issue and the adopted child of
19.
ing on
20.
21.

The reference to Article 94 is obviously a mistake, as it has no bearthe subject matter.
See supra note 18.
La. Act 333 of 1948.
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the adoptive parent by the new adoption law. However, inheritance rights are created between two adopted children when they
are adopted by the same parent. The legislature may have overlooked this relationship created by the amendment to Article 214.
Finally, the new act provides that in the instance of adopted persons, the cause of action shall survive in favor of blood parents
instead of adoptive parents "when at the time of the adoption
the adopted was a major, or emancipated minor whose adoption
was effected without the consent of the blood parent or parents
evidenced in the act of adoption."
Article 1705. Act 334 of 1948 amends Article 1705 of the Civil
Code so that an adoption by the testator revokes a previously
made will.22 Article 1705 was Article 1698 of the Civil Code of
1825 which was borrowed from the Partidas, under which adoption as well as birth annulled a prior will.23 When the Partidas
provision was incorporated into the Civil Code of 1825 as Article
1698 the part on adoption was omitted because adoption was then
non-existent. 24 The legislature later revived the adoption law,
but failed to amend Article 1705 to conform to the change. Despite the broad statement in Article 214 of the Civil Code of 1870
as to the rights of adopted children, 25 the court later took the
position that an adoption did not annul a prior will because
Article 1705 as enacted in 1825 could not possibly have contemplated adoption (then non-existent) and because there had been
no specific amendment to Article 1705.26 That decision was recently adhered to27 and the present act overturns this jurisprudence. This change follows the present trend of establishing the
same legal relation between adoptive parent and child as exists
between blood parent and child.
22. Before amendment Article 1705 read "the testament falls by the
birth of legitimate children of the testator, posterior to its date." The new
article reads "A testament is revoked by the posterior birth of a legitimate
child to the testator or by the subsequent adoption of a child by the testator."
23. Las Siete Partidas 6.1.20.
24. La. Civil Code of 1808, Art. 35, p. 50, retained as Art. 232, La. Civil
Code of 1825.
25. "Any person may adopt another as his child except those illegitimate children whom the law prohibits him from acknowledging but such
adoption shall not interfere with the rights of forced heirs .... the person
adopted shall have all the rights of a legitimate child In the estate of the
person adopting him except as above stated .. "
26. Succession of McRacken, 162 La. 443, 110 So. 645 (1926).
27. Succession of Carre, 212 La. 839, 33 So.(2d) 655 (1948).
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Adoption Procedure
Act 228 of 1948 restates the procedure for adopting children
under seventeen years of age and specifically repeals Act 154 of
1942.28 Although substantially -the same procedure is to be followed, there are additions and changes of importance, and the
new law is clearer and better organized.
Under the former act the death of one of the joint petitioners
during the proceedings occasioned much delay and confusion.
Now the survivor of the joint petitioners may proceed as if he
were the sole petitioner.
The new law stipulates that proceedings may be instituted
either at the domicile of the petitioner or at the domicile of the
legal custodian of the child. Formerly it was possible to file the
petition at the domicile of the proposed adoptee.
Provision is also made that the curator appointed to represent the absent parent must be an attorney at law. Assurance
is thus given that the interests of both the child and the parent
will be adequately protected.
In addition, the new statute specifically enumerates the factors which are to be considered by the Department of Public
Welfare in the compilation of its confidential report regarding
the proposed adoption. This declaration will better enable the
welfare department to ascertain and carry out the legislative
intent and will afford greater protection to both the child presented for adoption and the parent.
Two significant changes are designed to expedite the handling of adoption proceedings. If the petitioner fails to take further action within two years after the granting of the interlocutory decree, the decree becomes null. Not only will this provision tend to hasten the proceedings, but also it will prevent possible abuse of the child in cases where the parent has no real
intention to complete the adoption. Another section of the amendment lists three situations in which an interlocutory order will
not be required. As the purpose of the interlocutory judgment is
satisfied when the would-be adopter and the child live together
for six months, it is not difficult to justify the new provision.
The new law evinces a commendable trend toward increased
secrecy in matters of adoption. Only the judge has access to the
28. For an excellent discussion of this amendment, see Daggett, Matters
Pertaining to the Civil Code (1942) 5 LOUISIANA LAW REVIEW 83, 92.
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confidential reports of the Department of Public Welfare. Criminal sanctions are to be imposed upon those who unjustifiably
disclose information concerning adoption cases, when the knowledge is acquired from the confidential files of the department.
Another change of some significance concerns court costs.
Formerly, the charges were set at ten dollars. As actual practice
proved this amount insufficient, the clerk of court is now authorized to levy "reasonable court costs as in any civil proceeding."
Voluntary Surrender and Abandonment of Children
A 1948 act 29 repeals the previous statutes" dealing with the
voluntary surrender and abandonment of children under seventeen years of age. Two significant changes are made which will
greatly facilitate the handling of such proceedings. A 1942 act"1
made provision for the surrender of a child by an unwed mother.
The new law broadens this provision by making it possible for
any parent to surrender his child, whether born in or out of
wedlock. However, the surrender by only one legitimate parent
will not be effective as to the other. A declaration before a notary
public and two witnesses is sufficient to effect the surrender.
After the child has been transferred, the welfare agency replaces the parents in subsequent adoption proceedings. In the
case where a child has been deserted for at least four months by
his parents, the 1948 act sets forth a clear, concise and coordinated procedure for declaring the child abandoned. This four
month period is substantially less than the one year period prescribed in the former law.2 This elimination of unnecessary delays and inconveniences in abandonment proceedings better protects the interests of the child.
The specific repeal of former acts on this subject is certainly
an improvement over the totally inadequate repealing clause
usually employed. However, the inclusion of Article 271 in the
laws repealed is undoubtedly a typographical error. The legisla29. La. Act 227 of 1948.
30. La. Act 28 of 1892 [Dart's Stats. (1939) § 4886] (this act had already
been repealed by Act 43 of 1942); La. Act 173 of 1910 as amended by La. Act
427 of 1938 [Dart's Stats. (1939) §§ 4891-4895]; La. Act 271 of 1940, as
amended by La. Act 91 of 1942 [Dart's Stats. (Supp. 1947) §§ 4895.1-4895.2].
Arts. 213, 271, La. Civil Code of 1870. Obviously, Article 271 was repealed in

error, as it does not deal with the subject. It seems that they intended to
repeal Article 272.
31. For a discussion of this act, see Daggett, supra note 28, at 90.

32. Id. at 97.
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ture must have intended to repeal Article 272 which deals with
the same subject matter as the new law.
Absentees
Article 70 of the Revised Civil Code sets forth the number of
years which must elapse before the heirs of an absentee may
petition for absolute possession of his estate. Prior to the 1948
amendment 83 the number of years was thirty from the date the
heirs were placed in provisional possession or one hundred years
from the birth of the absentee. Under the new law absence for a
period of thirty years gives rise to a presumption of death and
the known heirs of the absentee may petition to be put in absolute possession. This "absolute possession" carries with it the
right to "deal with such property as the absolute and unconditional owners." This provision is in accord with the longest prescriptive period in Louisiana law and will tend to quiet land
titles.
Because of the broad language of the new article allowing
the heirs to deal with the property as "absolute and unconditional owners," the articles34 dealing with the return of the
absentee may be impliedly repealed. Now the absentee who
returns after his heirs have been declared the absolute and unconditional owners may be unable to recover his estate.
A 1946 amendment 5 to Article 70 had made special provision for the estates of servicemen reported missing under circumstances giving rise to strong presumptions of death. The amended
article does not contain this provision.
Interdiction
Article 391 is amended3 to provide that when a person sought
33. La. Act 343 of 1948, which reads: "If the absence has lasted thirty
years a presumption of death shall follow and the known heirs of the absen-

tee may petition the court and cause themselves to be put in absolute possession of the property and estate of the absentee by the judge, and thereafter
deal with such property as the absolute and unconditional owners."
Before the 1948 amendment the first paragraph of Article 70 read: "If
the absence has lasted thirty years since the provisional possession, or since
the time when the husband or wife who held their estate in common shall
have taken the administration of the estate of the absentee, or if one hun-

dred years have elapsed since the birth of the absentee, then the sureties
shall be discharged, and all such as may have rights, may petition for the
partition of the estate of the absentee, and cause themselves to be put in
absolute possession by the judge."

34. Art. 72 et seq., La. Civil Code of 1870.
35. La. Act 377 of 1946. For an excellent discussion of this amendment,
see Lazarus, Louisiana Legislation of 1946 (1946) 7 LOUISIANA LAW REVIEw
23, 35.
36. La. Act 321 of 1948.
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to be interdicted is domiciled in Louisiana, but is in an out-ofstate institution because of his illness, then the court on proper
application may appoint to represent him an attorney on whom,
apparently, initial and all other service may be made. Articles
423, 424 and 425 are necessarily made inoperative during the
period of confinement outside the state. Article 423, in prohibiting the taking of an interdict out of the state unless by judicial
order, can have no effect where the interdict is in another state
at the time of interdiction. Articles 424 and 425 providing for the
appointment of a superintendent and visits by the judge would
also be impractical in such a case.
The constitutionality of this act might be questioned on the
ground that the person sought to be interdicted is deprived of his
liberty without due process of law because of the absence of
notice of the pending suit. Of course, in most instances, the court
of the domicile has jurisdiction over the defendant and domiciliary service is sufficient. It would seem, however, that in an
action concerning such an important interest as a person's capacity to act, personal notice should be a requisite. Prior to this
act, no express provision was made for the interdiction of an absent domiciliary. But if such action is constitutional, it no doubt
could have been accomplished under Article 391 if proper notice
were given.
Consequently this act has done nothing more than allow the
interdiction of an absent domiciliary without notice to him. It is
no doubt proper for a curator to receive service for an interdict
after interdiction, but it is submitted that this should not be
sufficient for the interdiction proceedings.
Marriage Licenses
Article 99 was amended by recent legislation 7 to provide that
no celebrant shall perform a marriage within seventy-two hours
from the time a license is issued. An exception is authorized,
however, when in the opinion of the celebrant there is a serious
and grave reason for the performance of the marriage before the
lapse of seventy-two hours. To dispense with this waiting period,
the officiating minister or officer must obtain the written consent of the Board of Health in Orleans Parish or the clerk of
court in any other parish of the state. This written consent is
to be retained by the celebrant and by the license issuing author37. La. Act 312 of 1948.
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ity as part of their public records. Violation of these provisions
is punishable by a one year revocation of the celebrant's authority to perform marriages when a complaint by any person is
proved to the satisfaction of the Board of Health in Orleans Parish or the clerk of court in any other parish of the state.
While this amendment has a worthy purpose, it appears that
it will fall short of achieving the desired end. The license issuing
officer is given as much authority and discretion as the celebrant,
yet no penalty is provided for violation by him. It also seems
that it would have been better to set certain rules as to when
the exception could be invoked. One of the proposals 8 provided
that only in case of pregnancy or near death could the waiting
period be dispensed with. This would certainly dispose of any
discretion as to when the exception could be invoked. This same
proposal provided for a waiting period between application and
issuing of the license, rather than between the issuance and the
marriage ceremony. This proviso would leave authority entirely
with the license issuing agency to enforce the delay. It would
appear that this proposal, with a stiff penalty for violations,
would have been preferable.
The penalty placed on the celebrant for violation of the
amendment is not stringent nor is there any procedure for enforcing it:
From the above, it seems that in an effort to prevent hasty
marriages, the legislature was entirely too hasty in adopting the
new amendment.
Expropriation
As an aid to theproposed expansion in the highway system
of the state, Act 326 of 1948 expedites the procedure for expropriation of property for highway purposes. If, during the suit,
the body desiring to expropriate such property wishes to do so
before judgment, it makes an application according to a specified
procedure. Appraisers are appointed, notice given to the defendant, and the property evaluated. Defendant is then given an opportunity to show cause why the land should not be expropriated.8" In the absence of a showing of cause, payment of the appraised value may be made and the defendant is thus divested
38. Senate Bill No. 262 of 1948.
39. Defendant may show that the appraisers abused their discretion or
were guilty of misconduct in making the appraisal, or that there is no public
necessity.
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of the property. Such proceedings are preference suits and may
be brought at any time. The act, however, while providing that
"notwithstanding such taking, any such suit shall be tried .. .
[according to] provisions . . . for the trial of expropriation
cases,' 40 fails to solve the problem of what happens after expropriation has occurred and the defendant wins the suit.
Although there is no mention of Act 326 of 1948 in the proposed constitutional amendment 4l authorizing such a procedure
as is provided in that act, it is obvious that the intention is to
provide in the Constitution for such proceedings.
A separate act 42 abolishes the use of juries in expropriation
43
cases and provides that the judge alone is to try such cases.
CIVIL

PROCEDURE AND JUDICIAL ORGANIZATION

Declaratory Judgments
As a result of the untiring efforts of Robert Lee Tullis, Dean
Emeritus of the Louisiana State University Law School, Louisiana has become the thirty-fourth state' to adopt the Uniform
Declaratory Judgments Act.2 Although the act provides what
many consider a much needed procedural reform3 its adoption
comes only after a long controversy among members of the Louisiana Bar.4 Limitations of space do not permit a detailed discussion of the procedure provided by this act, but such a discussion is not necessary in view of the mass of jurisprudence from
other states, and the availability of much fine textual material.5
Arbitration
The Louisiana Arbitration Act" was amended in 19327 so
that its provisions would apply to disputes arising between em40. Section 13.
41. La. Act 548 of 1948.
42. La. Act 325 of 1948.

43. This impliedly repeals Art. 2632, La. Civil Code of 1870, which provides for jury trial in expropriation cases.
1. La. Act 431 of 1948. Unfortunately, this act lacks an enacting clause
and this deficiency should be corrected.
2. 32 La. State Bar Ass'n Rep. 50-70 (1932). Pro: Report of Committee

on Declaratory Judgments Statute (1930) 30 La. State Bar Ass'n Rep. 164.
Con: Sidney L. Herold (1932) 32 La. State Bar Ass'n Rep. 61.

3. See Table, Uniform Declaratory Judgments Act, 9 U.L.A. 42 (Supp.
1947).

4. See Lee, The Declaratory Judgments Act (1946)

20 Tulane L. Rev.

566.
5. For example, Borchard, Declaratory Judgments (2 ed. 1941).
6. La. Act 262 of 1928 [Dart's Stats. (1939) § 405 et seq.].
7. La. Act 218 of 1932 [Dart's Stats. (1939) § 405 et seq.]
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ployer and employees where there are fifty-employees or more
represented by some union or association. This 1932 amendment
created a hiatus in that Section 4 as originally adopted provided
for a method of appointing arbitrators where a provision to
settle a controversy by arbitration was contained in any written
contract; but as amended, Section 4 provided only for the appointment of arbitrators in labor disputes, and contained no provision for the appointment of arbitrators in any other type of
dispute. Act 377 of 1948 resolves this hiatus by repealing Act
262 of 1928 as amended in 1932, and re-enacting the act as it
originally stood in 1928. This has the effect, however, of making
the act no longer applicable to contracts of employment.
Partition
Under Act 96 of 1928 whenever real property" is held in
indivision and one or more of the co-owners are absent from
the state and are not represented here, or if their residences
are unknown, any other co-owner can obtain a partition by licitation upon complying with the various provisions of the act.
Act 457 of 1948 enlarges upon this right by allowing the co-owner
of "an entire property" to petition for a private cash sale to effect
the partition.
Service of Process
For many years Louisiana has had an act providing for civil
process against non-residents in cases arising out of the operation of motor vehicles within the state.' The 1948 legislature
has enacted a similar act providing for civil process against nonresidents in cases arising out of the operation, navigation or
maintenance of water craft within the state.1" This act appears
to be the first of its kind enacted by any state. In the absence
of any jurisprudence dealing directly with the point, the act
presents some interesting questions as to whether it is consti1 2
tutional, and if so, on what basis it will be sustained.
Ancient Documents
There are two acts18 relating to the admissibility in evidence
8. La. Act 377 of 1948, § 16.
9. Dart's Stats. (1939) § 6589. The title of the act says "real estate."
10. La. Act 86 of 1928 as amended by La. Act 184 of 1932 [Dart's Stats.
(1939) §§ 5296-5298].
11. La. Act 132 of 1948.
12. None of these questions will be presented here in view of the fact
that it is contemplated to give this matter fuller treatment in a forthcoming
issue of this Review.
13. La. Acts 67 of 1948 and 286 of 1948.
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of documents which have been recorded for long periods of time.
Act 67 of 1948 provides that "any instrument of writing ... which
has been recorded in the conveyance, mortgage, donation, miscellaneous or other official records . . . or in any office, bureau,
department or agency of the State of Louisiana, for a period of
thirty (30) years or more at the time such instrument is offered
in evidence" shall be admissible on the trial of any civil case
without further proof of the instrument, its execution or genuineness. Act 286 of 1948 provides that "where the conveyance
records ... show that any deed, conveyance, sale, lease, transfer,
assignment, power of attorney, or other written act whatsoever
• . . shall have been recorded in said records for a period of not
less than twenty-two years ... a copy of the recordation of any
such instrument . . . shall be received and admitted in evidence
in the courts of Louisiana, without proof of signature of the
maker or makers of the original act, and shall be deemed prima
facie proof of the contents of the original instrument . .. ." The
net result of the two acts seems to be that recordation of an instrument in the conveyance records for twenty-two years is sufficient for it to be admissible without further proof, whereas if
the recordation has been in any records other than the conveyance records, it must have existed for at least thirty years in
order to be admissible without further proof.
Public Records
Section 4 of the Public Records Act 4 was amended so that
the provisions of the act will not apply to records in the custody
or control of the supervisor of public accounts. 5 The amending
act further provides that "the completed reports of audits of the
Supervisor of Public Funds shall be public records within the
meaning of this Act and shall be available at the office of the
Supervisor of Public Funds three days after the completion of.
such reports."
Recusation
The Code of Practice provisions' relating to recusation in
civil cases are completely rewritten' so as to incorporate into
the code all the procedural rules on the subject. The code provisions as now amended contain the more important jurispru14.
15.
16.
17.

La. Act 195 of 1940 [Dart's Stats. (Supp. 1947) §§ 7845.1-7845.161.
La. Act 391 of 1948.
Arts. 337-342, 881, 1072, La. Code of Practice of 1870.
La. Act 336 of 1948.
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dential rules on the subject, as well as the provisions of a number
of statutes which are impliedly repealed or superseded.18 The
principal change in the law is a slight broadening of the grounds
for recusation to make the code provisions accord with the present-day status of women. The revision also reinstates as a ground
of recusation the judge's being a material witness in the cause,19
thus removing a glaring defect in the law of Louisiana.
Judges
There are acts creating four new judgeships-two for the
Civil District Court for the Parish of Orleans, 20 one for the Criminal District Court for the Parish of Orleans" and one for the
22
Fourteenth Judicial District.

Act 549 of 1948 is a proposed amendment to Article VII,
Section 8, of the Constitution. The act sets out detailed provisions for eligibility for retirement of judges, retirement pay,
source of funds and procedure for retirement.
Attached to the amendment is the provision which prohibits
any judge from being a candidate for any office except that of
judge unless he shall have resigned his judgeship. Under the
proposed amendment if any judge becomes a candidate without
resigning he shall be ipso facto retired without pay and shall
be ineligible for the office from which he was retired for two
years after such retirement.
Act 515 of 1948 is a proposed amendment to Article VII, Section 4, of the Constitution giving to the supreme court the power
to call in any court of appeal or district court judge to sit on the
supreme court in case of illness of any supreme court justice
causing his absence for more than two weeks, or during any
vacancy in the office of any justice which the court is not authorized to fill.
18. La. Rev. Stats. of 1870, §§ 1922, 3192, 3193; La. Act 39 of 1873, § 3
[Dart's Stats. (1939) § 2851]; La. Act 70 of 1876 [Dart's Stats. (1939) § 19161918]; La. Act 10 of 1880 [Dart's Stats. (1939) § 1452 et seq.]; La. Act 40
of 1880 as amended by La. Acts 185 of 1898, 109 of 1932 and 124 of 1940 [Dart's
Stats. (Supp. 1947) § 1907 et seq.]; La. Act 74 of 1884 [Dart's Stats. (1939)
§§1814-1815].
19. This ground was originally included in Art. 338(4), La. Code of Practice of 1825, but was repealed by La. Act 83 of 1828, § 5. See also La. Rev.
Stats. of 1870, § 547.
20. La. Act 38 of 1948, under authority of La. Const. of 1921, Art. VII, § 80.
21. La. Act 108 of 1948, under authority of La. Const. of 1921, Art. VII,
§982.
22. La. Act 146 of 1948, under authority of La. Const. of 1921, Art. VII,
§34.
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Courts
Juvenile Courts. Two proposed amendments to the Constitution relate to juvenile courts. The first23 is concerned with
juvenile courts in parishes other than Orleans. It proposes to
repeal Sections 53 and 54 of Article VII, to amend Section 52
and to incorporate into Section 52 as amended the substance of
Sections 53 and 54. The amendment gives the legislature the
power to create a separate juvenile court for any parish or group
of parishes on petition of the police jury or other governing body
of the parishes to be affected. Prior to the amendment the legislature had power only to create such a court for parishes containing municipalities, having twenty-five thousand or more
2
inhabitants. 4
Previously the juvenile courts had exclusive jurisdiction
over cases where a person under seventeen committed a crime,
except capital crimes and assault with intent to commit rape.
It is significant that this jurisdiction of the juvenile courts is
not criminal jurisdiction, but jurisdiction over juvenile delinquency. What would be a crime if committed by an adult is
treated as an act of delinquency by the juvenile. There is sound
public policy behind this special treatment of juveniles. It is in
the interest of the state not to brand these straying children as
criminals and to do everything possible to achieve their eventual
rehabilitation. 2. In a further application of this policy, the 1948
amendment extends the juvenile court's jurisdiction to include
"capital crimes" and "attempted aggravated rape" committed by
children under the age of fifteen. Thus juvenile court jurisdiction
embraces all offenses committed by juveniles under the age of
fifteen; and all offenses, except capital crimes and attempted
aggravated rape, committed by those from fifteen to seventeen
years of age.
The amendment contains another enlargement of the jurisdiction of juvenile courts. They are given jurisdiction over cases.
23. La. Act 539 of 1948. This act is identical to the proposed act sub-

mitted by the Juvenile Court Commission for the State of Louisiana in its
May 1948 report to the governor.
24. It was under this provision that Caddo Parish has had a juvenile
court since 1924 (La. Act 30 of 1924 [Dart's Stats. (1939) § 1690-1708). The 1948
amendment specifically provides for the juvenile court judge for Caddo Parish. The reason for this specific provision is that when the proposed act
implementing the constitutional section is adopted, Act 30 of 1924 will be
repealed, and that since the provision should be found somewhere in the law,

the Constitution is the logical place for it. Report of the Juvenile Court
Commission for the State of Louisiana (May, 1948) 14.
25. Report of the Juvenile Court Commission, supra note 24, at 8.
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of "non-support of a wife by her husband." This extension of
jurisdiction to a case not necessarily involving juveniles gives
the juvenile court one of the broader functions of a domestic
I
relations court.
Appeals are to the supreme court, and are generally limited
to questions of law. An exception had previously been made
where judgment affected the custody, care or control of children
under seventeen, in which case appeals were on both law and
facts. The amendment adds another exception, allowing appeals
on "questions of law and of fact on both interlocutory and final
judgments in adoption proceedings."
The second proposed amendment is concerned with the
juvenile court for the Parish of Orleans. 2 The principal change
made by the amendment is with regard to appeals. Formerly,
all final judgments of the Orleans Parish juvenile court were
reviewable by the supreme court on both questions of law and
fact.2 The wisdom of this unusually broad provision has been
questioned.2 8 The amendment provides for appeals on law and
fact in cases affecting the custody, care or control of children
under seventeen years of age and in adoption proceedings. In
all other cases an appeal lies on questions of law alone. Thus,
the provisions with regard to appeal from juvenile courts
throughout the state have been made uniform, as has the juris29
diction of juvenile courts.
Municipal Courts. Act 531 of 1948 is a proposed amendment
to Article VII, Section 94, of the Constitution. It abolishes the
three recorders' courts of the City of New Orleans and provides
for a municipal court to replace them. The jurisdiction of the
municipal court is confined to the trial of violations of the ordinances of the City of New Orleans; appeals are to be made to
the criminal district court for the Parish of Orleans.
Act 212 of 194830 to a great extent parallels this proposed
constitutional amendment, but contains a few more detailed provisions.".
26. La. Act 513 of 1948, amending La. Const. of 1921, Art. VII, § 96.
27. La. Const. of 1921, Art. VII, § 96.
28. Louisiana Legislation of 1944 (1944) 6 LOUISIANA LAW R.vIEW 9, 23;
Comment (1948) 8 LOUISIANA LAW RvIEW 415.
29. Report of the Juvenile Court Commission, supra note 24, at 13.
30. Amending and re-enacting Sections 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26 of La. Act
159 of 1912 (the act incorporating the City of New Orleans and providing a
commission form of government for that city).
31. The municipal court is composed of four judges, each with a minute
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There are three acts abolishing the offices of justices of the
82
peace and providing in their stead municipal or city courts.
Another act enlarges the civil jurisdiction of the city court in the
City of Natchitoches8 8 and changes provisions relating to appeal
3 4

in civil cases.

Miscellaneous
There are acts creating thirteen offices of assistant district
attorney 8 Official court reporters are authorized for judicial
districts throughout the state, Parish of Orleans excepted, there
being as many official court reporters authorized as there may be
judges in each judicial district. 86
Caddo Parish now has a special statute relative to notaries
public, their appointment, bond qualifications, et cetera.8 7 Act
125 of 194888 provides that whenever a notary for the Parish of
Orleans has given a corporate surety, the surety can cancel the
clerk and stenographer. There will be a clerk of court with no less than
twenty deputy clerks and employees appointed by him.
32. La. Act 369 of 1948 abolishes offices of justices of the peace in the
Fourth Ward of Morehouse Parish, and creates in their place the municipal
court of the Town of Bastrop. La. Act 456 of 1948 abolishes offices of justice
of the peace in Ward 2 of Bossier Parish and creates the city court of Bossier City. La. Act 427 of 1948 abolishes offices of justice of the peace and
constable and the mayor's court in Ward 6 of St. Mary Parish and creates
the city court of Morgan City. (All under authority of La. Const. of 1921,
Art. VII, § 51.)
33. La. Act 56 of 1948. Previously civil jurisdiction was the same as for
justice of the peace courts. Now civil jurisdiction is concurrent with that of
district courts up to $500 exclusive of interest and attorneys fees.
34. La. Act 56 of 1948. Previously appeals were to be prosecuted "in
like manner as appeals from justice of the peace courts." Now if the
amount in contest exceeds $100 appeals are returnable to the court of appeal,
and if the amount is $100 or less appeals are returnable to the district court.
35. First and second district attorneys for the First Judicial District
(La. Act 139 of 1948); first, second and third assistant district attorneys for
the Twenty-fourth Judicial District (La. Act 164 of 1948); assistant district
attorney for the Eighteenth Judicial District (La. Act 308 of 1948); third
and fourth assistant district attorneys for the Fourteenth Judicial District
(La. Act 348 of 1948); first, second and third assistant district attorneys for
the Nineteenth Judicial district in lieu of an assistant district attorney (La.
Act 510 of 1948); first and second assistant district attorneys for the Fifteenth
Judicial District and assistant district attorney for the Seventeenth Judicial
District (La. Act 495 of 1948). All under authority of La. Const. of 1921,
Art. VII, § 60.
36. La. Act 296 of 1948. Section 10 of this act makes it optional with
judicial districts which are authorized court reporters by special acts
whether they will come under this act or not. This gives them the opportunity to take advantage of the higher salaries provided for in the 1948 act.
37. La. Act 468 of 1948.
38. Amending and re-enacting Section 6 of La. Act 42 of 1890 as amended
and re-enacted by La. Acts 138 of 1896 and 187 of 1902 [Dart's Stats. (1939)
§ 6309].
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bond for non-payment of premiums, and sets out the procedure
for such cancellation.
Previously the clerk of the supreme court was authorized to
retain out of filing fees and other charges collected by him three
thousand dollars to defray his office expenses, and twenty-one
hundred dollars to pay his stenographer.39 Now he is authorized
to retain eighty-seven hundred dollars for office expenses and
twenty-seven hundred for his stenographer. 0
The amount of money to be paid annually to the presiding
judge of the Orleans Court of Appeal out of the filing fees and
other charges and to be used in his discretion in purchasing stationery, books and other incidentals is increased from five hun41
dred to twenty-five hundred dollars.
In proceedings to quiet tax titles where there is an absent
or unknown former proprietor the attorney appointed to represent him was formerly provided a fee of "not more than ten
dollars for each suit. ' 42 This was amended to provide instead for
"a reasonable fee to be fixed by the court in each suit. 4
Act 508 of 1948 raises the per diem to be received by sheriffs
in the "country parishes" for attendance upon the sessions of
district courts or courts of appeal from five to eight dollars.
The "fees" act for the Parish of Orleans 44 is amended three
45
times by four acts.
CRIMINAL LAW AND PROCEDURE

Responsive Verdicts Specified
By far the most important criminal statute enacted by the
1948 legislature is the amendment to Article 386 of the Louisiana
Code of Criminal Procedure dealing with responsive verdicts.'
The new law specifically enumerates the verdicts which are responsive to the various offenses that may be charged in an indictment. This clarifying enactment puts to rest a problem which
had caused the courts considerable trouble in recent years. Since
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.

La.
La.
La.
La.
La.
La.

Act
Act
Act
Act
Act
Act

41 of 1944 [Dart's Stats. (Supp. 1947) § 1433).
157 of 1948.
485 of 1948.
106 of 1934, § 1 [Dart's Stats. (1939) §§ 8502-8504].
153 of 1948.
136 of 1890.

45. La. Acts 100, 199, 107 and 288 of 1948. La. Acts 107 of 1948 and 288
of 1948 are identical twins.
1. La. Act 161 of 1948.
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1942 eight supreme court cases 2 have turned on the question of
whether a particular crime was "necessarily included" in the
offense for which the accused was indicted, and was therefore
responsiveA These decisions have failed to establish any complete responsive verdict pattern; 4 and many perplexing problems
remained as to the scope of the responsive verdict charge. In
charging juries, trial judges often would give instructions on all
lesser included offenses, some of which might be considered to
have been totally inappropriate to the facts of the case. For
example, the crime of aggravated battery includes the lesser
generic offenses of aggravated assault, simple battery, and simple
assault. When all these lesser crimes were charged as possible
verdicts, it was inevitable that the jurors would be confused. In
the usual prosecution for aggravated battery, where there was
no question but that there had been a striking, 5 little practical
justification existed for the additional instructions concerning
simple and aggravated assault.
The new law was drafted by the District Judges Association,
a group well qualified to solve the practical problem of responsive verdicts. Their aims were twofold: (1) to achieve certainty
in the law of responsive verdicts and (2) to minimize the jury
confusion resulting from numerous instructions. The resulting
amendment may be debatable in some particulars, but it clearly
marks a strong move in the right direction.
In listing the verdicts responsive to the crimes charged, the
statute follows the recognized principle that all lesser included
2. State v. Stanford, 204 La. 439, 15 So. (2d) 817 (1943) (negligent homicide responsive to charge of manslaughter); State v. Love, 210 La. 11, 26
So. (2d) 156 (1946) (attempted manslaughter not responsive to charge of
murder); State v. Ferrand, 210 La. 394, 27 So. (2d) 174 (1946) (attempted
aggravated rape responsive to aggravated rape); State v. Bray, 210 La. 573,
27 So. (2d) 337 (1946) (attempted murder not responsive to murder); State
v. Englerth, 213 La. 158, 34 So. (2d) 409 (1947) (negligent injuring responsive
to aggravated battery); State v. Roberts, 35 So. (2d) 216 (1948) (aggravated
battery not responsive to attempted murder); State v. Carter, 35 So. (2d)
747 (1948) (attempted carnal knowledge of a juvenile responsive to carnal
knowledge of a juvenile); State v. Brown, 36 So. (2d) 624 (1948) (attempted
murder responsive to murder).
3. Art 405, La. Code of Crim. Proc. of 1928: "The verdict must be responsive to the indictment, that is to say, no one can be found guilty of an offense
not charged in the indictment or not necessarily included in the offense
charged. .. ."

4. For discussion of responsive verdicts under jurisprudence see Comment (1944) 5 LOUISANA LAW REVIEW 603.
5. Physical contact with the victim is the distinguishing element between
assault and battery. Art. 36, La. Crim. Code of 1942: "Assault is an attempt
to commit a battery, or the intentional placing of another in reasonable apprehension of receiving a battery."
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offenses must be generic with the principal crime2 At the same
time, all generic offenses are not necessarily included in a particular group. In general, two opposing considerations were balanced in deciding whether to include a particular offense as responsive: (1) There is the danger of confusing the jury with
instructions upon the law of numerous and actually irrelevant
offenses. (2) There may be cases in which the prosecuting authority cannot be certain as to which degree of the crime will be
established by the evidence, and the choice should be made by
the jury. For example, simple battery, aggravated assault, and
simple assault are generic offenses and are all included in the
crime of aggravated battery; but only simple battery is responsive to a charge of aggravated battery under the new statute.
This reduction in the number of verdicts responsive to an aggravated battery charge is motivated by the practical consideration
of seeking to avoid confusion of the jury by limiting the number
of crimes which it must consider, even at the possible expense
of theoretical integrity. The advantage gained by simplification
of the jury's task outweighs any reason for allowing verdicts for
all minor offenses.
Facility of proof was a major factor in determining whether
either the attempt or the simple grade of the crime should be
listed as responsive to the crime charged. For example, penetration, an essential element of rape 7 is often difficult to prove.
When this requirement is not present, attempted rape is the
appropriate crimeA By making a verdict of attempted rape
responsive to a charge of rape, this issue of fact is left for jury
consideration. Likewise, in complex fraud cases, completion of
a theft is difficult to establish. Accordingly, a verdict of attempted
theft is responsive to a charge of theft. The same considerations
are applicable to the arson crimes. The distinguishing element
between aggravated and simple arson is "foreseeable danger to
human life," which may sometimes be almost impossible to
6. "The generic theory is that which divides crimes into various large
categories with individual crimes constituting the species thereunder." Comment (1944) 5 LOUISIANA LAW REvIEW 603, 604. See State v. Guillory, 42 La.
Ann. 581, 7 So. 690 (1890); State v. Surrency, 148 La. 983, 88 So. 240 (1921);
State v. Ritchie, 172 La. 942, 136 So. 11 (1931).
7. Art. 41, La. Crim. Code of 1942: ". . . Emission is not necessary; and
any sexual penetration, however slight, is sufficient to complete the crime."
(of rape).
8. Art. 27, La. Crim. Code of 1942: "Any person who, having a specific
intent to commit a crime, does or omits an act for the purpose of and
tending directly toward the accomplishing of his object is guilty of an
attempt to commit the offense intended; .... "
9. Art. 51, La. Crim. Code of 1942: "Aggravated arson is the intentional
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decide in advance of the actual trial. Thus a verdict of simple
arson is made responsive to a charge of aggravated arson.
In addition to the general application of the principles discussed above, other important changes which overrule prior jurisprudence have been made in responsive verdicts. In cases where
there was a close factual question as to whether a killing was
intentional or the result of criminal negligence, a negligent homicide verdict in response to a murder or manslaughter charge
served a very practical purpose. However, it was frequently used
by juries as a compromise verdict in cases where the facts clearly
showed an intentional killing. 10 In such situations the negligent
homicide verdict was clearly inappropriate, but it was responsive and there was nothing for the trial judge to do but accept
it. While such compromise verdicts may have often avoided
"hung" juries, they were considered a poor expedient by most
district judges, and as encouraging the jury to avoid its sworn
duty of determining the actual guilt or innocence of the accused.
Under the new provisions, negligent homicide is not a responsive
verdict to a charge of either murder or manslaughter.'1 Similarly,
negligent injuring, which was recently held responsive to a
charge of aggravated battery,1" is not included as responsive in
the new statute.
Another important change in present jurisprudence is effected by the elimination of theft as a responsive verdict where
robbery is charged. Previously, a verdict of theft was responsive
to a charge of robbery if the robbery indictment included an allegation of the amount taken. 8 But whereas proof of the amount
taken is an essential element in a theft case and must be alleged
damaging by any explosive substance or the setting fire to any structure,
water-craft, or movable, wherein it is foreseeable that human life might be
" Id. at Art. 52: "Simple arson is the intentional damaging
endangered ..

by any explosive substance or the setting fire to any property of another,
without the consent of the owner and except as provided in Article 51
(aggravated arson)."
10. State v. Malmay, 209 La. 476, 24 So. (2d) 869 (1946) (deceased hit on
the head with a heavy instrument).
11. Art. 386, La. Code of Crim. Proc. of 1928 (before 1942): "whenever
the indictment sets out an offense including other offenses of less magnitude

or grade, the judge shall charge the jury the law applicable to all offenses
of which the accused could be found guilty under the indictment, and in all
trials for murder the jury shall be instructed that they may find the accused guilty of manslaughter." Act 147 of 1942, § 1, added the words "or
negligent homicide." State v. Stanford, 204 La. 439, 15 So. (2d) 817 (1943);
State v. Malmay, 209 La. 476, 24 So. (2d) 869 (1946).
12. State v. Englerth, 213 La. 158, 34 So. (2d) 409 (1947).

13. State v. Pace, 174 La. 295, 140 So. 482 (1932); State v. Hackett, 16
La. 261, 117 So. 141 (1928).
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in the indictment,' such an allegation is mere surplusage in a
robbery indictment." It was considered somewhat anomalous to
base a responsive verdict on unessential allegations in the indictment. As a practical matter, there is no strong reason why theft
should be responsive, for the district attorney should be able
to determine whether the facts establish the use of force which
distinguishes robbery from theft.
It should be noted that Article 386 of the Code of Criminal
Procedure is a procedural law, leaving unaffected the substantive criminal law."e Thus no change is made in the rule against
double jeopardy. For example, although negligent homicide is
no longer responsive to a charge of murder or manslaughter, a
defendant may successfully plead former jeopardy to a charge
of negligent homicide where he has been previously tried for
murder or manslaughter.
Article 386 as amended is not perfect, but its general value
in clarifying the law of responsive verdicts and simplifying the
issues before the jury greatly outweighs any specific objections.
While some of the listings of responsive verdicts may be arguable,
the great advantage of certainty at least has been achieved.
Daytime and Nighttime Burglary Combined
The distinction made in Articles 60 and 61 of the Louisiana
Criminal Code of 1942 between burglary in the nighttime and
burglary in the daytime has been eliminated by a 1948 statute
which defines "aggravated burglary" so as to cover both nighttime and daytime burglaries. 17 When the common law crimes
were originally defined, it was quite reasonable to regard bur14. Art. 235, La. Code of Crim. Proc. of 1928: "The following forms of indictments may be used in cases in which they are applicable, but any other
forms authorized by this or any other law of this state may also be used: ...
Theft-A. B. committed a theft of one horse of a value of one hundred
dollars (describe property the subject of theft and state its value)."
15. Ibid., ". . . Simple Robbery-A. B. robbed C. D."
16. State v. Brown, 36 So. (2d) 624 (La. 1948). See also State v. Capaci,
179 La. 462, 154 So. 419 (1934); State v. Elmore, 179 La. 1057, 155 So. 896
(1934).
17. Art. 60, La. Crim. Code of 1942 (as amended by Act 285 of 1948),!
"Aggravated Burglary is the unauthorized entering of any inhabited dwelling or of any structure, water-craft, or movable where a person is present,
with the intent to commit a felony or any theft therein, if the offender, (1) is
armed with a dangerous weapon; or (2) After entering arms himself with a
dangerous weapon; or (3) Commits a battery upon any person while in such
place, or in entering or leaving such place.

"Whoever commits the crime of aggravated burglary shall be imprisoned
at hard labor for not less than one nor more than thirty years." Art. 61,

La. Crim. Code was repealed by the same act defining aggravated burglary.
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glary in the nighttime as a more serious crime than burglary
in the daytime. With poorly lighted cities and relatively inefficient law enforcement agencies, the cloak of darkness greatly
enhanced the danger from prowling criminals. Today, the nighttime criminal menace is not as great, and the daytime burglar
may be fully as dangerous as the one who works at night. An
important practical consideration is the fact that it is impossible
to prove in many cases whether the crime was committed in the
daytime or in the nighttime.'8
The penalty clause for aggravated burglary contains the
minimum penalty for burglary in the daytime (one year), and
the maximum penalty for burglary in the nighttime (thirty
years). Thus the sentencing judge is given a wide discretion
and may consider the time of the crime, along with many other
aggravating and mitigating circumstances, in imposing sentence.
Sex Offenses More Distinctly Defined
In State v. Truby'9 the Louisiana Supreme Court held that
Article 104 of the Louisiana Criminal Code, 20 insofar as it defined
the crime of keeping a disorderly place as "the intentional maintaining of a place to be used habitually for any ... immoral purpose," was unconstitutional. The court stated:
"The word 'immoral', as used in Article 104 of the Criminal Code, is, in our opinion, vague, indefinite, and uncertain,
and thus it is left to the court to determine in any given case
what constitutes an 'immoral purpose' within the meaning of
the article."
Adhering to the principle announced in the Truby decision,
the court in State v. Vallery 2' held that Clause 7 of Article 92,
which defined contributing to the delinquency of juveniles as
22
comprehending the performance of "any immoral act," was
18. State v. McDonell, 208 La. 602, 23 So. (2d) 230 (1945), noted in (1946)
711.
19. 211 La. 178, 200, 29 So. (2d) 758, 765 (1947), noted in (1947) 8 LOUISIANA
LAW REVIEW 129; criticized in Morrow, Civilian Codification Under Judicial
Review; The Generality of "Immorality" in Louisiana (1947) 21 Tulane L.
Rev. 545. See also Bennett, The Work of the Louisiana Supreme Court for
the 1946-1947 Term (1948) 8 LOUISIANA LAW REVIEW 284.
20. Art. 104, La. Crim. Code of 1942: "Keeping a disorderly place is the
intentional maintaining of a place to be used habitually for any illegal or
immoral purpose. . . ." (before amendment).
21. 212 La. 1092, 34 So. (2d) 329 (1948).
22. Art. 92, La. Crim. Code of 1942: "Contributing to the delinquency of
juveniles is the intentional enticing, aiding, or permitting, by anyone over
the age of seventeen, of any child under the age of seventeen to: . . . (7)
Perform any immoral act." (before amendment)
6
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unconstitutional because of the vagueness and indefiniteness of
the phrase employed in defining the criminal conduct.
In order to provide greater certainty in these definitions of
crimes, the 1948 legislature amended Article 104 to read "for
any immoral sexual purpose,"'23 and Article 92, Clause 7, to read
"perform any sexually immoral act. ' 24 (Italics supplied.) The
amended articles should withstand any assault based on constitutional grounds. This much is indicated by a dictum statement
in State v. Saibold.25 Referring to State v. Truby, the court said:
"[The] word 'immoral' was of such broad import that, standing alone, or in association with the word 'purpose,' it is impossible to declare, with any degree of certainty, the type of
conduct the Legislature sought to prohibit." (Italics supplied.)
Further, the court in State v. Truby gave some indication that it
might favor qualifying words by citing with approval State v.
Rose, 26 in which case the phrase "lewd dancing" was held to have
described sufficiently the prohibited conduct. The words "sexually immoral" and "immoral sexual purpose" restrict the broad
scope of the single word "immoral" to a rather well-understood
area, and the courts should have little difficulty in determining
whether a particular act or purpose is within the purview of the
articles.
Reorganization of the State Parole Board
An amendment to Act 44 of 194227 reorganizes the Board of
Parole to conform to the procedure followed from 1926 to 1942.28
Under the 1942 act the Board of Parole was composed of the
director of the Department of Public Welfare (or his representative), the attorney general (or his representative), and the
judge of the court where the prisoner was convicted. Responsibility for the investigation and supervision of parolees and for
the preparation and maintenance of individual records was vested
in the Department of Public Welfare. Under the amended act,
the Board of Parole will consist of three members appointed by
the governor-their terms to be concurrent with that of the chief
executive. A state parole officer, selected by the governor, is the
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.

La. Act
La. Act
213 La.
State v.
La. Act
La. Act

389 of 1948.
388 of 1948.
415, 34 So. (2d) 909, 911 (1948).
Rose, 147 La. 243, 84 So. 643 (1920).
327 of 1948.
331 of 1926.
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administrative head of a parole system which assumes the duties
formerly handled by the Department of Public Welfare.
Drunken Driving Penalty Increased
The penalty clause of Article 98 of the Criminal Code was
amended 29 to provide a more severe punishment for operating
a vehicle while intoxicated. 0 The minimum penalty for the
first offense is now a fine of one hundred and twenty-five dollars
or thirty days in jail. Increasingly heavier penalties follow subsequent convictions. The thirty year maximum sentence places
a fourth offender in the same class with a person convicted of
aggravated burglary.
Miscellaneous New Offenses
An amendment to Article 107 of the Criminal Code 1 broadens the definition of the crime of vagrancy to embrace anyone
who obtains his support gratuitously from persons receiving old
age pensions.
Act 441 of 1948 punishes the corrupt influencing of participants or officials in athletic events. The offense covers both the
giving and receiving of any gift for the purpose of dishonestly
influencing the outcome of the contest.
The State Narcotics Act 2 is amended 3 by making it a criminal offense for a person to become an "addict" to the use of narcotic drugs as defined in Act 416. It is further provided that any
person found to be an "addict" may, if he is a first offender, have
his sentence suspended and be placed on probation if he voluntarily enters one of the United States Public Health Service Hospitals within thirty days after being sentenced. Sentences following second or subsequent convictions for drug addiction shall
not be suspended.
Act 443 of 1948 provides for seizure and forfeiture of any
motor vehicle used in the illegal sale or transportation of nar29. La. Act 331 of 1948.
Whoever
30. Art. 98, La. Crim. Code of 1942 (before amendment): "...
-ommits the crime of operating a vehicle while intoxicated shall be fined
not more than three hundred dollars, or imprisoned for not more than six
months, or both. On a second or subsequent conviction the offender shall be
fined not less than one hundred nor more than one thousand dollars, and
imprisoned for not less than thirty days nor more than one year."
31. La. Act 131 of 1948.
32. La. Act 14 of 1934 (2 E. S.), as amended by La. Act 82 of 1938 (1 E.S.),
La. Act 6 of 1944 [Dart's Stats. (Supp. 1947) § 3315.1].
33. La. Act 416 of 1948.
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cotic drugs 4 whether that vehicle is being used by its owner or
not. The rights of any mortgage holder or holder of a vendor's
lien shall not be affected by the seizure.
And, finally, in deference to the people who are sick, the
legislature passed Act 156 which provides for a one dollar fine
or one day in jail, or both, as a penalty for discharging fireworks
within one thousand feet of any hospital.
AGRICULTURE, FAIRS, AND RELATED SUBJECTS

Consumer Protection
The protection of purchasers and consumers of agricultural
products underlies the enactment of statutes regulating the sale
of commercial fertilizers' and of commercial feeds. 2 Broad powers and detailed duties with respect to inspection and the making
of analyses of the products are assigned to the commissioner of
agriculture and the state chemist.8 The earlier general statutes
regulating the sale of fertilizers 4 and feeds 5 are repealed.
Marketing Corporations
To promote the efficient and economic handling of farm and
food products, Act 99 of 1948 provides for the establishment of
terminal and assembly markets. A group of farmers, wholesalers, retailers, or a political subdivision of the state may individually or jointly petition the State Market Commission for the
establishment of a nonprofit corporation to be known as a Terminal or Assembly Farm Products Market Facility." As is customary in an act authorizing the creation of a nonprofit corporation, the powers and limitations are detailed. The method of
financing these corporations is minutely described with special
treatment given the issuance of bonds.
34. As defined by La. Act 14 of 1934 (2 E.S.)

[Dart's Stats. (1939)

§

3315.1].
1. La. Act 93 of 1948.
2. La. Act 94 of 1948.

3. Designation of the director of the Agricultural Experiment Station of
Louisiana State University and Agricultural .and Mechanical College is continued.
4. La. Act 39 of 1916 [Dart's Stats. (1939) § 107].
5. La. Act 207 of 1942 [Dart's Stats. (Supp. 1947) § 106.1-106.19].
6. The requisites of the petition, the procedure involved and all provisions relative to the conduct of the business are set forth in La. Act 99 of
1948.
7. These corporations are exempt from all state, parish and local taxation. La. Act 99 of 1948.
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Johnson Grass
To combat the menace of Johnson Grass, the 1948 legislature
stipulated that railroads, when requested by owners of land adjoining their rights-of-way, must cooperate in any plan to destroy
the grass.8 The commissioner of agriculture is authorized to
formulate reasonable and necessary plans for doing away with
the troublesome grass.
Tree Seedlings
The Louisiana Forestry Commission is directed to furnish
Louisiana farmers certified forest tree seedlings from its nurseries. Each farmer may acquire up to five thousand tree seedlings
a year at a price which is not to exceed fifty cents a thousand.'
The commission is to fix the prices at which forest tree seedlings
grown at its nurseries are to be sold to farmers requiring more
than five thousand annually, and to purchasers other than farmers.10
Sweet Potatoes
The much publicized Louisiana sweet potato was not forgotten by the 1948 legislature." Fifty thousand dollars is assigned
to the Board of Supervisors of Louisiana State University for the
purpose of growing and developing sweet potato seed stock for
statewide distribution. The board is authorized to purchase land,
necessary buildings, fertilizers, et cetera, and to provide adequate
facilities for the husbandry of sweet potato seed stock throughout
the state. 2
The Louisiana Sweet Potato Advertising and Development
Commission to be composed of nine members is substituted for
the five-member Louisiana Sweet Potato Advertising Agency.'
Although the commission retains all the authority formerly held
by the agency, its actions are ineffective until approved by the
commissioner of agriculture. By the same act, the tax on sweet
potatoes shipped from Louisiana is lowered.
8. La. Act 476 of 1948.
9. La. Act 252 of 1948.
10. Insofar as possible, these prices shall be conducive to the promotion
and development of sound reforestation practices in this state.
11. In addition to the statutes treated here, La. Act 274 of 1948 appropriates $150,000 to the Louisiana Yambilee, Inc.
12. La. Act 246 of 1948. This appropriation is to be taken from the general fund for the fiscal years of 1948-1950.
13. La. Act 294 of 1942, as amended [Dart's Stats. (Supp. 1947) § 175.01
et seq.], as amended by La. Act 426 of 1948.
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Agricultural Research
Two new appropriations are designed to intensify Louisiana
State University's research in special fields. Act 203 of 1948
appropriates one hundred and eighty thousand dollars for agricultural research. A second act 14 makes available one hundred
and twenty-five thousand dollars for the purpose of probing
deeper into the study of ornamental shrubs and flowering plants.
Fairs
An appropriation of $197,500 for each of the next two years
15
is designed to aid the various state and parish fairs and festivals,
while additional sums totaling $400,000 are assigned to particular
fairs.16
Livestock
The Livestock Brand Commission Act' is amended to fix a
definite term of office for the group's next appointed fourth member 8 and to make the commissioner of agriculture the fifth member and ex-officio chairman of the commission. 19
Act 104 of 1948 increases the membership of the Livestock
Sanitary Board from five to nine 2 and stipulates that members
other than the ex-officio chairman (the commissioner of agriculture) are appointed by the governor. 2 1 The sum of thirty thousand dollars for each of the next two years is assigned to the
14. La. Act 261 of 1948.
15. La. Act 214 of 1948. Each appropriation is for a designated fair or
festival.
16. The appropriations are as follows: $100,000 to the South Louisiana
Mid-Winter Fair of Lafayette for the completion of certain agricultural
buildings (La. Act 337 of 1948); $150,000 to the Louisiana Yambilee, Inc., for
the purchase of a site and the erection of an auditorium at Opelousas (La.
Act 274 of 1948); $150,000 to the Louisiana Sugar Cane Festival and Fair
Association, Incorporated, for the erection of a suitable building to house

its exhibits (La. Act 274 of 1948).
17. La. Act 105 of 1944, as amended [Dart's Stats. (Supp. 1947) § 355.3].

18. La. Act 352 of 1946 [Dart's Stats. (Supp. 1947) § 355.3] provided for
overlapping terms of office, but failed to fix the initial term of the fourth
member.
19. La. Act 103 of 1948. Previously, the secretary of the Livestock Sanitary Board was the fifth member, and the chairman was elected by the
commission.
20. This board was created by La. Act 274 of 1908 [Dart's Stats. (1939) i§
285-292].

21. Heretofore, the other four members included a professor of veterinary medicine, the state entomologist, and two persons appointed by the
governor.
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Livestock Sanitary Board for the establishment and maintenance
22
of a diagnostic laboratory for livestock diseases.
Egg Grading and Marketing
The Egg Marketing Act 23 is repealed by Act 102 of 1948,
which retains certain important provisions relative to grading
and inspection facilities and accurate labeling and advertising.
The 1948 statute contains a comprehensive definition of egg
grades, vests the commissioner of agriculture with broad rulemaking power over egg grading and marketing, and stipulates
that all eggs offered for sale be candled and the inedible eggs
removed. The act does not apply to vendors who are also the
producers of the eggs.
Agricultural Poisons
Act 112 of 1948 replaces the Agricultural Poisons Act.2"
Broader rule-making power is conferred on the commissioner
who may deny or cancel permits and halt the sale or movement
of undesirable poisons. The new act also classifies herbicides as
agricultural poisons to be regulated by the commissioner of agriculture. 25 For each use of a herbicide written approval must be
obtained from the commissioner, with whom all agricultural
poisons must be registered. Adequate labelling of these poisons
is demanded.
Crop Damage
Act 182 of 1948 provides compensation for crop damage
caused by chemicals employed in the eradication of water hyacinths. The commissioner of agriculture is authorized to determine the value of the claims and to make final settlements. One
hundred and fifty thousand dollars is appropriated to the Department of Agriculture for this purpose.26
Merger of Boards and Commissions
Under authority granted by the Constitution 27 the legislature
has exerted its right to merge and consolidate into the Depart22. La. Act 265 of 1948. This appropriation is to be taken from the general fund for the fiscal years 1948-1950.
23. La. Act 103 of 1944 [Dart's Stats. (Supp. 1947) § 189.1-189.10].
24. La. Act 184 of 1942 [Dart's Stats. (Supp. 1947) § 161.1-161.14].

25. The former act dealt with insecticides and fungicides only. Of late,
the unregulated use of herbicides (especially 2, 4-D) has occasioned extensive crop damage.

26. This amount is to be taken from the general fund for the fiscal
year 1948-1949.

27. La. Const. of 1921, Art. III, § 32.
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ment of Agriculture and Immigration certain executive and
administrative offices, boards and commissions whose functions
are of a similar nature.28 The functions of these commissions
shall be exercised now under the direction and control of the
commissioner of agriculture and immigration, subject to the
approval of the governor. 9
BOARDS AND COMMISSIONS

Finance
It is stated in the preamble of Act 133 of 1948, which repeals
the Fiscal Code of 1942,1 that it is being enacted because "The
administration of fiscal affairs of the State of Louisiana is lacking
in unity and plan. '2 Rather than stipulating that the Fiscal Code
of 1942 is repealed, it would be more correct to say that it is
amended, as the language, for the most part, is the same. However, there are some significant changes which make for an entirely new method of administering the fiscal affairs of the state.
The Department of Finance, with its definitely delineated
duties, its centralized control of all state fiscal matters as purchasing, accounting, property control, receivables, the incurring
of obligations, et cetera, is abolished.3 And with it goes the
investigatory and appellate Board of Finance. 4 There is created,
as a division of the office of the governor, a Division of Administration.' The activities of the division shall be directed by the
commissioner of administration, under the supervision of the
governor. This officer "shall be appointed by, and shall serve
at the pleasure of the Governor," at a salary to be fixed by the
governor."
28. The

Seed

Commission, entomologists

and

the

Horticultural Commission, Pest Control Commission.

state

entomologist,

The allocation and

expenditure of appropriations to state, district and parish fairs and festivals,
Live Stock Sanitary Board, Live Stock Brand Commission, State Warehouse
Commission, State Market Commission, Louisiana Sweet Potato Advertising
Agency and Louisiana Milk Commission. La. Act 57 of 1948.
29. La. Act 57 of 1948, §§ 2, 3.
1. La. Act 111 of 1942 [Dart's Stats. (Supp. 1947) § 6631.5 et seq.).
2. Preamble, La. Act 133 of 1948.
3. La. Act 111 of 1942, tit. 1, § 1 [Dart's Stats. (Supp. 1947 § 6631.5); La.
Act 133 of 1948, tit. 7, § 11.

4. La. Act 111 of 1942, tit. 2, § 5 [Dart's Stats. (Supp. 1947) § 6631.12);
La. Act 133 of 1948, tit. 7, § 11.
5. La. Act 133 of 1948, tit.1, § 1. The Division of State Buildings, which
used to exist in the Department of Finance, has also been transferred to
the governor's office. La. Act 73 of 1948.
6. La. Act 133 of 1948, tit. 2, § 3. This compares with La. Act 111 of 1942,
tit. 2, § 4, as amended by La. Act 171 of 1944, § 1 [Dart's Stats. (Supp. 1947)'
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The functions of the new division compare with those of the
old department with the exceptions that it shall not settle claims
against the state; it shall purchase for state agencies only when
directed by executive order of the governor (this duty formerly
was mandatory by statute). No longer are there maintained overall records of property of the state and of state agencies, nor is
there required the accountability for such property.7
The duties of the division are to be carried out quite differently from those of the old Department of Finance. The exact
methods and means of carrying out these functions were spelled
out in the Fiscal Code of 1942. Now most of the functions being
brought to fruition depend upon the discretion of the governor.
He "shall have authority to provide for inspection, visitations
and examination of all budget units and their records . . . to see
that the law is faithfully executed,"8 he may create those subdivisions he deems best for the interests of the state, he may set
up a central purchasing unit in the division for any budget unit.
The governor "may delegate such authority as is vested in him
by this act to the Commissioner of Administration and to such
other agents or representatives as he deems necessary to carry
out the provisions of this act." 10
Another feature of this act is that each budget unit1 ' is now
a separate entity. The recently repealed Fiscal Code of 1942
provided for centralized keeping of the general accounts of the
state, preparing of statements of financial conditions, operations
and costs, current audit control of receipts and expenditures, the
making of investigations of the financial affairs and operations of
departments, the approval of claims for payment, and the issuing
of warrants to the treasury. It also provided for centralized
purchasing of the combined needs of the using agencies, develop12
ing standards and specifications and controlling supply stock.
§ 6631.11] which provided that after appointment by the governor, the director of finance could be removed by him only for cause and after public

hearing. His salary was $8,000 and the salary of no other employee of the
department was to be more than $6,000.
7. La. Act 111 of 1942, tit. 2, § 1 (f), (g), (h) [Dart's Stats. (Supp. 1947)
§ 6631.8]; La. Act 133 of 1948, tit. 2, § 1.
8. La. Act 133 of 1948, tit. 2, § 4(a).
9. La. Act 133 of 1948, tit. 6, § 13.
10. La. Act 133 of 1948, tit. 2, § 5.
11. La. Act 133 of 1948, tit. 1, § 2(7). Budget unit means any
agency of the state for which appropriations are made, or which
upon dedicated revenues, or which may be declared to be budget
the Board of Liquidation of the State Debt.
12. La. Act 111 of 1942, tit. 2, § 6 [Dart's Stats. (Supp. 1947)

(b),(c)].

spending
operates
units by
§ 6631.13
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The new plan is to have each budget unit purchase or contract
for all supplies, materials, equipment and contractual services
needed by it. 13 Each unit sets up its own specifications and qualifications for materials.14 The old act provided for centrally coordinated double and triple checks by the Department of Finance
before money was paid out of the treasury for any alleged indebtedness of a budget unit. For example, every vendor shipping
to a budget unit had to send a memorandum of shipment to the
department as well as to the unit;1 5 there was no disbursement
by the treasury or from operating bank accounts without warrants duly signed by the state treasurer, the director of finance
16
and the controller.
Money is now paid out of the treasury and operating bank
accounts upon warrants signed by a budget unit head alone. The
units operate on their own even to the extent that copies of the
monthly statements from state depositaries are not sent to the
Division of Administration, but only to the budget units having
deposits therein. 7
The preamble of the Fiscal Code of 1942 contained these
words, "Whereas the administration of the fiscal affairs of the
State of Louisiana is lacking in unity and plan; and
"Whereas the elimination of overlapping offices, boards, or
commissions performing similar functions will result in a more
efficient and economical operation of the fiscal affairs of the
state government ... [this act is passed]." Then Title 2, Section
2, of that code transferred to the department all functions having
to do with the financial administration vested in, or exercised by,
any existing agency. 8 The act of 1948 counters with these words,
"Subject to the provisions of this act, and except as the Governor
may provide... the functions of all agencies of the state transferred by'said Act No. 111 of 1942 to the Department of Finance
are hereby transferred to the respective agencies from which
13. La. Act 133 of 1948, tit. 6, §§ 1, 2, 3, 6, 7.
14. La. Act 133 of 1948, tit. 6, § 7.
15. La. Act 111 of 1942, tit. 9, § 13 [Dart's Stats. (Supp. 1947) § 6631.103].
16. La. Act 111 of 1942, tit. 8, § 4 [Dart's Stats. (Supp. 1947) § 6631.84].
17. La. Act 111 of 1942, tit. 10, § 12 [Dart's Stats. (Supp. 1947) § 6631.127];
La. Act 133 of 1948, tit. 7, § 7.
18. La. Act 111 of 1942, tit. 2, § 2 [Dart's Stats. (Supp. 1947) § 6631.9].
This included the functions of the State Printing Board, the Louisiana Tax
Commission in relation to the detail of budget preparation, and the State
Bond and Tax Board. La. Act 412 of 1948 abolishes the State Printing Board,
which operated as a central print contracting agency in the Department of
Finance. Now each budget unit and the state organ contracts for its own
printing.
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said functions were transferred to the Department of Finance."'"
This was done to achieve "unity and plan ' '2 in the administration
21
of the fiscal affairs of the state.
Civil Service Commission
Upon satisfying the constitutional requirement of the twothirds vote,22 the 1948 legislature amended the State Civil Service
Law.2 1 The governor is given full power to appoint the Civil
Service Commission. The restraints that prohibited his appointing, as a commissioner, one who held a public office, or was a
candidate therefor, one who held any position of public employment, or one who had been a member of any committee of any
political organization during the six months preceding appointment ?4 are removed.2 5 Formerly, the members of the commission
were appointed from nominees selected by designated college
No longer is the governor limited in
presidents of the state.2
27
his choice of appointees.
" Prior to the recent amendment, a member of the commission
could be removed only for cause upon recommendation of the
governor, the chief justice of the supreme court and the president
pro tempore of the senate, and following a public hearing. 28
These limitations upon the power of removal are deleted.
The Federal Social Security Act provides that the Social
Security Board 29 shall make no certification for payment of federal funds to any state to aid in state employment security and
state public assistance programs, unless it finds that the law of
the state includes provisions for such methods of administration
that make for the establishment and maintenance of personnel
standards on a merit basis.3 0 It is interesting to compare these
19. La. Act 133 of 1948, tit. 7, § 12. This section shall have no effect
where the law creating any such agency has heretofore been repealed.
20. Preamble, La. Act 133 of 1948.
21. La. Act 133 of 1948, tit. 3, provides for practically the same system
of planning as existed in the former act except that the governor has charge
of It.
22. La. Const. of 1921, Art. XIV, § 15(b).
23. La. Act 340 of 1948.
24. La. Act 172 of 1940, § 5(a) [Dart's Stats. (Supp. 1947) § 7725.5(a)].
25. La. Act 340 of 1948, § 1(5a).
26. La. Act 172 of 1940, § 5(b) [Dart's Stats. (Supp. 1947) § 7725.5].
27. La. Act 340 of 1948, § 1(5b).
28. La. Act 172 of 1940, § 5(c) [Dart's Stats. (Supp. 1947) § 7725.5].
29. The Social Security Board was abolished and its functions transferred to the federal security administrator by the 1946 Reorganization Plan
No. 2, § 4, effective July 16, 1946, 11 Fed. Reg. 7873, 60 Stat. 1095 and note
under 42 U.S.C.A. § 503 (Supp. 1947).
30. 53 Stat. 1378, 42 U.S.C.A. § 503 (a-i).
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minimum federal standards with the State Civil Service Law
before and after Act 340 of 194821 The federal rule requires of
the states standards substantially equivalent to its own. It provides that the members of the commission be appointed by the
governor on recommendation of the administrative agencies, and
that no member may be employed as an official or employee of
any of the state agencies affected.3 2 The federal requirement
states that an employee may be shown no discrimination with
respect to appointment, promotion, or dismissal because of political or religious opinions or affiliations. Louisiana's civil service
law formerly provided for mandatory reinstatement and reimbursement for any loss of pay if disciplinary action was found
to be for religious or political reasons." The 1948 act removes
4
this provision from our law.
The present law states that the director of civil service is to
be appointed by the commission and that he must be a man qualified in the field.33 This satisfies the federal stipulation. The only
difference between the old and new law is that formerly the
director was appointed from the three persons who had made
the highest scores on a competitive examination 5 No longer is
this examination a prerequisite to appointment.
A regular employee (one who has served satisfactorily his
working test period) now appeals an allegedly unjust treatment
to :the director.8 7 The prior law provided for appeal to the commission.33 The federal regulation states that the employee will
have the right of appeal to an impartial body through an established procedure provided for in the merit system rules. There
is doubt that the director can be called an "impartial body" in
compliance with the federal rule. 9 If it is decided that the present law is inadequate, the commission may adopt the federal
rule so as to give the employee a right of appeal to an impartial
31. These standards are to be found in a decree issued by the Social
Security Board of the Federal Security Agency on November 1, 1939, entitled,
"Standards for a Merit System of Personnel Administration in State Employment Security and State Public Assistance Agencies."
32. For a comparison, see notes 24-27, supra.
33. La. Act 172 of 1940, § 34(a), as amended by La. Act 276 of 1944, §
1 [Dart's Stats. (Supp. 1947) § 7725.34(a)].
34. La. Act 340 of 1948, § 1(34a).
35. La. Act 340 of 1948, § 1(7).
36. La. Act 172 of 1940, § 7(c) [Dart's Stats. (Supp. 1947) § 7725.7(c)].
37. La. Act 340 of 1948, § 1(34a).
38. La. Act 172 of 1940, § 34, as amended by La. Act 276 of 1944, § 1
[Dart's Stats. (Supp. 1947) § 7725.34].
39. La. Act 172 of 1940, § 33 [Dart's Stats. (Supp. 1947) § 7725.33].
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body. However, :this would apply only to those state agencies
which administer federal funds granted to the state.4" Other
state agencies would continue to be governed by the law as it
now stands.
When civil service was first enacted in 1940, it was provided
that every person who occupied a permanent position placed by
that act in the classified service was to be given a non-competitive examination thirty days after the act took effect. 4 1 If the
employee met a reasonable standard of fitness, the director certified to that effect, and the one under consideration became a
regular employee in the classified service.4 2 The recent amendment decreed that all who became regular employees in that
manner ceased to be regular employees as of the effective date
of the amendment, July 28, 1948. And any position held by such
employee is filled by the method prescribed for filling vacancies.13 This does not apply to an employee of a state agency
which administers federal funds. The pertinent methods of filling vacancies are original appointment or temporary appointment.4 4 All the above mentioned employees are subject to replacement by anyone who has taken a qualifying examination
since January 1, 1943, and who is certified by the director as being
qualified for the position. The reinstatement and re-employment
provisions have been amended to apply only to those who hold
positions in the classified service as a result of having passed
competitive examinations. 4 As a result of this the above mentioned employees are excluded from the benefits of these provisions. Their only recourse is to take a competitive examination
and await an appointment.
The section providing for removals, suspensions and other
disciplinary actions has been made more effective by the addition of the criteria that the employee be either "inefficient or in4
subordinate.
40. La. Act 172 of 1940, § 46, as amended by La. Act 276 of 1944, § 1

[Dart's Stats. (Supp. 1947) § 7725.46].
41. La. Act 172 of 1940, § 11 [Dart's Stats. (Supp. 1947) § 7725.11] became
effective January 1, 1943; La. Act 369 of 1942.
42. La. Act 172 of 1940, § 11 [Dart's Stats. (Supp. 1947) § 7725.11].
43. La. Act 340 of 1948 § 1(11).
44. La. Act 172 of 1940, § 17 [Dart's Stats. (Supp. 1947) § 7725.17].
45. La. Act 172 of 1940, § 18, as amended by La. Act 276 of 1944, § 1

[Dart's Stats. (Supp. 1947) § 7725.18]; La. Act 340 of 1948, § 1(18).
46. La. Act 172 of 1940, § 33 [Dart's Stats. (Supp, 1947) § 7725.33]; La.
Act 340 of 1948, § 1(33).
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Department of Institutions
The Department of Institutions, which was created in 1942,"
is now abolished.4 8 This department had merged the functions of
all the state's charitable, correctional and penal institutions. The
director conducted the administration, management and operation of these institutions under one definite plan of organization
and procedure designed to achieve the most economical and effective results from the various units.
The recent legislature revived fifteen 49 boards of administrators, directors and commissioners to handle the work formerly
done by the Department of Institutions. 50 All members are appointed by the governor to serve during his term of office"' and
47. La. Act 3 of 1942, as amended by La. Act 252 of 1944 and La. Act
88 of 1946 [Dart's Stats. (Supp. 1947) §§ 9328-9328.24].
48. La. Act 13 of 1948.
49. There are only thirteen boards as La. Act 24 of 1948 provides for a
superintendent of the Louisiana State Penitentiary and La. Act 34 of 1948
puts the Soldiers' Home under the direction of the adjutant-general.
50. Appropriations mentioned herein were by La. Act 3 of 1948 for the
remainder of the fiscal year 1947-1948, unless otherwise stipulated. Board of
Administrators of the Central Louisiana State Hospital in Rapides Parish,
La. Act 14 of 1948, $82,600; Board of Administrators of the East Louisiana
State Hospital at Jackson, La. Act 15 of 1948, $127,404; Board of Administrators of the Charity Hospital of Louisiana at New Orleans, La. Act 16
of 1948, $161,930, and another $25,000 for the biennium of 1948-1950 to provide facilities at Algiers for indigent and destitute sick from the parishes
of Plaquemines, Jefferson, St. John the Baptist, St. James and St. Charles
on the west side of the Mississippi-La. Act 352 of 1948; Board of Directors
of the Shreveport Charity Hospital, La. Act 17 of 1948, $119,669; Board of
Directors of the E. A. Conway Charity Hospital at Monroe, La. Act 18 of
1948, $40,173; Board of Administrators of the State Colony and Training
School, La. Act 19 of 1948, $63,433; Board of Commissioners of the State
Industrial School for Girls, La. Act 20 of 1948, $12,445; Board of Commissioners of the State Industrial School for Colored Youths, La. Act 21 of 1948;
State Hospital Board, which also operates the Huey P. Long Hospital at
Pineville, $48,603, the Florida Parishes Charity Hospital at Independence,
$32,396, the Southwest Louisiana Charity Hospital at Lafayette, $11,085, the
Washington-St. Tammany Charity Hospital at Bogalusa, $7,310, La. Act 22
of 1948 which also provides $120,000 for the biennium of 1948-1950, and a
state hospital at Jonesboro which is to be equipped and furnished at an
expenditure of $50,000 as provided by La. Act 269 of 1948; Board of Directors
of the Hot Wells Hospital in Rapides Parish, La. Act 23 of 1948; Louisiana
Tuberculosis Commission, La. Act 25 of 1948; Board of Commissioners of
the Louisiana Training Institute, La. Act 35 of 1948; Board of Directors of
the Southeast Louisiana Hospital for the mentally insane in St. Tammany
Parish, which hospital is created by La. Act 238 of 1948.
51. The governor, attorney-general, president of the State Board of
Health, chairman of the Board of Directors of the State Hospital Board
becomes members of the Louisiana Tuberculosis Commission when they
take office, La. Act 25 of 1948, § 2. The ten administrators of the New
Orleans Charity Hospital, who, with the governor, compose the Board of
Administrators, are appointed by the governor, by and with the consent
of the senate. The terms are staggered from two to six years. At the expiration of their respective terms, their successors shall be appointed by the
governor for a term of four years. La. Act 63 of 1948.
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without compensation.12 The executive superintendents of the institutions are appointed by the boards, according to qualifications
established by them, and are subject to removal for cause. The
boards make all rules and regulations, fix salaries (subject to any
applicable law), make contracts, sue and answer suits, borrow
money, manage and administer their various charges. They are
to repair, rent and lease (except for oil, gas and minerals) the
state property under their control. Reports and recommendations
are made by each board annually to the governor and to the legislature at each session.
Department of Highways
Act 26 of 1948 makes significant changes in the administrative personnel provisions for the Department of Highways. The
Board of Highways now consists of the chairman of the House
Committee on Public Roads and Highways, who serves as chairman, and eight qualified electors (one from each congressional
district) .5 Formerly, the board was composed of five members
who were paid on a part-time basis, receiving per diem and traveling expenses when attending meetings of the board. The board
memberships are now full-time occupations which offer a remuneration of five thousand dollars yearly plus necessary traveling
expenses. 54 Each member of the board is ex-officio maintenance
superintendent of a maintenance district which is co-extensive
55
with the particular congressional district.
The governor appoints and removes the members of the
board and the director of highways, but former limitations upon
the appointive and removal power have been deleted. These limitations were that no board member could hold or become a
candidate for another public office without being deemed to have
vacated his membership. 56 The director's appointment was formerly subject to the consent of the senate. Both the director and
board members could be removed for valid cause only after
public hearing, with the board members being given the right
to resort to the courts to test the validity of their removal. The
52. Board members may claim travel expenses.
53. La. Act 4 of 1942, § 18, as amended by La. Act 65 of 1944, § 1 [Dart's
Stats. (Supp. 1947) § 3609.38]; La. Act 26 of 1948, § 1(18).
54. La. Act 4 of 1942, § 20 [Dart's Stats. (Supp. 1947) § 3609.40]; La.
Act 26 of 1948, §11(20).
55. La. Act 26 of 1948, § 1(22).
56. La. Act 4 of 1942, § 18, as amended by La. Act 65 of 1944, § 1 [Dart's
Stats. (Supp. 1947) § 3609.38].
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members of the board and the director are now appointed by
57
the governor to serve at his pleasure.

The director's appointive duties are increased by the creation
of two new positions-that of assistant to the director58 and that
of maintenance engineer. The salary of the assistant is six thousand dollars per annum, but the salary of the maintenance engineer, like that of the chief engineer, is fixed by the director. The
chief engineer, another director appointee, must have quite
stringent qualifications, as his principal responsibility is the construction of all highways." However, no such specific qualifications are required of the maintenance engineer" even though he
is charged with the maintenance of the highways."The procedure for performing state-parish projects continues
to demand exacting accountability from police juries to preclude
the wasting or usurpation of state funds.6 2 A new provision allows the director, when he is of the opinion that the best interests
of the state may be furthered, to have the department undertake
all or any part of the construction and improvement of roads,
streets, bridges and culverts which are under any administrative
agency, political subdivision or political corporation of the state."
The director may now, with statutory authorization, (1) close
any highway if a situation so demands it; 6 4 (2) apply for court

orders to remove or to prevent the construction of any structure,
obstacle, object or deposit within the limits of the highway contrary to this act, or any lawful regulation issued hereunder;5
and, (3) use the maintenance forces to effectuate more efficient
or emergency construction. Three employees designated by the
director are to be ex-officio notaries public with authority to act
as such, without charge, concerning any matter in which the
department is interested. 7
57. La. Act 4 of 1942, §§ 13, 19 [Dart's Stats. (Supp. 1947)

§§ 3609.33,

3609.39]; La. Act 26 of 1948, § 1(13), (18).
58. La. Act 26 of 1948, § 1(13).
59. La. Act 4 of 1942, § 24 [Dart's Stats. (Supp. 1947) § 3609.44]; La. Act
26 of 1948, § 1(24).

60. La. Act 26 of 1948, § 1(16), (23).
61. La. Act 26 of 1948, § 1(50)(a).
62. La. Act 216 of 1948 directs the department to spend $10,000 in each
parish under this arrangement during each of the fiscal years of 1948-1949
and 1949-1950.
63. La. Act 4 of 1942, first section 47 [Dart's Stats. (Supp. 1947) § 3609.67];
La. Act 26 of 1948, § 1 (first section 47c, d).
64. La. Act 26 of 1948, § 1(53)(g).
65. Id. at § 1(53)(h).
66. Id. at § 1(50)(b).
67. La. Act 362 of 1948.
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Louisiana Public Service Commission
The powers of the Louisiana Public Service Commission, relating to the issuance of securities by public utilities, are clarified
and supplemented. No public utility68 shall issue any security, or
assume any obligation as surety respecting the security of any
other public utility until it has been authorized by order of the
commission. 9 The order may not be granted until the commission finds that the issue or assumption is for some lawful object
within the corporate purposes of the public utility, or that it will
not impair the functions of the utility.70 The security, or the proceeds thereof, will be applied only to the purpose specified in the
7
commission's order. 1
A common carrier may now become a self-insurer7 2 if it has
qualified with the Interstate Commerce Commission in accordance with the Federal Motor Carrier Act of 1935."1
Veterans' Affairs Commission
The principal changes in the Louisiana Veterans' Affairs
Law are that the Veterans' Affairs Commission is reduced from
eight to four members and that the director is now appointed by
the commission to serve at its pleasure. Formerly he was appointed by the governor for a term of four years."
State Mineral Board
The membership of the State Mineral Board is increased
from four to ten appointees who serve with the governor.7 5 The
road fund, which is built up in each parish by royalties from
68. A public utility is defined as "any person, firm, corporation, partner-

ship or other legal entity, whether public or private, now subject to the
general jurisdiction of the Louisiana Public Service Commission, or which
may hereafter become subject to such jurisdiction, but not including carriers by rail, water, electric or motor vehicles or pipe lines, or public utilities
municipally owned or operated, or electric properties owned or operated by
rural cooperatives." This act does not apply to any public utility which is
regulated by the Federal Power Commission, the Securities and Exchange
Commission, the Federal Communications Commission, nor to any public
utility operating in two or more states. La. Act 480 of 1948, § 1, 2(h).
69. La. Act 19 of 1934(2 E.S.), § 2 [Dart's Stats. (1939) § 7917.2] La. Act
480 of 1948, § 2(a).
70. La. Act 480 of 1948, § 2(c).
71. Id. at § 2(e).
72. La. Act 202 of 1948.
73. La. Act 301 of 1938, § 4 [Dart's Stats. (1939) § 5321.4]; 49 Stat. 557, 49
U.S.C.A. § 315 (Supp. 1947); La. Act 202 of 1948, § 1(4).
74. La. Act 98 of 1944, §§ 4, 6, as amended by La. Act 164 of 1946, § 1(4),

(6) [Dart's Stats. (Supp. 1947) §§ 9257.3, 9257.5]; La. Act 62 of 1948, § 1(4), (6).
75. La. Act 93 of 1936, § 1 [Dart's Stats. (1939)
1948, § 1(1).

§ 4725.1]; La. Act 58 of
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state mineral leases, may now be used not only for the construction of roads, highways and bridges in that parish, but also for
the purchasing, operating and maintaining of automobile ferries.76
State Hospital Board
Act 65 of 1948" creates a Hospital and Health Planning Division in the State Hospital Board to conduct a state hospital survey and construction program in accordance with the Federal
Hospital Survey and Construction Act,?8 and a mental health
9
program in accordance with the National Mental Health Act.
This division shall also handle any federal grants-in-aid which
may be made available for these programs.8 0 One hundred and
eighty thousand dollars is appropriated with which to begin
these projects, and to match any federal aid which might be tendered during the biennium of 1948-1950. 81
State Board of Health
Six hundred thousand dollars is appropriated to the State
Board of. Health for the biennium of 1948-1950 to be used to
match federal and local funds to provide for public health centers which shall include administrative offices, laboratories and
clinics. Unused portions of this appropriation are to be held by
the board for the continuing of this program for a five year period commencing July 1, 1950.2 Seventy-eight thousand dollars is
appropriated for the remainder of the fiscal year 1947-1948 in
order to prevent any decrease in public health programs already
established and initiated. 3
State Parks Commission
The composition of the State Parks Commission is broadened to include, as new members, the governor, his executive
counsel, and the commissioner of wild life and fisheries. The
number of appointive members is increased to four, whose terms
run concurrently with that of the governor.8
76. La. Act 93 of 1936,
[Dart's Stats. (Supp. 1947)
77. La. Act 65 of 1948,
78. 60 Stat. 1040 (1946),

§ 7, as last amended by La. Act 370 of 1946, § 1
§ 4725.7]; La. Act 244 of 1948, § 1(7).
§ 1.
42 U.S.C.A. § 291 (Supp. 1947).

79. 60 Stat. 421 (1946), 42 U.S.C.A. § 246(c),

(f), (g),

(1) (Supp. 1947).

80. La. Act 65 of 1948, § 12.
81. La. Act 183 of 1948.

82. La. Act 492 of 1948, § 1.
83. La. Act 79 of 1948.
84. La. Act 91 of 1934, § 1, as last amended by La. Act 196 of 1942, § 1

[Dart's Stats. (Supp. 1947) § 9632.1]; La. Act 80 of 1948, § 1.
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The commission is authorized to open a state park at Abita
Springs in St. Tammany Parish85 and one on Grand Isle in Jef86
ferson Parish.
State Athletic Commission
The number of commissioners on the State Athletic Commission is increased from three to seven. Also there is created an
athletic commission to consist of three members, in each of the
cities of Alexandria, Baton Rouge, Lake Charles, Monroe and
Shreveport. These have jurisdiction over local professional athletics under the supervision of the State Athletic Commission. 7
Department of Public Welfare
The Department of Public Welfare is given the duty of contracting "with private individuals to hold their homes open for
children in need of temporary or long time foster care."88 Also
it now may construct state supported detention facilities, and reception, diagnostic and treatment centers for children who are
found by the courts to be in need of treatment in these types of
facilities.8 9
Board of Commissionersof the Port of New Orleans
Act 526 of 1948 proposes a constitutional amendment which,
if adopted, will change slightly the organization of the Board of
Commissioners of the Port of New Orleans. Not only are the
terms of appointees reduced, but also the terms of "all present
members of the Board of Commissioners of the Port of New Orleans shall immediately cease and terminate, and thereupon the
Governor shall appoint the respective members."90
Two other significant changes will be made if this amendment is certified by the voters. The provision of the former act
that no member could succeed himself unless he had been appointed to an unexpired term which had less than two years to
run would be deleted.9 1 A second change would do away with
85. La. Act 224 of 1948, appropriation $25,000.
86. La. Act 368 of 1948.

87. La. Act 325 of 1946, § 1 [Dart's Stats. (Supp. 1947) § 9411.1]; La.
Act 40 of 1948, § 1.

88. La. Act 14 of 1936, § 8, as last amended by La. Act 212 of 1940, § 2
[Dart's Stats. (Supp. 1947) § 6537.3]; La. Act 53 of 1948, § 1(7), (8). It is
obvious that this act
89. La. Act 53 of
90. La. Const. of
91. La. Const. of

amends Section 8 of the past act rather than Section 7.
1948, § 1 (7),(15).
1921, Art. VI, § 17; La. Act 526 of 1948, § 1(17).
1921, Art. VI, § 17(f).
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the provision that a member may not hold a public office or an
office in a political party. 2
CONSERVATION

Fish and Game Preserves
The 1948 legislature evinced an increased interest in the protection of one of Louisiana's most important resources, fish and
wild life. It made provision for the creation of four fish and game
preserves,1 gave the Department of Wild Life and Fisheries au-.
thority to contract with private landowners for the lease of land
for such preserves,2 and appropriated one hundred and fifty thousand dollars annually for the purchase of wild game and fish for
restocking purposes.2 To help form and maintain places suitable
for fish preserves, various acts appropriated $675,000 for the construction and maintenance of dams:4 The construction of another
dam is authorized, although no money was appropriated.'
Administrative Changes
There are several very important changes with regard to
the administration of various conservation measures. Provision
is made for the appointment of a Director of Commercial Fisheries and Trapping and in him is vested all the authority and
functions relative to commercial fisheries and trapping.6 In a
separate, although obviously closely related, act,7 the control of
commercial fisheries and the enforcement of all pertinent laws
in relation thereto is transferred from the Commissioner of Wild
Life and Fisheries to the Division of Commercial Fisheries and
Trapping of the Department of Conservation. In connection with
92. Ibid.

1. Loutre Game and Fish Preserve-Lincoln Parish (La. Act 185 of 1948);
Northwest Louisiana Game and Fish Preserve, Expansion of (La. Act 263

of 1948); Anacoco-Prairie State Game and Fish Preserve-Vernon Parish
(La. Act 277 of 1948); Little River Fish Preserve-Avoyelles Parish (La.
Act 305 of 1948).
2. La. Act 181 of 1948.
3. La. Act 70 of 1948.

4. Turkey Creek Game and Fish Preserve-$100,000 (La. Act 172 of 1948);
Salt Lake, Grant Parish-25,000 (La. Act 231 of 1948); Cedar Lake, Rapides
Parish-100,000 (La. Act 232 of 1948); Bayou Anacoco, Vernon Parish$275,000 (La. Act 235 of 1948); Loutre Game and Fish Preserve, Lincoln
Parish-150,000 (La. Act 185 of 1948); Little River, Avoyelles Parish-$25,000
(La. Act 305 of 1948).
5. Grand Bayou (La. Act 479 of 1948).

6. La. Act 36 of 1948. See also La. Act 524 of 1948, proposing constitutional amendment discussed p. 66.
7. La. Act 386 of 1948. See also La. Act 524 of 1948 proposing constitu-

tional amendment discussed p. 66.
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this transfer several noteworthy changes are made. The taking
of crabs by trawls is prohibited. The commercial fish wholesaler's
license fee is increased from fifty to one hundred dollars. Justices of the peace are deprived of jurisdiction of suits involving
violation of conservation regulations. A severance tax of two
cents a pound and five-eighth's of a cent a pound respectively
on frogs and crabs taken from Louisiana waters is to be paid by
the first purchaser or processor operating a boat or a producer;
the rate is doubled on out of state shipments. In a third related
act,8 control of aquatic life of sport and game value is placed in
the Division of Game Wild Life of the Department of Conservation. To this end all existing laws relative to such aquatic life
are consolidated.
Although no mention of the three acts above discussed is
made in the proposed constitutional amendment 9 which will
change the administration of the state's conservation laws, it
seems clear that the amendment is proposed to authorize the
changes provided in those acts. At present the wild life of the
state is under a Department of Wild Life and Fisheries in the
executive department.10 The proposed constitutional amendment
would place the wild life under a conservation commission in
the executive department, which commission would be divided
into two sub-units: (1) a Division of Commercial Fisheries and
Trapping, and (2) a Division of Game Wild Life. Generally, the
Division of Commercial Fisheries and Trapping would supervise
commercial fisheries and aquatic life, resources and trapping,
while the Division of Game Wild Life would be concerned with
regulating game fishing and hunting. A commissioner would
head each of these divisions.1 The commissioner of game wild
life would serve as ex-officio member and chairman of the Louisiana Forestry Commission, to which five members (in addition
to the present five) would be added.: 2
8. La. Act 385 of 1948.
9. La. Act 524 of 1948.
10. La. Const. of 1921, Art. VI, § 1, as amended.
11. These commissioners would be appointed by the governor and would
serve at his pleasure. The governor would fix their salaries and would fill
any vacancy by appointment (with the advice and consent of the senate).
La. Act 524 of 1948.
12. These members would be appointed by the governor with the advice
and consent of the senate.
If this amendment is ratified, the commissioner of game wild life would
also serve on the stream control commission in place of the director of wild
life and fisheries, who is also ex-ofliclo chairman.
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Gulf States Marine Fisheries Compact
Act 329 of 1948 authorizes and directs the governor to execute
an interstate compact (Gulf States Marine Fisheries Compact)
on behalf of the State of Louisiana with any one or more of the
several gulf coast states, provides for Louisiana's representation
on a commission to be created under the compact and appropriates funds for expenses incident to membership on the commission.
The avowed purpose of the compact is the conservation of
gulf seaboard fisheries by means of a joint regulatory and restocking program. The agreement is to become binding upon ratifying states whenever two or more have assented and congressional approval has been given. 13
A commission composed of three representatives from each
state concerned is created. This commission is directed to ascertain methods and practices of conservation and protection for
seaboard fisheries. It is to recommend these methods to the
states' legislators and to advise the pertinent state and administrative agencies relative to conservation.
There is a proviso that nothing in the compact is either to
affect the proprietary interest of any state in its fisheries or
curtail its police power. Any two or more states may amend the
compact so as to empower the commission to regulate specific
fisheries affecting them. The compact may be renounced by
legislative act of any state.
This fisheries compact act is a significant step toward the
solution of another problem which, because of its regional scope,
cannot be adequately handled by the states individually and yet
ought not to be handled by the federal government.
License Fees and Related Matters
The 1948 legislation clarifies earlier acts 1'4 by providing hunting license taxes amounting to twenty-five dollars for nonresidents and one dollar for residents. 15 The nonresident's angler's
license fee is reduced from ten to five dollars with provision
13. U. S. Const. Art. I, § 10, forbids interstate compacts unless congressional consent is obtained.
14. La. Act 22 of 1946 [Dart's Stats. (Supp. 1947) § 2928n] and La. Act
332 of 1946 [Dart's Stats. (Supp. 1947) § 2928] which contained contradictory
provisions.
15. La. Act 88 of 1948.
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made for a seven day temporary license which is to cost two
dollars."'
Several changes affect the various hunting seasons. The
closed season for wild turkeys is enlarged to include gobblers. 17
The closed season for shrimp taken from outside waters is abolished while minor changes are made in the time for the closed
season for shrimp taken from inside waters.1 8 Additional bodies
of water are classed as inside waters.1 9 The commissioner of wild
life and fisheries is empowered to set the open season for deer.2"
The open season for squirrel, chipmunks and rabbits is shortened;
a two year closed season on bears is established; the bag limit
on wild hare and rabbit is reduced from ten to five; and the sale
of wild hare and rabbit is prohibited.
Soil Conservation
Four hundred thousand dollars is appropriated for the purpose of carrying on extensive soil conservation in cooperation
with the United States Department of Agriculture and other
21
agencies.
CORPORATIONS

Non-profit Corporations
For many years nonprofit corporations in Louisiana have
been organized and regulated under an antiquated and inadequate statute.' Act 455 of 1948, appropriately labeled "The Nonprofit Corporation Act," was enacted to remedy the deficiencies
and to bring the state's nonprofit corporation laws up to date.
One serious defect in the old statute was its failure to provide a clear definition of exactly what types of corporations were
to be organized under its provisions. The act was characterized
by the misleading label "nontrading corporation." After listing
a number of specific types of corporations that would fall under
16. Ibid.
17. La. Act 129 of 1948.
18. La. Act 51 of 1948.
19. Blind Bay, Garden Island Bay, East Bay, West Bay and Gulf waters
of less than three fathoms depth, east of the Mississippi River to Southwest
Pass, and west of the Mississippi River from the "cutoff" at Rabbit Island
to the Sabine River are the new additions. La. Act 143 of 1942 [Dart's Stats.
(Supp. 1947) § 3112.1] originally classed the waters of the state into inside
and outside waters.
20. La. Act 384 of 1948. Parish police juries formerly set the deer season
under the provisions of La. Act 284 of 1946 [Dart's Stats. (Supp. 1947) §

2947].
21. La. Act 306 of 1948.
1. La. Act 254 of 1914 as amended by La. Act 190 of 1924 and La. Act 146

of 1936 [Dart's Stats. (1939) § 1260 et seq.].
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the act, the statute then contained the general language "and
generally all corporations not designed to engage in trade or
exploitation of property, rights, or credits for profit or similar
gains."'2 The mistake of categorically defining such corporations
as nontrading is apparent. Every corporation must in some way
engage in "trading" in order to carry out the purpose for which
it was organized.
Section 1 of the new Nonprofit Corporation Act eliminates
any confusion by a simple, yet broad definition of "nonprofit corporation" to mean any "corporation organized for a purpose not
involving pecuniary profit or gain to its shareholders or members,
and not paying dividends or other remuneration to its shareholders or members; provided that the corporation may pay
reasonable compensation or salaries for services rendered." This
definition approaches the problem on the basis of ultimate results
rather than from the technical criteria of "trading." The test
under the new act is whether the corporation is organized for a
purpose involving profit to the shareholders or members. If the
corporation is not organized for gain, it may engage in activities
necessary to accomplish the purpose for which it was organized.
It was natural that the drafters of the new act should borrow
heavily from the Business Corporation Act.' The procedure for
organization is almost identical, and many other procedures
4
similarly trace their Business Corporation Act counterparts.
This should greatly assist the bar, which is generally familiar
2. La. Act 146 of 1936, § 1 [Dart's Stats. (1939) § 1263].
3. La. Act 250 of 1928 [Dart's Stats. (1939) § 1080 et seq.].
4. Compare the following sections of La. Act 455 of 1948 with the corresponding sections of La. Act 250 of 1928 [Dart's Stats. (1939) § 1080 et seq.]:
Act 455
Act 250
4
4
(Name of corporation)
6
9
(Liability of officer and directors for business transacted before recordation of articles of incorporation)
7
10
(Certificate of incorporation conclusive evidence that
corporation was duly organized)
8
11
(Articles of incorporation not constructive notice to
third persons)
9
12
(Corporation given capacity to act possessed by natural person)
21
35
(Removal of officer by directors)
22
36
(Officer and directors stand in fiduciary relationship
to the corporation)
23
37
(Corporation must maintain registered officer and
agent to receive service of process)
24
23
(Purchase of its own stock by corporation)
25
45
(Reduction of capital)
30
31
(Quorum at shareholders' meeting)
31
32
(How shares are voted)
34
42
(Amendment of articles of incorporation).
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with the Business Corporation Act, to make full beneficial use
of the new statute in organizing nonprofit corporations. Many
provisions of the Business Corporations Act are, by the very
nature of things, inapplicable to nonprofit corporations For
example, there is no provision in the act relative to a necessary
amount of capital before the corporation begins business. A
nonprofit corporation may be formed with any amount of capital
stock.
A nonprofit corporation may be organized on a stock basis
or a non-stock basis.5 However, charitable and religious corporations and corporations for the execution of a trust must be organized on a non-stock basis., When the corporation is organized
on a non-stock basis, certificates of membership are issued in
lieu of share certificates.
The old act provided that "No such corporation shall declare
any dividend which shall reduce the amount of its capital below
the amount stated in the articles as the amount of capital with
which the corporation will carry on its affairs. ' '7 Therefore, it
would seem that the corporation could have declared a dividend
so long as the stated capital was not reduced. Act 455 of 1948
contains an express prohibition against the payments of dividends
or other similar pecuniary remuneration.8 However, except in
the case of charitable and religious corporations, a nonprofit corporation may distribute surplus to its members on dissolution.'
Thus, it may be possible to circumvent the no dividend rule by
dissolution, distribution of surplus, and reorganization with the
same members.
A major change as to rights on dissolution is the provision
that, if the corporation is a religious or charitable corporation or
a corporation for the execution of a trust, any surplus after payment of liabilities will be given to an agency, corporation, or
association having a similar purpose.0 The reason for this limitation is self evident. As pointed out above, in dissolution of
other nonprofit corporations the surplus, if any, is divided among
the members or shareholders of the corporation according to their
interest.
5. La. Act 455 of 1948, § 12.
6. Id. at § 11.

7. La. Act 254 of 1914 (Dart's Stats. (1939) § 1268].
8. La. Act 455 of 1948, § 12.
9. Id. at § 41.

10. Ibid.
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The prior statute made no provision for merger or consolidation of nonprofit corporations. Act 455 of 1948 contains detailed
provisions for the merger and consolidation of nonprofit corporations,1 which provisions parallel similar procedures in the Business Corporation Act.
Under the old act "all provisions of law relative to business
corporations and their dissolution, the appointment of receivers
and liquidators shall be applicable to Nontrading Corporations."12
Act 455 contains specific rules for the dissolution of nonprofit
corporations."3 While the procedure for dissolving a nonprofit
corporation is similar to dissolution of a business corporation,
there is a distinct practical advantage in having the matter set
out in the Nonprofit Corporation Act itself.
Act 455 becomes effective January 1, 1949. It expressly stipulates that "Every corporation heretofore organized and incorporated under any special or general act, which would now be
required to incorporate under this Act, shall hereafter be subject
to and take advantage of the provisions of this Act, without
formal reorganization.' 1 4 However, this provision does not affect
any vested right which has accrued under a prior statute. 5
Business Corporations
The Business Corporation Act is amended by Act 475 to permit the adoption of an amendment of the charter extending the
duration of the corporation after the expiration of its stated duration, provided that no action has been taken to the contrary and
no proceedings instituted to dissolve or wind up the corporation.
A declaration in the minutes of the meeting adopting such
11. Any two or more nonprofit corporations may be merged or consolidated when the consolidation or merger is approved by two-thirds of the
voting members of each corporation. In all cases the surviving corporation
shall be responsible for obligations of the corporations merged or consoli-

dated. A business corporation cannot merge or consolidate with a nonprofit
corporation. A corporation which cannot distribute its surplus on liquidation cannot merge or consolidate with another corporation unless the surviving corporation is one that cannot distribute surplus upon liquidation.
La. Act 455 of 1948, §§ 36, 38.
12. La. Act 254 of 1914, § 13 [Dart's Stats. (1939) § 1272].
13. Dissolution of the nonprofit corporation may be voluntary or Involuntary. The corporation may be dissolved voluntarily by vote of two-thirds
of the voting members of the corporation. The corporation will be involun-

tarily dissolved when: (1) the corporation cannot meet its obligations; (2)
the corporation cannot accomplish the purpose for which it was organized;
(3) the directors and the voting power are equally divided respecting man-

agement of the corporation. La. Act 455 of 1948, §§ 41-50.
14. Id.

at § 51.

15. Id. at § 53.

-
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amendment to the effect that no such action or proceedings took
place shall constitute prima facie evidence of such facts.
EDUCATION

Ninety-one of the five hundred and ten acts passed by the
1948 legislature affect education. Some embody proposals of the
legislative committee on educational survey created by Act 38
of 1946. Nine of the seventeen recommendations of the committee were adopted in whole or in part. Naturally, some of
the new laws dealing with education are of little general interest.
Therefore, some will be given only limited treatment while
others will not even be mentioned.
Vocational Education
Vocational education was greatly encouraged
by the 1948
legislature. Five new trade schools are to be constructed.'
In addition to establishing the trade schools, the legislature
further assisted vocational education by passing two appropriation acts. Act 41 of 1948 appropriates slightly over half a million
dollars for each of the next two years to match federal funds
given the states to pay the salaries and expenses of teachers and
other personnel engaged in carrying out the vocational educational program of the state. Act 42 of 1948 appropriates one million dollars for each of the next two years for the establishment
of school community units, including canning plants, incubator
units, trade shops, et cetera. In order to receive benefits under
this act, the board must make and submit plans of their programs
by January 1 of each year. Under both acts, the funds are to be
distributed to the various parish and city school boai'ds by the
state superintendent of education.
Following a recommendation of the legislative committee
on educational survey, Act 290 of 1948 creates by a two-thirds
1. The legislature names the schools and they are to be located as follows: The Jefferson Davis Trade School in Jennings (La. Act 347 of 1948);
the Jefferson Parish Trades School in Gretna (La. Act 349 of 1948); the T.
H. Harris Trade School in, Opelousas (La. Act 267 of 1948); the South Louisiana Trade School in Houma (La. Act 69 of 1948). (Apparently no appropriation was provided for the Houma School.) The Memorial Trade School
authorized by La. Act 270 of 1948 is to be situated in Oak Grove but the
appropriation is to come out of any "surplus" revenues of the state above
the sum of the adopted budget of receipts and expenditures which have not
been otherwise appropriated. In addition Act 262 of 1948 appropriated
$125,000 for the addition of two wings to the building of the Southwest Louisiana Trade School at Crowley.
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vote the Louisiana State School for Spastic Children at Alexandria. Thus the action of the State Board of Education in establishing and maintaining the school is given legislative sanction.
House Bill 865 of 1944, first authorizing the school, was vetoed
by the governor, but two later acts 2 provided appropriations for
the school. Prior to the present act doubt existed as to the legality of the school, since Article IV, Section 14, of the Louisiana
Constitution of 1921 requires a two-thirds vote of the legislature
for the establishment of any new educational institution.
Scholarships
The 1948 legislature continued the practice of placing scholarships under political patronage. Each member of the state
legislature may now grant approximately eighteen scholarships
a year to state colleges and universities. Under Act 200 of 1948,1
each legislator and the lieutenant governor will have twelve
hundred dollars at hand for this purpose, while the governor may
award seventeen thousand dollars in scholarships. Although
there is a maximum of three hundred dollars a year per student,
the scholarship extends to fees, college services or "anything
else." Act 361 of 1948 increased from two to four the number
of one hundred dollar scholarships to be supplied to each legislator and the lieutenant governor by each state supported college
and university.4
Before adjourning, the legislature called for the appointment
of a committee to make a study of present scholarships and student aid systems in state supported colleges and universities.'
Recommendations for a uniform plan are to be submitted to the
1950 legislature. The 1948 legislature ignored an excellent recommendation submitted to it by the legislative committee on educational survey. The committee "... after study and careful deliberation is convinced that present plans for granting scholarships
and student aid do not serve the best interest of the state and
the youth of Louisiana." It therefore recommended taking scholarships out of the lap of political patronage and investing control
of them to the boards of control of higher education. This excellent suggestion was obviously not too enthusiastically received
by the legislators at the 1948 session.
2. La. Act 66 of 1946; La. Act 9 of 1947 (E.S.).
3. This act made $185,000 available for political scholarships for each
of the next two years.
4. The scholarships originated with La. Act 380 of 1946 [Dart's Stats.
(Supp. 1947) § 2555.1].
5. La. Act 392 of 1948.
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Act 499 of 1948 repealed two acts affecting the Thomas H.
Harris Scholarship Foundation.6 The new law calls for an
arrangement similar to the one originally provided for in Act
24 of 1938. The board of trustees is to be appointed by the governor and is to have complete control of all business matters
pertaining to the foundation, including the selection of students
for scholarships, the method of distributing the funds, et cetera.
Under the former system the members of the State Board of
Education formed the board of trustees and parish school loan
fund committees disbursed the monies assigned to them by the
foundation.
The 1948 legislature made three hundred scholarships available to children of veterans killed in service as a result of service
in the Second World War.7 The State Department of Veterans
Affairs is to administer the scholarships. Similar provisions were
to be found in Act 24 of 1946, which the present act repeals and
re-enacts. The earlier law was defective in that the body of the
act was broader than the title.
Another recommendation of the legislative committee on
educational survey is adopted in Act 394 of 1948, which increases
from one hundred and fifty dollars to four hundred dollars the
amount which may be advanced to any student from the Parish
School Loan Fund created by Act 17 of 1942.8 Most of the parishes had surplus monies which could not be used due to the low
maximum which had been fixed originally.
Free School Lunch Programs
An expanded free school lunch project is launched by Act
44 of 1948, which sets aside four million dollars per annum for
the program in place of the one million dollars authorized by the
1940 legislature.9 The State Board of Education is authorized to
receive and direct the disbursement of any funds the federal government may allot to the state for the school lunch program.
Another new lawe authorizes parish school boards to maintain
and operate lunch departments on a nonprofit basis to provide
meals for children attending public schools.
6. La. Act 199 of 1940 [Dart's Stats. (Supp. 1947) § 2448.1] and La. Act
19 of 1942 [Dart's Stats. (Supp. 1947) §§ 2448.1-2448.6].

7. La. Act 54 of 1948. The children must be between the ages of sixteen
and twenty-one years.
8. Dart's Stats. (Supp. 1947) §§ 2448.15-2448.24.

9. La. Act 2 of 1940 (E.S.) [Dart's Stats. (Supp. 1947) § 2386.2].
10. La. Act 284 of 1948.
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Acts Affecting the State Superintendent of Education
An old law is revived by Act 241 of 1948.11 The state superintendent of education again has full authority to set up appropriate divisions and positions within the Department of Education, to select the department's employees, define their duties
and fix their salaries. The statute extends to present as well as
future employees. Under the 1946 amendment decisions of the
superintendent could be vetoed by a majority of the total membership of the State Board of Education. The new act does away
with this provision.
Administrative and Procedural Changes and Additions
Act 518 of 194812 proposes a constitutional amendment which
would give the State Board of Education supervision and control
over all public, elementary, secondary, and trade schools, instead
of over "all free public schools."
Act 357 of 1948 authorizes parish school boards to create
"consolidated school districts" by combining two or more present
school districts, if such action is "ratified by a majority popular
vote and assessment vote7 of each district affected by the consolidation."'1 According to Act 420 of 1948 a "consolidated school
district" is to be governed by the parish school board of the
parish containing, according to the assessment rolls, the greatest
amount of taxable property."
Adopting another recommendation of the legislative committee on educational survey, Act 415 of 1948 sets up a state
coordinating council on education. The Board of Supervisors
of Louisiana State University, the State Board of Education and
the Board of Control of State Colleges and Universities will each
furnish two members to make up the council. The members of
this group are to exchange information about their respective
schools and to assist the legislature by making recommendations
for laws dealing with matters such as building proposals, scholarships, degrees, et cetera.
Act 292 of 1948 creates the Board of Control for State Col11. La. Act 100 of 1922, § 3, as amended by La. Act 168 of 1946 [Dart's

Stats. (Supp. 1947) § 2222].
12. La. Const. of 1921, Art. XII, § 6.
13. This act duplicates La. Act 159 of 1934, §§ 1, 2 [Dart's Stats. (1939)

§§ 2297.1, 2297.2].
14. This act duplicates part of La. Act 152 of 1920, § 3 [Dart's Stats.

(1939) § 2295].
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leges, Universities, and Special Schools. A highly controversial
provision contained in the act as originally presented to the
legislature was eliminated by the insertion of Section 6, which
excludes the Board of Supervisors of Louisiana State University
from the operation of the law. As finally enacted, the statute
gives the board authority over all senior colleges, special schools,
and state universities (with the exception of Louisiana State
University). The new body has supervisory authority over policy
making; the details of administration are left to the individual
schools. In one respect the act fails to follow the plan proposed
by the legislative committee on educational survey. The committee had recommended that the board be given control over all
state colleges, except Louisiana State University. The report
noted that the work of the State Board of Education was divided
between public elementary and secondary schools on the one
hand and state colleges and special schools on the other. It was
felt that the board of education should be allowed to devote all
its time to secondary and elementary schools, while state colleges
and special schools would be placed under the control of a new
board (with Louisiana State University remaining under its
board of supervisors). The committee members believed that
the adoption of such a plan would result in the integration and
unification of the educational system.
Act 517 of 1948 proposes an amendment to Article XII, Section 4, of the Constitution, giving the legislature authority to
create the Board of Control of State Colleges, Universities and
Special Schools. Apparently through an oversight, the legislature failed to propose a constitutional amendment to Article XII,
Section 9,15 which section specifically places certain named col-

leges and special schools under direct supervision of the State
Board of Education. Thus, assuming its passage at the November
referendum, Act 292, creating the Board of Control, is clearly in
conflict with Section 9 and therefore unconstitutional unless the
language of Acts 517 and 518 are broad enough to be construed
as impliedly repealing Section 9.
A proposed constitutional amendment would reduce the
terms of the members of the State Board of Education elected
from the eight congressional districts from eight to six years
and would further provide that any vacancies be filled by
15. The writer has been informed that such a proposed amendment was
drafted for consideration of the legislature.
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gubernatorial appointment with the approval of the senate, instead of by a special election. 6 Another proposed amendment
would shorten, from fourteen to seven years, the terms of both
the present and future appointive members of the Board of
Supervisors of Louisiana State University.' The seven year term
would start to run from the date of the member's appointment
or from the time his predecessor was appointed, if the member
was selected to fill a vacancy. The amendment would omit the
provisions of the old article giving the State Board of Education
power to supervise all other higher educational institutions, such
supervisory authority having been transferred to the new Board
of Control of State Colleges, Universities, and Special Schools
by Act 292 of 1948.
A parish school board may now acquire real estate in exchange for an old school site, even though the property so acquired cannot be used for school purposes. 8 However, proceeds
derived from the sale of such property must be used to procure
a new school site.
Act 463 of 1948 prohibits parish school boards of cities having
a population in excess of three hundred thousand from changing
the classification of a school from negro to white, or vice versa,
without having first obtained the written consent of seventy per
cent of the property owners within six hundred feet of the location of the school. The procedure for obtaining this consent is
detailed in the act.
A new act' 9 empowers police juries to render financial assistance to their school boards for the construction and operation of
parish public schools.
Acts Affecting Teachers
School teachers, proverbially underpaid in America, are
given substantial increases in pay in Act 55 of 1948, which establishes a minimum wage schedule for all teachers of public ele16. La. Act 517 of 1948, to amend La. Const. of 1921, Art. XII, § 4. This
act supersedes La. Act 100 of 1942, § 1, as amended by La. Act 307 of 1946
[Dart's Stats. (Supp. 1947) § 2220).
17. La. Act 516 of 1948, to amend La. Const. of 1921, Art. XII, § 7.
18. La. Act 507 of 1948, amending and re-enacting La. Act 100 of 1922,
§ 20 [Dart's Stats. (1939) § 2239]. La. Act 504 of 1948 provides a prescriptive
period of six months to run from the passage of the act for the bringing
of any action to annul any exchange previously made by a school board of
an old school site for real estate on the grounds that the property so acquired is not suitable for a school site.
19. La. Act 28 of 1948.
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mentary and public high schools. The amount of the salary
varies with the training and experience of the teacher and the
grade taught, ranging from twelve hundred dollars for a first
grade instructor with less than a year's experience to thirty-six
hundred dollars for a twelfth grade teacher having a master's
degree. Another law ° calls for the same minimum salary schedule for teachers in state schools for the blind and deaf. It is
interesting to note that the State Board of Education, acting
under the new law, announced on July 27, 1948, that from that
day forth white and negro teachers would be paid at the same
rate.
Act 341 of 1948 changes certain provisions in the statute governing teachers' sabbatical leaves. 21 Now when an application
is made for leave for rest and recuperation or for sickness, the
parish superintendent of schools must notify the teacher within
thirty instead of sixty days whether his request will be approved.
Another section of the amended act stipulates that except in
cases of sick leave not more than five per cent of a parish's teachers shall at one time be on sabbatical leave. Omitted was the
provision of the old act prohibiting the granting of sabbatical
leave for rest and recuperation to more than ten per cent of
those on leave.
A third change affects the method of paying an instructor
on sabbatical leave. Now the teacher may elect either to receive
fifty per cent of the minimum wage of a beginner with a Bachelor's Degree or the difference between his salary and that paid
a day by day substitute employed during his absence. The provision of the old act fixing the minimum pay of the substitute
teacher is omitted.
Regional Education Plan
Another recommendation of the legislative committee on
educational survey is adopted in Act 366 of 1948, authorizing
state supported institutions of higher learning to enter into educational agreements with other states and out-of-state institutions
of higher leaining. Under the arrangement approved, Louisiana
residents would be able to attend out-of-state schools to study
courses not offered in Louisiana at an expense not exceeding
what would have been the probable cost to the student had Lou20. La. Act 390 of 1948.
21. La. Act 319 of 1940 [Dart's Stats. (Supp. 1947) § 2386.3].
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isiana facilities been available. To remove any doubt as to the
constitutionality of this statute, Act 514 of 1948 proposes a constitutional amendment 2 authorizing the legislature to enact such
a plan.
Act 367 of 1948 deals with the same subject. It is a uniform
statute drafted by Alabama, Arkansas, Florida, Georgia, Kentucky, Louisiana, Maryland, Mississippi, North Carolina, Oklahoma, South Carolina, Tennessee, Texas, Virginia, and West Virginia. These states form a geographical district in which regional
educational schools are to be set up, each state pledging financial
support to carry out the plan. A Board of Control for Southern
Regional Education, with representatives from each state, is to
be the governing body of the schools established. The purpose of
the compact appears to be twofold: to lessen the financial burden
that a state must assume in order to make available certain professional and technological courses; and to reduce the expenditures necessary to provide separate educational facilities for
negroes. In view of the decision of the United States Supreme2
Court in the famous case of Missouri ex rel. Gaines v. Canada,3
it is not at all certain that the second purpose will be accomplished.
There was introduced at the second session of the Eightieth
Congress 24 a resolution which if passed would give the consent
of Congress to the proposed interstate compact. 5 The judiciary
committee favorably reported the resolution to the senate, but
with an amendment to the effect that congressional approval of
the plan should not be in any way construed as an endorsement
of segregation in education.
Miscellaneous Acts
A total of $5,400,000 is made available to eight state schools
for the purpose of construction, completing construction of per26
manent improvements, and the purchase of equipment.
22. La. Const. of 1921, Art. XII, § 13.
23. 305 U.S. 337, 59 S.Ct. 232, 83 LEd. 208 (1938). In the Gaines case the
court decided it was a denial of equal protection of the laws to require a
negro resident to go outside the state to obtain entrance into a law school
when the state provided a law school for white students. The court stated
that the obligation of the state to give the protection of equal laws is to be
performed within its own jurisdiction; it is there that the equality of legal
right must be maintained.
24. S. J. Res. 191, 80th Cong., 2d Sess. (1948).
25. Consent is required by U.S. Const. Art. I, § 10(3).
26. The appropriations are as follows: $1,000,000 to Southwestern Louisiana Institute (La. Act 174 of 1948); $1,000,000 to Northwestern State Col-
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A 1948 statute makes mandatory the teaching of the Declaration of Independence in a required elementary school course
and the Federalist Papers and the United States Constitution in
a required high school course.
Act 493 of 1948 designates the Louisiana State Library (and
other state university and college libraries upon the application
of their respective librarians) as the depository for all public
documents issued by the state. The secretary of state is to furnish depository libraries with two copies of each publication
issued by a state agency. The secretary of state is also directed
to appoint a recorder of documents to assist in carrying out the
provisions of the act."8 This act obviously repeals by implication
Act 82 of 1928,29 which should have been expressly repealed.
The compensation paid parish school board members for
attending meetings is raised from five to fifteen dollars by a 1948
amendment.20 The new law also repeals the requirement that a
person be assessed for five hundred dollars worth of property to
be eligible for membership on the parish school board.
Act 136 of 1948 authorizes the Notre Dame Seminary in New
Orleans to confer the same degrees or diplomas upon its graduates as may be conferred by any other college, university, or
seminary in the United States and Europe.
The Board of Administrators of Charity Hospital is authorized in Act 124 of 1948 to convey to the Board of Supervisors
of Louisiana State University title to a portion of the hospital
grounds. The land so conveyed is to be used for additions to the
Louisiana State University Medical School. The hospital board
is also authorized to enter into any necessary agreements with
the board of supervisors for the construction, maintenance and
operation of such additions.
lege (La. Act 248 of 1948); $2,000,000 to Louisiana Polytechnic Institute (La.
Act 173 of 1948); $100,000 to John McNeese Junior College (La. Act 247 of
1948).
La. Act 230 of 1948 assigned $300,000 to the Louisiana State Board of
Education to be disbursed as follows: $250,000 to Southern University;
$25,000 to the Louisiana State School for Negro Deaf, and $25,000 to the
Louisiana State School for Negro Blind. The statute supplements a construction program provided for by La. Act 4 of 1947 (E.S.).
Not mentioned above is the grant of $28,226, which La. Act 81 of 1948
mnakes to Grambling College to make up for a 1947-1948 deficiency in funds
appropriated for maintenance and operation.
27. La. Act 345 of 1948.
28. His salary is to be $4,500 a year.
29. Dart's Stats. (1939) H§ 4481-4483.
30. La. Act 376 of 1948, amending and re-enacting La. Act 100 of 1922,
§ 17 [Dart's Stats. (1939) § 2236].
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ELECTIONS

The 1948 legislature passed several acts dealing with the
subject of elections. In response to the rising cost of living, the
legislators increased the compensation of precinct commissioners.1 The dates for general elections, when United States
congressmen, state officials and certain local officials are elected,
are changed somewhat.2 The maximum amount for extra assessments to defray the costs of election by the parish executive
committees authorized to call primary elections is reduced from
one hundred and ten dollars to twenty-five dollars.3 The qualifications for an absentee ballot are almost eliminated; the only
prerequisite is that the voter desires to be absent from the legal
place for casting his ballot and makes an oath to that effect.4 In
parishes having more than one hundred and fifty thousand registered voters and conducting voting by voting machines, the polling hours are shortened by two hours.5 Vendors of intoxicating
beverages may now open for business one hour after the closing
of the polls.6
Voting Machines and Ballot Boxes
Several laws were passed affecting voting machines and
ballot boxes. The time for retention of the ballot boxes after
computations are completed is reduced from six months to thirty
days The civil sheriff in the Parish of Orleans replaces the clerk
of the criminal district court as custodian of voting machines in
that parish.8 Various appropriations covering the costs of certain voting machines were also made.9
Miscellaneous
The act requiring persons responsible for printed political
advertisements to include their names in the publication" is
1. La. Act 460 of 1948.
2. La. Act 49 of 1948.

3. La. Act 501 of 1948.
4. La. Act 275 of 1948.
5. La. Act 395 of 1948.

6. Ibid. There is some doubt as to whether this clause applies to all
parishes or just parishes having a population of more than 150,000 people
and which use voting machines.
7. La. Act 503 of 1948.
8. La. Act 429 of 1948.
9. Calcasieu Parish: La. Act 198 of 1948; Orleans Parish: La. Act 190
of 1948; East Baton Rouge Parish: La. Act 188 of 1948; Caddo Parish: La.
Act 176 of 1948.
10. La. Act 206 of 1944 [Dart's Stats. (Supp. 1947) §§ 2832.40-2832.421.
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expanded in coverage and the penalty for violation is increased.11
In furtherance of local law enforcement, a broad grant of
power is given to police juries to purchase equipment for crime
2
prevention and law enforcement.'
INSURANCE

Act 195 of 1948 codifies Louisiana's insurance laws. New
material is included, amendments are made, and some of the
laws are incorporated without change. As a practical matter,
the passage of new insurance laws was necessary to avoid regulation by the federal government following the decision of the
Southeastern Underwriters' case' in 1944, declaring insurance to
be interstate commerce. Congress declared an intention to refrain from regulating interstate insurance until June 30, 1948,
on condition that the states regulate properly prior to that time.'
Primarily, therefore, the code fulfills this need, and as a necessary
concomitant, increases the protection for the policyholder by
increasing the qualifications for insurers authorized to do business in this state and by making certain provisions in the policy
mandatory.
In reporting the legislative action relating to insurance, it
is not intended to treat in detail the subject matter of the code.
However, the most important changes effected are presented
because of the importance of this new body of codified legislation.
Comprehensive definitions of the fourteen kinds of insurance
are included in Chapter 1 of the code.8 Some of these definitions
are new to our law, others are simply modernizations of former
provisions-vehicle insurance is expanded to include not only
automobiles but also "any land vehicle or aircraft or any draft
or riding animal ... ;" title insurance, crop insurance, and "insurance against loss or damage to precious stones, jewels, jewelry,
gold, silver, and other precious metal§" are added.4
11. La. Act 148 of 1948. Minimum fine is $1,000 or imprisonment with or
without hard labor for from one to ten years.
12. La. Act 33 of 1948.
1. United States v. Southeastern Underwriters Association, 322 U.S. 533,
64 S.Ct. 1162, 88 L.Ed. 1440 (1944).
2. 59 Stat. 33 (1945), as amended by 61 Stat. 448 (1947), 15 U.S.C.A. § 1012.
3. La. Act 195 of 1948.
4. In addition, the definitions of steam boiler and sprinkler leakage insurance, livestock insurance, and marine and transportation insurance have
been expanded.
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Regulations Pertainingto Organization
The procedure for incorporating domestic stock and mutual
insurers is changed in several details. 5 A minimum of five incorporators, instead of fifteen, 6 is required and only a majority need
be Louisiana residents.1 More rigid requirements are imposed
upon incorporators precedent to doing business in the state.
The articles of incorporation must include specified information,
be executed by authentic act, signed by the incorporators, approved by the secretary of state, and recorded in the office of the
recorder of mortgages of the parish in which the registered office
of the corporation is situated. Only then is the insurer eligible
to apply for a certificate of authority from the secretary of state,
which certificate is a prerequisite to doing business in Louisiana.
Before authorization, the insurer must also furnish the secretary
of state two organization bonds of ten thousand dollars each.,
The required minimum subscribed capital for domestic stock
insurers remains substantially unchanged under the code, but a
paid in surplus is now specified,9 generally in the value of onefourth of the required minimum capital. Four hundred and fifty
thousand dollars is established as the maximum capital requirement for all types of insurance except life and title; no such
maximum was formerly imposed. No policies may be issued until
the directors certify that the entire capital stock and paid-in surplus specified in the articles of incorporation are paid. 10
The secretary of state may demand that an insurer make good
any impairment in the capital stock. This right was formerly
limited to cases of impairment of at least twenty-five per cent.11
The code omits the regulation making the directors liable for
losses resulting from risks taken after the expiration of the
5. Id. at c. 2.
6. La. Act 105 of 1898, Art. I, § 5, as amended by La. Acts 50 of 1902,
§ 1, 172 of 1920, § 1, and 112 of 1928, § 1 [Dart's Stats. (1939) § 4005].
7. Formerly, all incorporators were required to be residents of the state.
8. One bond is conditioned upon the payment of costs to the state in
any legal proceedings for the liquidation or dissolution of the insurer prior
to the issuance of a certificate of authority, and the other conditioned upon
the payment of anything owing to subscribers, policyholders and creditors
on business done prior to the issuance of a certificate of authority. In lieu of
the organization bonds the insurer may deliver to the secretary of state
twenty thousand dollars in cash or securities of the United States government or the State of Louisiana.
9. Id. at c. 3.
10. La. Act 105 of 1898, Art. I, § 3, as amended by La. Acts 50 of 1902,
§ 1, and 203 of 1908, § 2 [Dart's Stats. (1939) § 4003] required that only fifty
per cent of the entire capital be paid in and made no requirement of an
oath.
11. La. Act 105 of 1898, Art. I, §§ 8, 9 [Dart's Stats. (1939) §§ 4008, 4009].
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period set by the secretary of state and before correction of the
12
impairment.
Preferred shares may not be issued. Each share is entitled
to one vote and a shareholder may transfer his votes to another
by written proxy, which is revocable at any time. Policyholders
may also participate in the election of directors "to the extent
authorized by the articles of incorporation." An annual meeting
of the shareholders is now mandatory. 13
Life insurers are prohibited from transacting any additional
kind of insurance other than health and accident. Title insurers
may insure only titles. These restrictions apply to mutual insurers as well as to stock companies.
Mutual insurers must comply with the minimum requirements as to surplus 14 and may not transact business until the
whole amount is paid in. 15 However, business may be begun with
fifty per cent of the initial minimum surplus required provided
the company engages in only one kind of insurance. The initial
surplus may be acquired through advance payment of premiums
or borrowing. A mutual insurer may not pay a dividend "unless
it has a surplus beyond the initial minimum surplus required and
all other liabilities . . . equal to fifteen per cent of such initial
minimum surplus." Non-assessable policies may still be issued
by mutual companies but only upon complying with added safeguards."8 Each assessable policy must set forth plainly a statement of the contingent liability.
Regulations Pertainingto Specific Types of Insurers
Life. Former statutory regulations pertaining to life insurers
are changed only slightly,'7 but several provisions which were
12. The code also omits the provision which precluded a transferor of
stock from evading any losses which he might incur by transferring the
stock after an investigation had been started by the secretary of state. Ibid.
13. Id. at § 3.09. Formerly, La. Act 105 of 1898 did not require an annual
meeting, limited the voting rights to shares not held in excess of one-tenth
of the capital, allowed a printed as well as a written proxy and said nothing
about the power of revocation of a proxy.
14. Id. at c. 4.
15. Id. at § 4.03. La. Act 105 of 1898, Art. I, § 16 [Dart's Stats. (1939)
§ 4016] required only that a mutual company indicate to the secretary of
state that it' had made an agreement with a number of persons for insurance under which it would receive premiums of not less than twenty-five
thousand dollars, ten thousand dollars paid in cash and the rest secured.
16. It must in such a case maintain a surplus equal to the minimum
capital and paid-in surplus required of a domestic stock insurer and must
have obtained the approval of the secretary of state. Id. at § 4.11.
17. La. Act 114 of 1898, as amended by La. Acts 137 of 1938, 313 of 1942,
121 of 1946 and 139 of 1946; La. Act 193 of 1906, § 2B, as amended by La. Act
288 of 1946, § 2 [Dart's. Stats. (Supp. 1947) §4116.2].
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not included in our former law are added. The inclusion of
standard provisions increasing the protection of the insured is
made mandatory in all life policies. 18.,No life policy may restrict
coverage except as to hazards specified in the code, 9 nor may
it be antedated as of a date more than six months prior to the
application if the result is a reduction in the premium. 0
With minor modifications annuities (except group annuities)
and pure endowment contracts must include the same standard
provisions as life insurance contracts.21
Sections 5.16 and 5.17 of the code define group life insurance
and provide the standard contract provisions. There was no
statutory law on this subject formerly. Group life premiums may
not be paid entirely from funds contributed by the employees
and except for policies issued in connection with a pension plan,
the total group insurance on any employee may not exceed ten
thousand dollars.
Former legislation required that the insurer give written
notice to the insured before lapsing a life insurance policy (other
than group life) after default in payment of any premium, installment or interest. The code adds "loan" to the list of defaults
requiring written notice. It is no longer required that the notice
state that the policy shall become void if payment
is not made
within the specified time, but this omission is immaterial since
it is now mandatory that the policy contain such a provision.
Health and Accident. All forms used in connection with
health and accident insurance must be approved by the secretary
of state; withdrawal of approval of any form may be made only
after twenty days notice and hearing.22 The code sets out spe18. The standard provisions for industrial life, service and group life
insurance are treated separately.

La. Act 195 of 1948, § 5.10(1).

The follow-

ing items are among the provisions which must be provided in all policies:
thirty day period of grace; incontestability after two years; option available
upon default in premium payment; terms of loan value; reinstatement provisions.
19. Id. at § 5.10(2). Hazards which may be excluded from coverage include death as a result of war, while in or serving with the armed forces of

any country, from self-destruction within two years from issue of policy,
as a result of aviation under conditions specified, while residing in a designated foreign country within two years from issue of the policy, or as a
result of specified hazardous occupations.
20. Id. at § 5.11. The exchange, alteration or conversion of policies as

of their original date is expressly permitted as long as the amount of insurance under the new policy does not exceed that under the original policy.
21. Id. at § 5.14. The standard provisions for group annuity contracts
are not so comprehensive.

22. Id. at c. 6.

Id. at § 5.15.
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cific requirements for the form and substance of the policies, the
substantive requirements being similar to those governing
life insurance. 2' All policies of group, family group, blanket and
franchise health and accident insurance must provide for coverage of all new persons becoming eligible as well as the original
group insured.2 4 The falsity of any statement made in the application of any health and accident policy does not bar the right
to recovery thereon unless it "materially affected either the
acceptance of the risk or the hazard assumed by the insurer."
Industrial. The policy or benefit certificates of domestic
industrial insurance are restricted to $1250 on a single life. 5 The
restriction was formerly $2500.26 The maximum of $40 a week
for disability benefits is continued but the code limits all other
benefits to $1000 a year. The policy is required to be more definite in that it must now state the money value of the funeral.
The possibility for cash payment of seventy-five per cent of the
value of the funeral in lieu of furnishing the funeral is extended
to cover all cases where "it is impossible or impractical to furnish" the services. 27 It is also made mandatory that the life insurance portions of industrial policies include certain provisions
not formerly required.
Service. The code in its definition of "service insurance"
eliminates service insurance on the cooperative or assessment
plan, limiting it to that insurance for which "stipulated premiums
are regularly payable and collectible. ' 28 The maximum value of
the funeral to be furnished is raised from $300 to $500. Service
insurers may furnish, besides the funeral, only hospitalization not
exceeding $500 in any policy year, and may not provide for a
physician or surgeon, drugs, home nursing care or a monument,
as was formerly true. Term policies for not more than twenty
23. Id. at § 6.03(a). Among the required provisions peculiar to health and
accident policies are those requiring written notice to the insurer of the
accident or disability, the furnishing of claim forms to the insured and of
written proof of loss by the insured. Provision is also made for cancellation of the policy upon the insured's change to a less hazardous occupation;

consent of the beneficiary is not necessary for any surrender, assignment or
change of beneficiary.
24. Id. at § 6.05. These types of insurance had not been defined heretofore.
25. Id. at c. 7.
26. La. Act 148 of 1936, § 2, as amended by La. Act 340 of 1942, § 1 [Dart's
Stats. (Supp. 1947) § 4131.2].
27. Ibid. Formerly cash payment could be made only when it was "impossible or impractical" to furnish the funeral because of a change of domi-

cile of the insured. La. Act 148 of 1936, § 3; La. Act 340 of 1942, § 1; La.
Act 115 of 1946, § 1 [Dart's Stats. (Supp. 1947) § 4131.3].

28. Id. at c. 8.
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years may now be issued. Cash payment in lieu of the performance of the services is allowed to service insurers as well as to
industrial insurers.
Non-Profit Funeral Service. Prior to the code any five or
more natural persons of full age could form a non-profit funeral
service association. 9 Now, all must be residents of Louisiana. 0
This chapter is almost identical with the former statutes, but the
requirement of annual meetings of the policyholders is omitted,
which, in view of the trend of the code to increase the protection
of the insured, seems somewhat inconsistent.3 1
Life, Health or Accident on the Cooperative or Assessment
Plan. Chapter 10 prohibits the organization in Louisiana of any
life, health or accident insurer on the cooperative or assessment
plan. Any such insurer authorized to do business at the effective
date of the code may continue to operate until December 31,
1950, when the issuance of the policies is to be governed by the
rules governing industrial insurers.3 2 Such organizations as
Masons, Odd Fellows, Knights of Columbus, et cetera, are no
longer excepted from the definition of insurance on the assess33
ment plan.
Reciprocal. A new type of insurer is regulated by Chapter
11. "Reciprocal insurer" is defined as the organization or group
of all the subscribers (that is, the participants or policyholders) , 4
and provides that insurance shall be exchanged among all such
subscribers only through an attorney-in-fact common to all of
them. A reciprocal insurer is authorized to exchange contracts
and to purchase or grant reinsurance covering any kind or kinds
of insurance other than life or title. Specific provisions governing required surplus, deposits, paid-in capital and other administrative details are set out in this chapter.
Lloyd's Plan. Both the old law 3 and the code allow Lloyd's
insurers to transact one or more kinds of insurance. However, it
was formerly provided that no policy should include risks covered
by more than one subdivision of insurance. This prohibition is
deleted in the code.3 6 Assets in the value of $200,000 must be in
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.

La. Act 338 of 1942, § 4 [Dart's Stats. (Supp. 1947) § 4170.64].
La. Act 195 of 1948, c. 9.
This is no doubt a typographical error. Id. at § 9.12.
Id. at c. 10.
La. Act 20 of 1935 (2 E.S.), § 6 [Dart's Stats. (1939) § 4170.19].
La. Act 195 of 1948, c. 11.
La. Act 145 of 1936, § 3 [Dart's Stats. (1939) § 4247.3].
See La. Act 195 of 1948, c. 12.
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possession of an attorney-in-fact in the United States if one kind
of insurance is transacted, and an additional $50,000 for each additional kind of insurance not to exceed $500,000.37
FraternalBenefit. Chapter 13 makes a number of changes in
the types of benefits to be provided by a fraternal benefit society.
The old act "5 limited the payment of endowment benefits to persons reaching the age of seventy; the code 5 makes no such limitation. The old act also expressly authorized the payment of
benefits upon the lives of children up to sixteen and spelled out
the amount of death benefits to be paid for children under five.
No mention of this is made in the code, although benefits can be
paid upon the lives of children. "Hospital, medical or nursing
benefits" are added to the list of benefits obtainable.
The Insurance Contract
Chapter 14, regulating the insurance contract, is entirely
new. It does not apply to ocean marine and foreign trade insurances, nor to life or health and accident insurance policies not
issued for delivery in this state nor delivered here.
Any person of competent legal capacity and any minor not
less than fifteen years of age may contract for insurance. An
insurable interest is required both for life and property insur40
ance.
In life or health and accident insurance, the application must
be made by the person whose life is insured, or his consent must
be obtained. Any application for insurance may be altered solely
by the applicant. An application for insurance is admissible in
evidence in an action on the policy only when it has been made
a part of the policy at the time of its delivery. No oral or written
misrepresentation or warranty made in the negotiation of any
contract (except fire, which will be discussed later, and life and
health and accident) shall void the contract unless made with the
intent to deceive. A false statement in a life or health accident
application shall void the policy only if made with intent to de37. There was no maximum limitation formerly. Ibid.
38. La. Act 115 of 1906, § 5; La. Act 256 of 1912, § 5(1), (2); La. Act 380

of 1938, § 1; La. Act 222 of 1942, § 1 [Dart's Stats. (Supp. 1947) § 4139].
39. La. Act 195 of 1948, c. 13.
40. An insurable interest in the life of a person means (1) any substantial interest engendered by love and affection in the case of individuals
closely related, or (2) any substantial economic interest in the preserva-

tion of the life of the insured. Id. at § 14.03. An insurable interest in property means any lawful and substantial economic interest in the safety or
preservation of the property. Id. at § 14.04.
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ceive or if it materially affects either the acceptance of the risk
or the hazard assumed by the insurer.
With certain exceptions, insurance policy forms must be
filed for approval with the secretary of state at least fifteen days
in advance of any use of the form. Disapproval of policy forms
may be issued only on grounds specified in the code and they
must be stated in the disapproval. The secretary of state may
waive any standard provision required in the different kinds of
contracts, except fire insurance, if he finds that it is unnecessary
for the protection of the insured or that the substitution of
another provision is more favorable to the insured. The general
contents required in the policy are listed in the code, and incorporation by reference is prohibited. The premium stated must
be inclusive of all fees, charges and premiums. A policy delivered
in this state may contain no provision depriving the courts of
this state of jurisdiction nor limiting the right of action against
the insurer to less than one year from the time that the cause
of action accrues. The policy must be delivered within a reasonable time and in the event it is delivered to a vendor, mortgagee
or pledgee, he must deliver a copy or a memorandum setting
forth the pertinent facts to the vendee, mortgagor, or pledgor.
A cancellation of the policy by the insurer under the terms
of the contract must comply with specified requirements, including notice to the insured and to any other person having an interest in any loss which may occur under the policy. Cancellation by the insured is effective only upon notice and surrender of
the policy to the insurer. The secretary of state may order the
cancellation of policies issued in violation of the code. Liability
policies protecting against damage to persons or property may
not be retroactively annulled by agreement between the insurer
and insured after the occurrence of damage. Dividends, unused
premium refunds or savings distributed on account of the policy
may be paid only to the real party in interest as defined by the
code. This provision is not applicable to group policies.
No breach of a warranty or condition voids the policy unless
the breach exists at the time of the loss. An assignment or pledge
may be made upon the sole request of the insured and a notification thereof to the insurer.4' The proceeds of all life, health
and accident policies are exempt from liability for any debt of
41. Id. at § 14.32. Note that the code says "by an assignment . . . delivered to the insured." Obviously this was intended to be "insurer."
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the insured or the beneficiary existing at the time the proceeds
are made available, except that the proceeds of a life policy are
made liable to a debt secured by a pledge of the policy, any rights
under such policy that may have been assigned, and any advance
payments made on or against the policy. The proceeds of any
group life policy are not liable for the debts of any person having
a right under the policy.
An insurer is required to furnish forms for proof of loss upon
written request by the insured, but neither that act, nor his
acknowledgment of receipt of notice of loss, nor his investigation of any loss or claim constitutes a waiver of any provision of
the policy or any defense of the insurer. No insurer may discriminate as to persons in the same class of risk. This is an "equal
protection of the laws" requirement for insurance companies,
and there were similar provisions in the old law.42
If any provision of a policy violates the code, the policy is
not rendered invalid, but is construed in accordance with such
conditions and provisions as would have applied had the policy
been in full compliance with the code.
The insolvency or bankruptcy of the insured does not release
the insurer from payment of damages to the injured party under a liability policy. The injured person may sue the insurer
directly or may sue both the insured and the insurer, jointly and
in solido.
All death claims must be paid within sixty days after receipt
of due proof of death, subject to an interest rate of six per cent
per annum upon failure to do so. Claims arising under health
and accident contracts must be paid within thirty days from receipt of due proof of the claim, subject to double benefit payments
and attorney's fees upon failure to do so. All other claims must
be paid within sixty days after due proof of loss, subject to twelve
per cent interest per annum and reasonable attorney's fees or
twenty-five per cent and reasonable attorney's fees in the case
of fire and theft losses.
42. La. Act 114 of 1898, § 9 [Dart's Stats. (1939) § 4061] has this requirement for life and endowment policies. La. Act 96 of 1906, § 1 [Dart's Stats.
(1939) § 4100] prohibited discrimination by life insurance companies among
policyholders by giving a percentage of premiums to an insured and thereby
making him an agent, unless he qualified as agent under the Louisiana law.
La. Act 82 of 1886, §§ 1, 2 [Dart's Stats. (1939) § 4260] prohibited rebates to
policyholders by any insurer. La. Act 44 of 1936, § 9 [Dart's Stats. (1939) §
4277.9] prohibited rebates and discrimination among policyholders by casualty, surety, fidelity, guaranty or bonding companies.
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Standard Fire Policy
No change is made in the standard fire policy except the requirement of countersignature of the duly authorized agent of
the company for the policy to be valid. The countersignature of
the secretary and president of the company were formerly required.4 3 Contracts may be issued in connection with a standard
fire policy covering perils which the standard policy does not include and such contracts may contain provisions and stipulations
inconsistent with the standard policy if applicable only to the
added perils.
The code follows the former statute44 in preventing a fire insurer from pleading as a defense that the policy was issued in the
name of the husband although title was in the wife, or vice versa.
However, the code deletes the proviso that where the policy is
taken in the wife's name, it shall be in her marital name.
Prior to the code, the issuance of fire insurance policies containing co-insurance clauses was prohibited where the value of
the property was less than $25,000. 45 Now all co-insurance is prohibited in fire policies, regardless of the value of the property,
unless the approval of the fire insurance division is obtained and
unless there has been a consideration allowed in the rate of premium charged for the policy. Where a co-insurance clause is allowed, a notation must be stamped upon the face and back of
the policy.
Miscellaneous Regulations
The substance of a number of isolated statutes is consolidated
in Chapter 16 of the code making uniform the procedure to be
employed in merger and liquidation proceedings where the provisions of the Business Corporation Act are not applicable. As a
safeguard, the secretary of state is given broad supervisory powers in matters relating to liquidation and dissolution of both domestic and foreign insurers.
Chapter 17 presents an innovation in our law-the regulation
of conversion by non-profit funeral associations, service insurers,
industrial insurers, or life, health and accident insurers on the
cooperative or assessment plan to a type of insurer having greater life insuring powers. A plan of conversion must be approved
43. Id. at § 15.01(f), first page of standard fire policy.
44. La. Act 158 of 1936, § 1 [Dart's Stats. (1939) § 4192.1].
45. La. Act 136 of 1922, § 1 [Dart's Stats. (1939) § 4189].
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by the secretary of state and then by two-thirds of the stockholders or policyholders. Then the articles of association may be
amended according to the approved plan.
Statutes regulating the investments which may be made by
insurers are consolidated and expanded in Chapter 18. Authorized investments, together with the exceptions and limitations
thereon, are now detailed for the guidance of the insurers and the
secretary of state.
Reserves required of each type of insurer are specified in
the code.4" However, the secretary of state is given discretion to
require an insurer to change its method of computation of unearned premium reserves where he finds that the reserve has
been inadequate. Furthermore, the secretary of state must require an increase in the amount of the loss reserves when the
loss experience of a particular insurer indicates that the normal
reserves have been inadequate.
Regulations affecting foreign or alien insurers are consolidated,47 as are the requirements of deposits by both foreign and
domestic insurers.48 The scattered provisions of former laws imposing taxes and fees are collected in Chapter 23. Qualifications
of and licensing procedures for insurance agents and brokers
are governed by Chapters 24 and 25.
Unfair Trade Practices
Chapter 26, regulating unfair trade practices, is new, although a number of the individual provisions were incorporated
in former laws. 9 A comprehensive definition and prohibition of
unfair trade practices was made necessary by the Southeastern
46. Id. at c. 19.
5.02 and 5.03.

Reserves for life insurers are dealt with in Sections

47. Id. at c. 21.
48. Id. at c. 22.
49. La. Act 83 of 1940, § 3 [Dart's Stats. (Supp. 1947) § 4278.17] and La.
Act 107 of 1906, § 1 [Dart's Stats. (1939) § 4103] concerning misrepresentations and false advertising of policy contracts; La. Act 83 of 1940, § 2 [Dart's
Stats. (Supp. 1947) § 4278.16], concerning the dissemination of false information with intent to injure; La. Act 105 of 1898, Art. III, § 13 [Dart's Stats.

(1939) § 4035], prohibiting deceptive advertising by the insurer or his agent
or representative as to the financial condition of the insurer; La. Act 105 of
1898, Art. III, § 25 [Dart's Stats. (1939) § 4046], concerning false entries in
any book or report with intent to deceive an examiner; La. Act 302 of 1926,
§ 8 [Dart's Stats. (1939) § 4228], prohibiting rebates on fire and automobile
fire and theft policies and also discrimination among the policyholders; La.
Act 82 of 1886, §§ 1, 2 [Dart's Stats. (1939) § 4260], prohibiting rebates by

all other insurers; La. Act 44 of 1936, § 9 [Dart's Stats. (1939] § 4277.9], prohibiting rebates and discrimination among policyholders by any casualty,
surety, fidelity, guaranty or bonding company.
9
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Underwriters'case in 1944 to preclude any violation of the federal
unfair trade practice laws. The code defines in detail as unfair
trade practices any misrepresentations and false advertising of
policy contracts; any untrue, deceptive or misleading information concerning the business of insurance or any person in the
conduct of insurance business; any defamation as to the financial
condition of an insurer, which is calculated to injure any person
engaged in the insurance business; any agreement to or any action resulting in a monopoly or unreasonable restraint of insurance trade; making any false financial statement as to the condition of the insurer so as to deceive any supervisory official or
the public or making a false entry or omitting to make a required
entry in any book or report with intent to deceive an examiner;
the issuance of any stock, certificates, shares or contracts promising returns and profits as an inducement to insurance; permitting any unfair discrimination in life or health and accident insurance between individuals of the same class or involving the
same hazards or any unreasonable classification resulting in discrimination by other insurers; offering to give any rebate or any
other thing of value not expressly provided in the policy as an
inducement to taking out insurance; requiring as a condition
precedent to lending money upon the security of a mortgage that
the owner take out a policy of insurance covering such property
with a particular insurance agent or broker; violating any prohibitory law of this state.
The secretary of state may at any time examine any person
engaged in the business of insurance except an agent, broker or
solicitor, to determine whether he is engaging in unfair trade
practices, and if he finds after notice and hearing that the insurer
is guilty of such violation, he shall issue a cease and desist order.5°
Examinations and Investigations
Chapter 28 is a consolidation of the separate provisions requiring examinations of insurers, with some amendments. Some
of the former laws did not require any periodic examination, but
merely left examinations to the discretion of the secretary of
state. Under the code, the secretary of state may make such an
examination when in his opinion it is necessary, but he is required to make periodic examinations as specified for each type
of insurer.
Many prior provisions are codified without substantial
50. La. Act 195 of 1948, §

26.05-26.07.
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change-the provisions relating to the payment of the expenses
of the examinations by the insurer; the authority of the secretary
of state to employ examiners and other assistants; the mandate
to the insurers to make books and records freely accessible to
the examiners; the power of the secretary to examine under oath
and subpoena witnesses; and the authority given the secretary to
accept the examination of the proper supervisory official in another state of a foreign or alien insurer.
In addition the code gives the insurer the right of contesting
the expenses billed to him, if he deems them unreasonable or arbitrary. The provision requiring the secretary to examine each
rating organization and examining bureau at least once in every
five years, conducted under the same regulations provided for
insurers, is new. The old law 5' made a hearing for the insurer
mandatory before the secretary of state was allowed to file his
report of the examination. The code authorizes a hearing only
where it is requested within thirty days after a copy of the report has been received.
Administrative Orders, Hearings and Appeals
There were a number of isolated provisions in the old law
making reference to administrative procedure, but there was
little uniformity or comprehensive coverage. This chapter52 supplies the deficiency and provides like treatment for like situations. The secretary of state may hold a hearing under the code
whenever he deems it necessary, but he must hold a hearing
when it is required by any provision of the code, or when a written demand is made upon him by any person aggrieved by any
act under any provision of the code. Notice of the hearing must
be given at least ten days in advance to each person to be affected. If more than one hundred persons are affected, notice may
be by publication. Non-attendance of any person does not affect
the validity of the proceedings. Intervention for good cause is
left to the discretion of the secretary. The secretary is to keep a
true and concise record of the proceedings at the hearing, and
any order of his refusing a hearing or any order on hearing may
be appealed by the person aggrieved to the district court within
thirty days. But the filing of a petition for review does not stay
the order of the secretary unless a stay is granted by the court
at a hearing held as part of the proceedings.
51. La. Act 105 of 1898, Art. III, § 17 [Dart's Stats. (1939)
52. Id. at c. 29.

§ 4039].
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Rate Regulation
The code consolidates the three former rating organizations
-the Casualty and Surety Rating Commission, the Insurance
Commission, and the Inland Marine Rating Commission-into
the Louisiana Insurance Rating Commission with three divisions
-fire insurance division, casualty and surety insurance division,
and marine and inland marine insurance division. 53 The secretary of state is an ex officio member of each division.
This chapter lists the essentials to be considered in making
the rates and prohibits the making of excessive, inadequate or
unfairly discriminatory rates. The Rating and Fire Prevention
Bureau is continued; and with the exception of a few minor
changes, its organization and duties remain the same.
Provision is made for any fire, marine, inland marine or
casualty insurer to make written application to the proper division for a deviation from the effective rates. The basis for the
modification must accompany the application, and after notice
and an opportunity to be heard has been given, the commission
may either accept or reject the modification. Every rating organization and every insurer making its own rates must provide for
the furnishing of any information concerning such rate making
upon written request to any insured affected by a rate made by
it, and must provide means whereby a person aggrieved by its
rating system may have a hearing thereon.
Final Provisions
Every insurer is required to file an annual report with the
secretary of state before the first day of March on forms to be
supplied by the secretary. Such an annual report was formerly
required of all insurers, but in most cases the form was not to
be provided by the secretary of state, and instead the statute
spelled out in detail what information must be included in the
report. No insurer may pay anything but a fixed salary to adjusters;54 no insurer may engage in the banking business nor in
buying or selling goods except articles insured by it or except in
rebuilding or repairing insured property.
Comments
It is interesting to note that although the code, Act 195 of
1948, purports to cover the whole body of insurance law, two
53. Id. at c. 30.

54. Id. at c. 31.
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acts relating to insurance (Act 278 and Act 458) which are not
integrated into the code were passed later in the same session
of the legislature. These provisions should be-placed in the appropriate chapters of the code. If this practice is continued, the
benefit offered by the carefully prepared plan and organization
of the insurance law will be lost with a consequent development
of conflicting and confusing provisions regulating the same thing.
Following the policy of express repeal, Chapter 32 repeals
most of the prior statutes relating to insurance. However, a few
acts are neither repealed nor expressly saved. In this group, some
are consistent with the provisions of the code and may be considered as effective. Others are incongruous or inconsistent with
the code and therefore should have been repealed expressly.
In the interest of comprehensiveness, it is submitted that the
subject matter of Acts 115 of 1902,5 and 18 of 1924,56 which are
expressly continued in effect,5- should be incorporated into the
code. The provisions of Acts 96 of 190658 and 210 of 191051 are substantially embodied in the code and they should therefore be repealed. A more troublesome problem arises with relation to three
statutes ° which were neither repealed nor saved and which are
not inconsistent with the code. These statutes (1) impose a penalty for advertising in the state by insurers not authorized to do
business in the state,6 ' (2) provide that donations inter vivos of
life policies are not to be governed by the Civil Code or other
laws of the state,'2 and (3) require the rating commission to furnish to any claimant upon request the name of his employer's
55. Dart's Stats. (1939) §§ 4211-4220, authorizing a fire insurance company to organize a safety patrol or organization in any city with a population of 50,000 or more.
56. Dart's Stats. (1939) § 4193-4201, imposing a tax on foreign fire insur-

ance companies, the proceeds of which are dedicated to the maintenance of
local fire equipment.
57. La. Act 195 of 1948, § 23.18.
58. Dart's Stats. (1939) § 4100, providing for protection to the Louisiana
citizen to whom a contract is issued by an insurer domiciled without the
state by requiring the insurer to give the Louisiana policyholder the same
privileges that are given the policyholders of the state of domicile. Any

unfair discrimination by any insurer among individuals of the same class
and grade is prohibited by the code, so this act appears to be unnecessary.
59. Dart's Stats. (1939) § 4090, providing for authorized investments by
life insurers. With minor changes this same provision appears In Section
18.04(2) of the code.
60. La. Act 23 of 1935(4 E.S.) [Dart's Stats. (1939) §§ 4052.1-4052.3]; La.
Act 292 of 1940 [Dart's Stats. (Supp. 1947) §§ 4113.1-4113.2]; La. Act 371 of
1940 [Dart's Stats. (Supp. 1947) §§ 4277.13-4277.14].

61. La. Act 23 of 1935 (4 E.S.) [Dart's Stats. (1939) §§ 4052.1-4052.3).
62. La. Act 292 of 1940 [Dart's Stats. (Supp. 1947) §§ 4113.1-4113.2].
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insurer in workmen's compensation and personal injury claims
and the conditions and coverage of the policy.63 Inasmuch as
these acts are apparently still effective, they should be incorporated into the code.
Act 267 of 19404 was not repealed and is not in harmony
with the provisions of the code. It provides that nonprofit mutual
associations engaged exclusively in furnishing hospital services
are charitable and beneficial institutions and exempt from taxes,
except license fees and taxes on real estate. Under the code only
industrial6 5 and domestic service66 insurers are authorized to
render hospital service. Neither of these is exempt from taxation.
Nonprofit funeral associations are exempt from taxes, except
minor fees and taxes on real estate, but they may not render
hospital services. Thus, since Act 267 of 1940 cannot be harmonized with the code, it should be repealed.
63. La. Act 371 of 1940 [Dart's Stats. (Supp. 1947) §§ 4277.13-4277.14].
64. Dart's Stats. (Supp. 1947) §§ 4170.50-4170.54.
65. La. Act 195 of 1948, c. 7.
66. Id. at c. 8.
67. Two other statutes of lesser importance were omitted from the repealing clause, i.e., La. Act 10 of 1930 [Dart's Stats. (1939) §§ 4207-4210] and
La. Rev. Stats. of 1870, § 1876 [Dart's Stats. (1939) § 4206]. La. Act 10 of
1930 provides that the unexpended surplus money in the hands of the state
treasurer on June 30, 1929, which surplus was accumulated from the proceeds of the tax laid by La. Act 18 of 1924 [Dart's Stats. (1939) §§ 4193-4201],
be turned over to the treasurer of the Louisiana State Firemen's Association
for the purpose of establishing a fire college and "of making the fire departments of the state more efficient and efficacious." This act, of course, is
now obsolete, since its purpose has been accomplished, except for the requirement that the firemen's association make an annual report to the governor
and legislature showing the use to which the fund has been put. By not
expressly repealing this act, therefore, no harm is done. However, it would
seem more consistent to repeal it, excepting the provision requiring the
annual report, in order to avoid confusion and cluttering up of the statute
books.
La. Rev. Stats. of 1870, § 1876, makes it the duty of the recorders of New
Orleans or the justices of the peace to investigate into the cause of any
fire immediately upon its happening and to examine all witnesses whom
the owner and insurer of the property may desire, from which evidence
a record shall be made which shall be admitted as evidence in any civil
action. The code does not incorporate this provision. However, since it
contains nothing that conflicts with the code and since insurance enters
here only collaterally, it is not necessary that this provision be repealed or
included in the code.
It is submitted that the subject matter of La. Acts 115 of 1902 and 18
of 1924, which the code expressly declares as contingent in effect, for
the sake of comprehensiveness, be incorporated into the code and the statutes, themselves be expressly repealed; that Acts 96 of 1906 and 210 of 1910 be
expressly repealed, since they are substantially embodied in the code; that
Act 10 of 1930 be expressly repealed since it has served its purpose; that Acts
23 of 1935 (4 E.S.), 292 of 1940, and 371 of 1940 be either expressly repealed,
or expressly repealed and incorporated in the code; that Act 267 of 1940
be expressly repealed since it apparently conflicts with the provisions of the
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These comments are not intended as criticism of the drafters
of the code, but are made in the hope that the few minor errors
may be corrected.
LABOR AND INDUSTRY

Workmen's Compensation
Important changes were made in the Workmen's Compensation Act. 1 First, the benefits of the act are extended to all minors.2
Formerly, those below the minimum age prescribed by law for
the employment of minors were excluded. The reason for this
change is a historical one. Unlawful employment of a person
below the minimum age constitutes negligence per se. This rule
would usually entitle the minor to recover actual damages for
injuries sustained. It was felt that the minor could recover a
larger sum in tort than if limited to the benefits recoverable under
the act. This reasoning overlooked the fact that minors are quite
apt to be negligent. After a decision barring recovery by a minor
found to be guilty of contributory negligence,4 it was apparent
that the praiseworthy objective which led to their exclusion from
the act could never be obtained. The present amendment gives
minors greater protection by bringing them under the coverage
of the act.
A second significant change broadens the scope of the act
by expressly including independent contractors if "a substantial
part of [their] working time .. .is spent in manual labor . . in
carrying out the terms of the contract." 5 The wisdom of this
change might be questioned in light of the background of the
code; and that La. Rev. Stats. of 1870, § 1876 remain as it is, since there is
no necessity for a repealer or incorporation.
1. La. Act 20 of 1914, as amended

[Dart's Stats. (Supp. 1947)

§ 4391 et

seq.]. This statute has been amended by La. Acts 154 and 179 of 1948.
2. An overall view of the state's regulation of the employment of minors

may be obtained from a reading of La. Act 301 of 1908, as last amended by
La. Act 210 of 1944 [Dart's Stats. (Supp. 1947) § 4319 et seq.]. The lastmentioned act is significant in connection with the Workmen's Compensation Act since it prohibits the employment of minors under eighteen years

of age in hazardous occupations. In the recent case of Kennedy v. Johnson
Lumber Co., 33 So.(2d) 558 (La. App. 1947), the court applied the 1944 act

and dismissed the suit for compensation benefits of a minor under eighteen
employed in logging operations.
3. For more complete discussion, see Malone, The Employer-Employee
Relationship under the Louisiana Workmen's Compensation Act (1948) 8
LoUISIANA LAW REVIEW 325, 344-346.
4. Darsam v. Kohlmann, 123 La. 164, 48 So. 781, 20 L.R.A. (N.S.) 881 (1909).
In this connection, it will be remembered that contributory negligence is

no defense In an action for compensation.
5. La. Act 20 of 1914, § 3(8), as amended by La. Act 179 of 1948.
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act. The 1926 legislature had accepted a definition of independent contractor as one who "renders services, other than manual labor and passes the control test."6 Equitable results were
reached by the courts in interpreting this definition. When the
contention was advanced that an individual who performs manual services himself is unquestionably an employee, the court
properly found this to be only one factor in determining an individual's status. It was held that where other indicia clearly point
to the status of independent contractor and the contract does
not expressly require manual labor, the person will be held to
be an independent contractor despite his actual performance of
manual labor.7 The court also rejected the employer's argument
that so long as the personal labor of an individual is not specifically required, he should be regarded as an independent contractor." Thus the 1926 amendment was interpreted to give courts
considerable latitude in dealing with each case according to its
facts, and in light of policy considerations. The present amendment will preclude consideration of other criteria and such factors as comparative bargaining equality. It arbitrarily compels
consideration of the one criterion of time spent in manual labor.
Also of interest is the deletion of the single exception to the
act's presumption that all persons rendering services for another
are employees. Henceforth, he who alleges that an independent
contractor is not an employee must carry the burden of proof.
A concession to the higher cost of living, as well as a continued liberalization of the maximum amounts recoverable, appears in the only change made by the amendment of Section 8
of the Workmen's Compensation Act. The maximum compensation is increased from twenty dollars a week to thirty dollars a
week.8
6. La. Act 20 of 1914, § 3(8), as amended by La. Act 85 of 1926 [Dart's

Stats. (1939) § 4393].
7. Clements v. Luby Oil Co., 170 La. 910, 129 So. 526 (1930), reversing 125
So. 510 (La. App. 1929), followed by Myers v. Newport Co., 135 So. 767 (La.
App. 1931); Harrison v. Louisiana Oil Refining Corp., 137 So. 598 (La. App.
1931); Hatten v. Haynes, 175 La. 743, 144 So. 483 (1932); Allgood v. Loeb,
210 La. 594, 27 So. (2d) 380 (1946).

8. Lee v. Mark H. Brown Lbr. Co., 131 So. 697 (La. App. 1930).
9. La. Act 247 of 1920 for the first time inserted a maximum compensation, and the amount was set at $18.00 a week; the amount remained unchanged in La. Act 43 of 1922, was increased to $20.00 by La. Act 216 of 1924
and remained the same until the present amendment. Dart's Stats. (1939) §
4398. It is interesting to compare Louisiana's maximum and minimum
weekly compensation payments, as a result of this amendment, with those
of other states. As compared with the maximum of $30.00 and minimum of
$3.00 in Louisiana for three hundred weeks in the case of death, four hun-

100
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The benefits of the Workmen's Compensation Act have been
extended to minors between the ages of twelve and seventeen,
inclusive, who are engaged in "street trades." 10 More than three
minors must be engaged in such work in order to render their
employer liable for their accidental injury or death under the
act. Any enlargement of the employer's liability to third parties
for acts of the minors is expressly negatived. "Street trades" is
defined to include the selling, soliciting, or displaying of any
articles, goods, merchandise, commercial service, posters, circulars, newspapers or magazines, and the delivery of and collection
for newspapers and periodicals.1 ' One of the obstacles encountered in the interpretation of the compensation act's general cov2
erage of injuries "arising out of or in the course of" employment
dred weeks for permanent total disabilities and three hundred weeks for
other disabilities, a 1947 amendment in California raised the amounts to a
$46.16 maximum and a $15.00 minimum for life in permanent total disability
and for two hundred and forty weeks in all other cases. The New York
act was amended in 1947 and now sets a $32.00 maximum and a $15.00 minimum during dependency, in case of death, or during disability in other cases.
In connection with the New York statute, it is of interest to observe that
minors, illegally employed, are entitled to double the compensation otherwise payable. A 1947 amendment in Texas showed a maximum of $25.00
and a minimum of $9.00 for three hundred and sixty weeks in case of death,
four hundred and one weeks for permanent total disabilities and three hundred weeks in other injuries. In 1946 the Massachusetts act was amended
to provide a maximum of $25.00 and a minimum of $18.00 for five hundred
weeks in case of death or permanent total disability and no limit expressed
for other disabilities. See C.C.H., Workmen's Compensation Law Reporter,
Statute Summaries (1947-1948) 541-974.
10. La. Act 154 of 1948. See La. Act 301 of 1908, § 7, as amended by La.
Act 186 of 1946 [Dart's Stats. (Supp. 1947) § 4325], prohibiting the employment of boys under fourteen and girls under eighteen in street trades, with
an exception made for after-school or vacation work in the case of boys
twelve years of age and over upon the issuance of a street trades permit.
It is of interest to note that individuals under the age of eighteen engaged
in street trades are expressly excluded from the Unemployment Compensation Act, La. Act 97 of 1936, § 18(g) (6) (P), as amended by La. Act 227 of
1940 [Dart's Stats. (Supp. 1947) § 4434.18]. It will be recalled that National
Labor Relations Board v. Hearst Publications, 322 U.S. 111, 64 S.Ct. 851, 88
L.Ed. 1170 (1944), held that newsboys were employees included under the
coverage of the National Labor Relations Act. Exception was taken to the
Hearst case, however, and the Labor Management Relations Act expressly
exempted employees of independent contractors from the protection of the
act.
11. Attention is called to the fact that the definition given in this act
tracks that of La. Act 97 of 1936, as amended [Dart's Stats. (Supp. 1947) §
4434.18] with the exception of the exclusion of shoeshine boys. There is a
query whether this exclusion can be held discriminatory and hence unconstitutional.
12. The general rule seems to have evolved out of a long series of cases
that compensation will not be awarded for injuries sustained on the way
to and from employment unless (1) part of the services of the employment
are regularly completed at home after working hours [See Pitre v. Louisiana Highway Comm., 161 So. 894 (La. App. 1935)]; or (2) transportation to
and from work is furnished as a concomitant of hiring [See Maddry v.
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has been surmounted by the provision that the minors are engaged in the street trade during the time spent in reporting to
and from the place or places where the street trade is carried
on. This amendment should be considered in connection with
the extension of the act to cover minors unlawfully employed, 1and certainly constitutes a part of the trend toward greater protection of minors in the field of employment. However, since
the statute apparently substitutes the mere fact of minority for
the hazardous employment contemplated by the Workmen's
Compensation Act its constitutionality may conceivably be open
to attack.
Unemployment Compensation Act
Few material changes in the Unemployment Compensation
Act
result from the 1948 amendment."2 One change clarifies
the procedure for determining the contribution rate in cases
involving merger or other reorganization of employing units."6
Among the changes in definitions of terms," "wages" are redefined to exclude gratuities. 18 The most interesting of the revisions,
however, are designed to increase the benefits under the act. The
fraction of the total wages allowed in computing the weekly
benefit amount is increased from 1/25 to 1/201 and the maximum
weekly benefit amount is increased from eighteen to twenty-five
dollars, the minimum from three to five dollars. The total
amount of benefits accruing to the employee is now 1/3 instead
of 1/4 of his wages during the base period.2 0 Lower contribution
rates are to be effective January 1, 1949.21 Such changes reflect
an increased liberalization of the act's benefits as a result of the
higher cost of living.
4

Repeal of the Little Case Bill
The status of Louisiana's labor law is obscured by the pasMoore Bros. Lbr. Co., 197 So. 653 (La. App. 1940)]. See also the long line of
cases cited in Dart's Stats. (1939) and Supp. (1947) § 4392,
13. See note 2, supra.
14. La. Act 97 of 1936, 9H 2, 6, 13, 18, as amended [Dart's Stats. (Supp.
1947) §§ 4434.2, 4434.6, 4434.13, 4434.18].
15. La. Act 291 of 1948.
16. Id. at § 6(c)(5).

17. Note the amended definitions of "employer" in Section 18(f)(2),
(4), (5) and (6).
18. Id. at Paragraph (n)(1).
19. Id. at § 2(b)(1).
20. Id. at § 2(d).
21. Id. at § 6(c)(4)(I)(D).

(3),
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sage of Act 130 of 1948, which repeals Act 180 of 1946.22 The
problem presented by this repeal is to determine the effect of
Act 180 of 1946 on Act 203 of 1934. The 1934 act, modelled after
the Norris-LaGuardia Act, withdrew legal sanction from certain contracts or promises (including "yellow-dog" contracts)
affecting membership in employee or employer organizations and,
in particular, limited the issuance of injunctions in labor disputes. Act 180 of 1946, which according to its title modified and
partially repealed Act 203 of 1934, made available certain injunctive relief without compliance with the 1934 act.2" A solution of
the problem and a determination of the extent to which the antiinjunction provisions of the 1934 act were affected by the 1946 act
would require a detailed study beyond the scope of this comment.2" However, it may be suggested that the 1934 act will
remain intact as the sole surviving Louisiana statute of any significance in the field of labor law.
22. Dart's Stats. (Supp. 1947) § 4379.18 et seq.
23. La. Act 180 of 1946 also imposed greater accountability upon labor
organizations for their conduct; compelled the observance of collective bargaining contracts; authorized labor organizations to sue and be sued, and
made them liable as organizations for the enforcement of money judgments;
and applied the agency test for responsibility in labor disputes. Note the
agency test laid down in Section 2(13) of the National Labor Relations Act
to determine legal liability. Also note the introduction of this test into the
definition of "employer" in Section 2(2) by virtue of the amendment of that
section by the Labor Management Relations Act.
24. Possible modifications may be pointed out as follows: (1) The definition of labor disputes given in Section 12(a) of La. Act 203 of 1934 was expressly qualified by La. Act 180 of 1946 so as not to include any dispute arising
out of or in furtherance of any contract, combination or conspiracy in restraint of trade, in which labor joined with nonlabor groups in order to affect
the market or competition. This provision is a statutory enactment of the
rule laid down in Allen Bradley Co. v. Local Union No. 3, International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers, 9 Labor Cases 151,213, 325 U.S. 797 (1945). The
1946 act permitted the issuance of injunctions in such cases without regard
for the provisions of the 1934 act.
(2) The 1946 act also permitted the enjoining of violations of collective
bargaining contracts without compliance with the 1934 act's prohibition
against the issuance of injunctions to prevent any person from ceasing or
refusing to work, regardless of any contract to the contrary. Thus the language of the 1934 act in Section 3(a), and possibly of Section 3(b) as well,
was affected.
(3) A modification or possible conflict arose from the introduction of
the agency test into labor-management dealings. This new test perhaps
replaced the provisions of the 1934 act basing legal liability upon the weight
of evidence, unaided by any presumptions of law or fact, as to actual participation or ratification after actual knowledge.
(4) Blanket permission was granted the courts to enjoin any violations of
the 1946 act without compliance with the provisions of the 1934 act, with the
sole provision that no injunction issue against the right to strike and the
rights of peaceful assembly and peaceful picketing.
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Strikebreakers
Louisiana has joined the ranks of states and localities curbing the movements of professional strikebreakers. 5 Since 1936,
transportation of armed strikebreakers in interstate commerce
has been forbidden under criminal sanctions by the "Byrnes"
Act, 26 and the view of the National Labor Relations Board that
armed strikebreaking constitutes an unfair employer practice
was approved by the courts in 1940.7 The Louisiana act makes
it unlawful to transport into the state any person for the purpose
of obstructing or interfering by force or threats either with
peaceful picketing during any labor controversy or with the exercise by employees of the rights of self-organization and collective
bargaining. Common carriers are expressly exempt from the
provisions of the statute. Violations are punishable by fine or
imprisonment.
Miscellaneous
Act 281 of 1948 makes it unlawful for employers to charge
employees or job applicants for medical examinations or records.
Responsibility for enforcement of this provision is assigned to
the commissioner of labor.
LOCAL GOVERNMENT

In General
Act 371 authorizes the creation and organization by police
juries of Parish Development Boards, the purpose of which is
to enable the respective parishes (Orleans excepted) by means,
of comprehensive surveys and definite recommendations, to utilize better the resources and facilities available in the parish. All
parishes and municipalities are also authorized to construct,
operate and maintain tunnels, causeways and bridges in connection with any of the waterways within or opening into the state.
Where these constructions are to be a part of the state highway
25. La. Act 192 of 1948. A chart indicating each state which has a statute

regulating strikebreaking will be found in 4 C.C.H. Labor Law Reporter
40,355, p. 40,322 (1948).

The statute of each state is summarized in

143,015

under each state in the State Laws section of 4 C.C.H. Labor Law Reporter
(1948).
26. 49 Stat. 1899 (1936), as amended, 18 U.S.C.A. § 407a.
27. National Labor Relations Board v. Ford Motor Co., 114 F.(2d)

905

(C.C.A. 6th, 1940); Union Drawn Steel Co. v. National Labor Relations Board,
109 F.(2d) 587 (C.C.A. 3rd, 1940).
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system, the Department of Highways may assist in the construction and pay its share of any costs involved.1
An important change is effected in the "local option" election regulations by the adoption of Act 372. Elections may be
for the purpose of determining whether the sale of beer and
alcoholic beverages containing more than 3.2% by weight or
6% by volume is to be prohibited, but no such election may now
be conducted to prohibit the sale of beverages of not more than
3.2% by weight. The act, however, specifically provides that
ordinances or statutes previously adopted prohibiting the sale
of beverages containing alcohol of not more than 3.2% are not
vitiated.2 Local option elections also may determine whether beverages (of more than 3.2%) may be sold for consumption on the
premises or only by the package. Detailed election procedure is
set out in the act.
Act 242 is a general appropriation measure providing for the
allocation of thirty thousand dollars to each parish of the state
to be used for gravel road construction and maintenance or for
drainage purposes. A unique feature of the act is a clause providing that the police juries of the respective parishes3 can make
no expenditures from this fund without securing the approval
of the representatives and the state senators of the parish concerned upon each and every project.
Legislative cognizance is taken of the prevailing increase in
prices by increasing from five hundred dollars to one thousand
dollars the amount that municipal or parochial corporations are
authorized to spend for public works or for the purchase of
materials without the necessity of letting the contract by bid
after prescribed advertisement.4
The City of Shreveport is authorized to exercise full and
unlimited police powers over Cross Lake in Caddo Parish,5 and
all municipalities are authorized to exercise such power over
amusement centers and recreational areas or facilities owned by
them but located outside their respective limits." The charters
of nine municipalities are amended, that of New Orleans by five
separate acts.7
1. La. Act 430 of 1948.
2. La. Act 372 of 1948, § 17.
3. The commission council of the City of New Orleans in the case of
the Parish of Orleans.
4. La. Acts 374 and 141 of 1948 (applicable to New Orleans).

5. La. Act 89 of 1948.
6. La. Act 122 of 1948.

7. The following

Louisiana acts of 1948 amended charters of munici-
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At the regular session in 1944 the Municipal Fire and Police
Civil Service Law was enacted to establish a system of classified
service for fire and police services of municipalities of not less
than thirteen thousand persons nor more than one hundred and
fifty thousand persons." Act 197 of 1948 amends this act to include municipalities of not more than two hundred and fifty
thousand persons. Act 30 of 1946 was enacted in identically the
same words. No reason can be found for this, and the conclusion
must be that the duplication was inadvertent, since Act 197 of
1948 makes no mention of the 1946 act.
New Orleans
A two-thirds vote of the commission council of the City of
New Orleans suffices to sell or change the designation of any
public street or other property which is no longer necessary for
the public use for which it was originally destined, or which is
needed for some other public purpose (such as a railroad union
station or other public buildings).' By virtue of Act 378, however, the written permission of seventy per cent of the property
owners within a radius of three hundred feet of the property
in question is required before the designation of any property as
a public square or park or street adjacent thereto can be changed.
The amendment of the city charter by Act 351 of 1948 made
several changes in the functioning, if not the form, of the city's
government. Under Act 159 of 1912, Section 4,10 appointments to
boards, commissions or to positions included in the "unclassified
service," as defined by the City Civil Service Law, which were
specifically assigned to one of the city commissioners, were to
be made by the mayor and the commissioner concerned. In case
of disagreement, a majority vote of the council was decisive of
the matter. Under Act 351 such appointments are now made by
the commissioner concerned alone. This change brings the
method of appointment of unclassified civil service employees
into conformity with the procedure already established for the
appointment of classified civil service employees in the city.
palities:

Act 300 (City of Thibodaux),

Act 37 (Town of Farmerville), Act

320 (Monroe), Act 287 (Baton Rouge), Act 194 (Mansfield), Act 121 (Mandeville),

Act 149 (Lafayette), Act 116 (Bogalusa),

Acts 351, 234, 119, 378, 141

(New Orleans).
8. La. Act 102 of 1944 [Dart's Stats. (Supp. 1947) § 6282.27-6282.65].
9. La. Act 159 of 1912, § 8 [Dart's Stats. (1939) § 6182].

10. Dart's Stats. (1939) § 6178(i).
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The mayor's power to disapprove of budget items or appropriations by the council is revoked by the deletion of the paragraph granting such power;" and what appears to be an obvious
example of special legislation under the guise of general legislation is the provision which "freezes" all city commissioners in
the positions they occupied as of June 15, 1948.12 This makes impossible changing the designation of the commissioners of the
various departments whenever it "appears that the public service would be benefited thereby"'13 until the terms of the present
commissioners expire. By the same act the vote of at least four
of the members of the commission council is required to remove
any appointive officer. All removals, of course, remain subject
to "any civil service requirements as may be in effect."
Additional changes are effected in the government of the
City of New Orleans by Act 234, which "shall become effective
at the termination of the present term of office of the incumbent
mayor and commission council." The most significant of these
is the re-establishing of the aldermanic form of government,
which was abolished by popular election of the voters of New
Orleans in 1912. No provision is made in the new act for any
referendum on this change. The number of commissioners is
increased from four to seven, 4 and one councilman is to be elected
from each of the seven municipal districts of the city. Four of
the present city departments are to be retained, 15 one is to be
abolished' and four new ones are to be created. 7 The act also
restores the mayor's veto power over budget items and expenditures; provides that the removal of any officer or employee
appointed by the council may be effected by a majority vote of
the council; and provides that the commission council shall designate the commissioners to head the various departments (restoring the procedure in effect prior to Act 351 of 1948) and also
empowers the commission council to change the designation of
11. La. Act 159 of 1912, § 9 [Dart's Stats. (1939) § 6183].
12. La. Act 351 of 1948, § 12.
13. La. Act 159 of 1912, § 12 [Dart's Stats. (1939) § 6186].

14. This figure does not include the mayor, who is also a member of
the commission council by virtue of his position as commissioner of the
Department of Public Affairs.
15. Department of Public Affairs, Department of Public Finance, Department of Public Safety, and Department of Public Utilities.
16. Department of Public Property.
17. Department of Public Streets, Department of Public Sanitation, Department of Public Buildings and Parks, and Department of Public Institutions and Public Health.
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the heads of the departments when the public service would be
benefited thereby.
MINERAL RIGHTS

Act 373 of 1948 is a commendable attempt on the part of
the legislature to foster enlightened legislation in regard to one
of Louisiana's richest treasures-her mineral resources. This act
makes it the duty of the governor to appoint a committee to
study the conservation statute1 to determine whether it should
be amended or repealed in part or in full, and further to determine its effect on the development of minerals in the state and
on land and royalty owners. The committee is to be composed
of members of the legislature, with the power to secure expert
advice from petroleum engineers, geologists and legal counsel.
A report of findings and recommendations is to be made before
the next regular session of the legislature. The lawmakers' attitude as exemplified by this statute should do much to prevent
hasty, ill-considered legislation in a field which while new is
yet important to the state.
Act 299 of 1948 provides that whenever any mineral rights
have expired by the accrual of prescription and the landowner
has made written demand on the owner of the mineral rights,
the mineral owner shall give a duly acknowledged instrument
directing cancellation on the records. The act is apparently patterned on Act 168 of 19202 which makes similar provisions for
cancellation of optional oil and gas leases. Under the 1948 act,
if the mineral owner does not supply the instrument authorizing
cancellation, he is made liable to the landowner for attorney's
fees incurred in bringing suit to cancel, and for any damages
which the landowner may suffer because of his inability to contract by reason of the non-cancellation of the outstanding but
expired mineral rights. The mineral owner is not to be liable
if there exists a bona fide dispute as to whether or not prescription has accrued. A mineral owner ordinarily will readily supply
an instrument authorizing cancellation unless there is a bona
fide dispute concerning the accrual of prescription. The act
seems, therefore, to be directed at arbitrary or negligent mineral
owners. As against them it furnishes the landowner an excellent
means with which to protect himself.
1. La. Act 157 of 1940 [Dart's Stats. (Supp. 1947) §§ 4741.11-4741.31].

2. Dart's Stats. (1939)

§§

4729-4730.
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Act 129 of 19363 granted to executors and administrators authority to grant mineral leases on the property under their administration. The lessee's rights were made subject to uncertainty
by the third section of the act which provided that "no lease executed under the provisions of this law shall be binding upon the
heirs, devisees, legatees, or distributees of any estate, or on purchasers from said estate, unless actual development has been
commenced prior to the time the said estate is distributed and
provided such actual development is being, and continues to
be, prosecuted with reasonable diligence thereafter." That particular provision of the 1936 act has been criticized as making
these leases too onerous on the lessee 4 and as causing others not
to be remunerative to the lessor.5 Act 110 of 1948 repeals the
1936 act, but grants substantially the same authority to lease,
leaving out the objectionable proviso. The present situation
therefore seems to be that any leases granted under authority
of the act will be binding on the purchasers of the property at
the succession sale or on the heirs when put in possession, regardless of development.,
MOTOR VEHICLES
License Tax
Act 78 of 1948 exempts all World War II veteran-amputees
who are recipients of automobiles from the Administrator of
Veterans Affairs' from the payment of any motor vehicle or
license tax 2 on such automobiles, as long as the veteran-amputee retains title to the automobile.
3. Dart's Stats. (1939) §§ 9734.3-9734.5.
4. Wilson, Recent Developments in Louisiana Oil and Gas Laws (1937)
11 Tulane L. Rev. 553, 557.
5. Debaillon, The Code from the Standpoint of the Landowners (1938) 12
Tulane L. Rev. 570, 574.

6. Other relatively minor changes are made by the 1948 act. The 1936
act provided that not only could the executor or administrator apply to have
a lease authorized, but that application could also be made by any of the
heirs, devisees or legatees, or by any creditor of the estate whose claim had
been allowed and approved or dstablished by suit. The 1948 act provides

that only the executor or administrator may apply for authorization to
make a lease.

The 1948 act also adds a provision that if the property is situated in
more than one parish, the application may be presented to the district court
of any parish in which a portion of the property is situated.
1. 60 Stat. 915 (1946), 38 U.S.C.A. § 252 (1946).
2. La. Act 286 of 1938, as amended [Dart's Stats. (Supp. 1947) § 5155

et seq.].
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Motor Carriers
The "weighing-in" stations along Louisiana highways are
visible reminders that weight limits for motor vehicles using
these highways are prescribed in the general statute regulating
vehicles on highways." A 1948 amendment 4 to the general statute imposes the same maximum axle load, but instead of setting
the maximum weight per tire in a table, the amendment fixes the
maximum weight per inch of tire. The amendment also allows
the director of highways a wide discretion which he did not have
previously, permitting him to restrict or prohibit the use of any
public highway, road or bridge for certain enumerated reasons;
to specify lesser gross weights than those fixed in the act,5 to
issue special permits for the operation of vehicles with dimensions or weights in excess of the limits, and to promulgate rules
and regulations necessary to carry out the provisions of the act.
In amending the Motor Carrier Act of 1938,0 Act 20 of 1948
omits the exemption from its application of "vehicles engaged
exclusively in the transportation of motion picture films and
theater advertising matter," but provides that if such vehicles
have been in bona fide operation continuously from April 1, 1948,
the public service commission shall issue a certificate or permit
upon application' without requiring proof that public convenience and necessity will be served.
Speed Limits
Perhaps the measure pertaining to the operation of motor
vehicles which attracts the most general interest is the act fixing
speed limits." The act sets speed limits of sixty miles per hour
for any passenger motor or other vehicles, fifty-five miles per hour
for any passenger motor or other vehicle having a capacity of
more than seven passengers, and forty miles per hour for any
3. La. Act 286 of 1938, as amended [Dart's Stats. (Supp. 1947) § 5198 et
seq.]. Section 6 of this act, along with other sections, was amended temporarily by La. Act 54 of 1942, to be effective during the war emergency, but
was amended permanently by La. Act 304 of 1946 [Dart's Stats. (Supp. 1947)
§ 5198 et seq.]. See also Lazarus, Louisiana Legislation of 1946 (1946) 7
LOUISIANA LAW REVIEW 23, 82.

4. La. Act 309 of 1948.
5. Id. at § 6(g). Appropriate notice is provided for.
6. La. Act 301 of 1938, as amended [Dart's Stats. (Supp. 1947) § 5321.3].
7. The application must be written and within one hundred and twenty
days from July 15, 1948. The commission cannot issue a certificate or permit
authorizing a motor carrier or its successor to broaden its scope of operations.
8. La. Act 502 of 1948.
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freight carrying motor or other vehicle. For each of the foregoing classes, a speed limit of twenty-five miles per hour within
any town or village not incorporated is established. In addition,
a limitation of prudent operation under existing conditions is
provided. While most of the prior law pertaining to speed limits'
is superseded by the 1948 act, those provisions of the former
act setting the school bus speed limit at thirty-five miles per
hour, 10 providing for special speed limitations on certain public
bridges, causeways or viaducts in the interest of safety," permitting local authorities to define speed limits within their corporate
limits, 2 creating a presumption of fault,' and exempting certain
public and medical vehicles from the operation of the speed
limits1" would seem to be still applicable. These provisions must
be considered with the 1948 act in order to complete the picture
of the regulation of the speed of motor vehicles.
PROFESSIONS AND OCCUPATIONS

Dentistry
Act 303 amends and re-enacts the general act providing for
the regulation of the practice of dentistry.' Formerly, the Louisiana State Board of Dentistry was composed of five qualified
dentists appointed by the governor. 2 Under the present act the
members are still appointed by the governor for a period of five
years, but the membership has been increased from five to
seven. Heretofore, the secretary-treasurer of the board was
elected from its membership at the annual meeting of the board,
but under the new law this officer is designated by the governor
in his warrant of appointment.
For each day devoted to his official duties a board member
is to receive twenty-five dollars and traveling expenses-a substantial increase over the ten dollars a day formerly provided.
The secretary-treasurer's compensation is increased from one
hundred and fifty dollars a month to two hundred and fifty, plus
9. La. Act 286 of 1938, as amended [Dart's Stats. (Supp. 1947)

§ 5198

et seq.].
10. Id.
11. Id.
12. Id.
13. Id.
14. Id.
1. La.

at § 3, Rule 4(c)(4) [Dart's Stats. (1939) § 5207(4)].
at § 3, Rule 4(b) [Dart's Stats. (1939) § 5206].
at § 3, Rule 4(d) [Dart's Stats. (1939) § 5208].
at § 3, Rule 4(a) [Dart's Stats. (1939) § 5205].
at § 3, Rule 4(e) [Dart's Stats. (1939) § 5209].
Act 334 of 1940 [Dart's Stats. (Supp. 1947) H8 9540.1-9540.25].

2. La. Act 334 of 1940,
3. Id.

§2

[Dart's Stats. (Supp. 1947) § 9540.2).

at § 3 [Dart's Stats. (Supp. 1947)

§ 9540.3].
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necessary expenses incurred in connection with the duties of his
office.
The former requirement that all members of the board must
have completed at least sixty semester hours of college credit
is changed. Now each board member must have been graduated
from a recognized dental college or university approved by the
Council on Dental Education of the American Dental Association.
Architecture
With the passage of Act 344 of 1948 the statutory requirements5 for the practice of architecture are liberalized. Formerly,
any person applying to the State Board of Architectural Examiners for a license to practice architecture was required to be
a graduate in an architectural course of a college of architecture
approved by the board. Under the present act a graduate in a
course of architectural engineering may also apply for a license.
A veteran6 of World War II may be excused from the examinations normally required by the board upon presentation to
the board of his diploma from an architectural or architectural
engineering school or college situated within the State of Louisiana or from an accredited school of architecture outside this
state. It is interesting to note that under a strict construction
of the new act a person holding a diploma from an accredited
school or college of architectural engineering outside the state
is not entitled to an exemption from the examinations on the
basis of military service.
Pharmacy
Act 66 of 1888 made provision for a State Board of Pharmacy composed of nine reputable practicing pharmacists. Its
function was to give examinations, grant certificates, and submit
recommendations for the improvement of the practice. A new
agency to be known as the Louisiana Board of Pharmacy is set
up by Act 469 of 1948.8 This new board is to be made up of nine4. Id. at § 6 [Dart's Stats. (Supp. 1947) § 9540.6].
5. La. Act 231 of 1910, as amended by La. Act 161 of 1946 [Dart's Stats.
(Supp. 1947) § 9353J.

6. It is further stipulated that at any time prior to October 1, 1952, the
applicant must have been a resident of the state for two years immediately
preceding passage of the statute and honorably discharged from the armed
forces of the United States, with service for any period of time between
December 7, 1941, and September 2, 1945.
7. Dart's Stats. (1939) § 9633.
8. La. Act 469 of 1948 repeals La. Act 66 of 1888 and all subsequent acts
amendatory thereto (La. Acts 158 of 1894, 223 of 1924 and 304 of 1926 [Dart's

Stats. (1939)

§§

9634-9637])

insofar as they conflict with the present act.
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teen active practitioners who have been licensed in Louisiana as
registered pharmacists for at least five years. The group is
charged with the duty of enforcing the new statute and of making rules and regulations necessary to effectuate the purposes of
the act.
Watch Making
A Board of Examiners in Watch Making, consisting of five
members appointed by the governor, is established by Act 473
of 1948. The general provisions contained in the new act, which
regulate the trade of watch making, are to be administered by the
groupY Every person engaged in watch making for profit must
obtain a certificate of registration from the board, which has
power to authorize and limit the issuance of such certificates, to
revoke them, and to prescribe for the fixing of fees and penalties.
However, when a certificate is revoked, an appeal may be taken
to the district court which tries the case de novo.
PracticalNursing
Prior to Act 509 of 1948 no license was required of practical
nufses. 10 The 1948 statute, however, creates a State Board of
Practical Nurse Examiners, from which each practical nurse
must obtain a license authorizing the performance of the duties
of that profession. The applicant must have the qualifications
prescribed in the act. Further, licenses may be revoked and penalties may be fixed, within certain defined limits, by the board.
Cosmetic Therapy
The membership of the Board of Control of Cosmetic Therapy is increased from four to six by Act 211 of 1948. The President of the State Board of Health continues as chairman of the
board and an ex-officio member; however, he is stripped of his
power to appoint the second member of the board. All members
are now selected by the governor. Under the 1946 amendment
to the general act" the members of the first board were to serve
for three years, two years and one year respectively, as appointed;
members subsequently appointed were to hold office for three
years. Under the present statute, however, all members of the
9. Watch making includes repairing, replacing, rebuilding, assembling
or disassembling of the mechanical parts of watches, and fitting of parts designated for use or used in watches.
10. La. Act 138 of 1912, § 5, as amended [Dart's Stats. (1939) § 9599];
La. Act 138 of 1912, § 11, as amended [Dart's Stats. (Supp. 1947) § 9604.1].
11. La. Act 135 of 1924, as amended by La. Act 228 of 1946 [Dart's Stats.
(Supp. 1947) §§ 9484-9485].
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first board appointed under the act are to serve for a term running concurrently with that of the governor.
Section 2 of Act 211 of 1948 in specific terms purports to
revive Section 8 of Act 245 of 1928. The Language of Act 211 of
1948 requires the Board of Control of Cosmetic Therapy to issue
a certificate of registration to each applicant who qualifies. The
holder of the certificate must display it in a conspicuous place in
his principal office or place of business. Section 8 of Act 245 of
1928, however, does not contain any such provision, and it is
submitted that the probable intention of the legislature was to
revive Section 8 of Act 135 of 1924, which is identical with the
provision inserted in the 1948 act.
Aid to the Blind
The Department of Public Welfare was authorized by Act
119 of 194212 to establish and administer a system of conservation
of sight and prevention of blindness and to conduct vocational
training and rehabilitation for the blind. Supplementing this
general program Act 105 of 1948 provides for specific assistance
to blind persons. When the state or any of its political subdivisions purchases products which are manufactured by the blind,
such as mattresses, mops, brooms, et cetera, the purchases shall
be made from the blind, if available. The Department of Public
Welfare shall act as a liaison agency in these purchases and may
in its discretion fix a price differential of forty per cent above
the market price in favor of the blind.
PUBLIC WELFARE AND ASSISTANCE

The completely revised welfare plan inaugurated by the
1938 legislature' stood with only minor amendments 2 until the
passage of Act 5 of 1948. The 1938 act provided for assistance
to aged persons, dependent children, and needy blind." The new
statute extends the coverage of the welfare program by lowering
the age requirement from sixty-five to sixty4 and by providing
12. Dart's Stats. (Supp. 1947) §§ 6538.84-6538.86.
1. Dart's Stats. (1939) §§ 6538.50-6538.76. This act repealed prior legisla-

tion dealing with welfare assistance. Specifically repealed were La. Act 33
of 1936 [Dart's Stats. (1939) H9 6538.26-6538.49], La. Act 53 of 1936 [Dart's
Stats. (1939) § 6538.1-6538.25], and La. Act 57 of 1936 [Dart's Stats. (1939) §
6539.4-6539.12].
2. Sections 2, 3, 4, 12, and 16 were re-enacted by La. Act 200 of 1940
[Dart's Stats. (1939) § 6538.51-6538.53, 6538.61, 6538.65]. However, the changes
were minor. Act 62 of 1946 abolished Section 18, which had provided for
recovery of payments from the estate of a deceased recipient.
3. La. Act 359 of 1938, § 1 [Dart's Stats. (1939) § 6538.50].
4. La. Act 5 of 1948, § 1.
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assistance to any person found in need of financial assistance5 by
the welfare department. The other qualifications of an applicant
for old age benefits remain unchanged.6
The 1948 act increases the amount to be paid certain pensioners. While under prior enactments the amount of each payment was gauged by the funds appropriated to the welfare department, the new law provides for a minimum pension of fifty
dollars a month to eligible persons sixty-five years of age or
older. 7 However, where two persons eligible for assistance reside
in the same household, the minimum payment to each shall be
forty-five dollars a month.8
The section of the 1940 act giving the state the right to
recover the amount paid in welfare assistance from relatives
legally liable for alimony was expressly repealed." Although
this section might have been useful in some instances, there are
no reported cases in which this repealed section had been employed.
Act 522 of 1948 proposes an amendment enabling the state to
pay confederate veterans or their widows a pension of sixty
dollars a month.
RETIREMENT OF PUBLIC EMPLOYEES

Employees of a state or its political subdivisions are not coy5. Id. at § 1. Unquestionably the legislature has authority to grant assistance to "other needy individuals" for the Louisiana Constitution of 1921

(Art. XVIII, § 7) expressly confers such authority. However, a question
might be raised as to whether this constitutes a valid "delegation of power,"
for without any criterion or standard the act authorizes the welfare department to prescribe rules and regulations for financial assistance to "other
needy individuals."
6. La. Act 359 of 1938, § 2, as amended [Dart's Stats. (1939) § 6538.511
contains the same requirements as Act 5 of 1948. Old age assistance may be
given any person who (1) has resided in the state during three of the last
nine years (the year of residence preceding the application must be continuous); (2) actually resides in the parish where the application is made;
(3) has not sufficient income, when added to contributions in money, substance, or service from other sources, to provide a reasonable subsistence
compatible with decency and health; and (4) is not an inmate of a public
institution. However, Act 498 of 1948 declares that any person who establishes a residence in Louisiana for the first time after May 1, 1948, must
reside in this state for five of the nine years preceding the application, with
continuous residence during the year immediately before the application.
7. La. Act 5 of 1948, § 1. La. Act 45 of 1948 sets aside twenty-five million
dollars for the welfare department for old age and welfare assistance. To
prevent a decrease in the amount of assistance given needy persons, La. Act
2 of 1948 grants $750,000 to the welfare department for the remainder of the
fiscal year. Because of the great number of state statutes providing for old
age assistance it is impossible to state exactly how Louisiana will rank with
regard to the amount paid. See Book of States (1948-1949 ed.) 375.
8. La. Act 5 of 1948, § 1.
9. Id. at § 2.
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ered by the United States social security program. To supply this
deficiency Louisiana has provided for the retirement of most of
its public employees.1 In expanding the program of employee security the 1948 legislature enacted twelve statutes regulating the
retirement of public employees and established two pension
funds.
Two limitations were imposed upon the receipt of pensions:
(1) No officer or employee of the state or of any of its political
subdivisions may receive a pension under any statute of the state
unless the officer or the employee has reached the age of sixty.'
(2) No one receiving a pension from the United States, the State
of Louisiana, or any municipal corporation may be employed by
the state or any of its political subdivisions8 When a pension recipient is so employed, the pension due the employee will be
suspended during the term of the employment.4 The act does
not affect a pensioner employed in private industry.
Teachers and other School Employees
The administration of the teachers' retirement system established in 19365 is changed in minor detail.' Nine trustees instead
of the former seven administer the retirement fund.7 The benefits paid on retirement as well as the annual contribution made
by members of the system are increased.8 A further liberalization
enables a person entering the system to transfer credits he may
have in another retirement system to the teachers' fund." A person who has attained the age of fifty may no longer become a
member of the system except by transfer of credits from an1. Hyneman, Political and Administrative Reform in the 1940 Legislature (1940) 3 LOUISIANA LAW REVIEW 1, 45.
2. La. Act 419 of 1948 does not apply to (1) judges of courts of record

and members

of the teachers' retirement

systems;

(2)

those who have

reached the age of fifty-five and have thirty years of service entitling them
to a pension under the retirement system of which they are members; (3)

those retired for physical or mental disability; and (4) those who are members

of any

pension

system

for policemen

or firemen.

All

persons who

complete twenty years of service prior to attaining the age of fifty-five

years and who are eligible for the sheriffs' retirement fund are also excluded from the provisions of the act.
3. La. Act 191 of 1948, § 1. Attorneys engaged on a fee basis, veterans
drawing disability pay, and pensioners elected to public office after retirement are not covered by the act.
4. Id. at § 1.

5. La. Act 83 of 1936 [Dart's Stats. (1939) §§ 2404.1-2404.14].
6. The teachers of Orleans Parish have a special pension fund. La. Act
484 of 1948 makes substantially the same changes in that fund as are made
by La. Act 496 of 1948.
7. La. Act 496 of 1948, § 6.
8. Id. at § 5.
9. Id. at § 1.
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other fund.1" The most important change made by the amending
act is the establishment of seventy years of age as the compulsory
retirement age for all teachers. This age will be lowered one year
on September 15 of each year until it is reduced to sixty-five
years of age. 1
Act 228 of 194412 provided for pension benefits to teachers
who were not eligible for benefits under the Teachers' Retirement Act. Act 68 of 1948 amends the 1944 act in a number of
particulars, the most important being the increase in the retirement pay 3 and in the annual contribution by the teachers. No
change is made in the administration of the pension fund.
The retirement system for school bus operators, school janitors, school custodians, and school maintenance employees is
amended by Act 236 of 1948. Changes are made in the minimum14
retirement age and allowance and other benefits are increased.
To counterbalance the increased payments, the amount to be deducted from the employees' salaries is raised. 5
Firemen and Policemen
Since 1888's there have been many special acts providing pensions for firemen and policemen in various cities of the state. Six
pension systems for firemen and policemen were amended in
1948"1 and the establishment of a firemen's pension and relief
fund for a particular municipality was authorized.'
10. Ibid.

11. Id. at § 3.
12. Dart's Stats. (Supp. 1947) H9 2404.19-2404.21.
13. The maximum amount of retirement pay that any teacher may receive is raised from $700 to $1200 per annum. To make this additional expenditure possible, the annual appropriation is raised from $90,000 to $387,000.
14. La. Act 236 of 1948, § 4.
15. Id. at § 6.
16. La. Act 63 of 1888, § 24.
17. La. Act 66 of 1948 provides for an increase in the amount paid retired
firemen of the City of Bogalusa. The amount of the pension is raised from
$50 a month to one-half of the monthly salary of the firemen. This was the
only major change made in the previous act.
The policemen and firemen of New Orleans saw minor changes made in
their pension and retirement fund. Act 96 of 1948 expressly repeals all prior
statutes dealing with the pension of policemen in New Orleans. The act
changes the amount of the pension disbursements and the administration of
the fund. Act 304 of 1948 providing changes in pensions to firemen in New
Orleans might well be classed as a "bringing up-to-date" statute.
La. Act 256 of 1948 amends La. Act 12 of 1940, which provided a pension
fund for firemen in Alexandria. The benefits to be paid disabled firemen are
increased in certain cases, and in order to offset the, larger payments each
fireman will be required to contribute a greater amount.
La. Act 375 of 1948 amends La. Act 299 of 1946 [Dart's Stats. (Supp. 1947)
§ 6080 et seq.], which authorized the establishment of a pension fund for the
firemen of Baton Rouge. Among other things, the title of the act is changed.
18. The new fund created is for the firemen in New Iberia. La. Act 257
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Cities having from fifty thousand to two hundred and fifty
thousand inhabitants were authorized by Act 343 of 194019 to establish a pension system for their policemen. Act 506 of 1948
made only one change in the 1940 statute. Policemen, in order
to retire, must now have twenty-five rather than twenty years
of service.
Sheriffs and Deputies
The administration of the pension fund for sheriffs and their
deputies is changed by Act 145 of 1948. The principal difference
between the old and new laws is the provision for the appointment by the governor of the president of the board of trustees
of the fund.2 0 Previously, the president of the Louisiana Sheriffs'
21
Association also served as the president of the board of trustees.
Board and Commission Employees
Act 126 of 194622 provided for retirement pay to officers and
employees of state boards and commissions. Pension benefits are
allowed to certain widows of deceased members of state boards
and commissions by Act 356 of 1948.23
Employees of Municipalities
Act 295 of 1948 is a blanket authorization to cities having a
population of more than twenty thousand but not exceeding
ninety thousand to provide for a pension and retirement system
for "all elective and appointive officers and employees of such
municipalities."2 4 The only restriction imposed in the statute is
that municipalities may not include in the benefits of such a
program any person receiving retirement pay under any other
statute.2 5 This general act may have been passed to lessen the
number of statutes dealing with pensions for particular municipalities. Act 459 of 1948 establishes a retirement system for all
of 1948. For an analysis of the functioning of the average retirement fund

for firemen and policemen, see Hyneman, supra note 1.
19. Dart's Stats. (1939) § 5688-5708.10.
20. La. Act 145 of 1948, § 3.
21. La. Act 327 of 1946, § 2 [Dart's Stats. (1939) § 7518.10].

22. Section 5 [Dart's Stats. (1939)

§ 9694.4].

23. The pension provided is for widows of members of boards and commissions. The following are the qualifications for the pension: (1) the de-

ceased must have attained the age of seventy years with twenty years service as a member of a board; (2) the deceased must have died while serving
on the board or commission; and (3) the widow must be sixty-five years old

and must have been married to the deceased for at least twenty-five years.
24. La. Act 295 of 1948, § 1.

25. Id. at § 2, 3.
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employees of the City of Alexandria. The statute follows the general pattern of other pension acts, containing detailed provisions
as to membership, trustees of the fund, salary deductions and
disbursements.
Amendments to the Constitution
Act 525 of 1948 submits for approval an amendment whereby
the legislature will provide pensions for employees of municipalities having a population of thirteen thousand or more.
REVENUE AND TAXATION

A general increase in taxes was necessary to finance the additional social and welfare programs launched by the 1948 legislature. The free school lunch program, the plan extending old age
assistance, et cetera, will consume large sums.
The large number of pending tax measures rendered impractical the adoption of the project of a revenue code which was
submitted to the 1948 legislature by the Louisiana Revenue Code
Commission. However, by Act 298 the legislature extended the
existence of the Code Commission to June 30, 1950, with the.
instruction to incorporate in the code all the recent tax measures
and to present it to the next session of the legislature.
A few of the numerous tax laws are general in effect, such as
the statute dealing with a uniform system of procedure for the
administration of state taxes and the proposed constitutional
amendment altering the powers of the Board of Liquidation of.
the State Debt. The bulk of the tax legislation, however, deals.
with specific tax rates and procedures and these are reported
briefly below.
Authority to Make Appropriations
Act 512 of 1948 proposes to amend Section 1(a) of Article
IV of the Constitution 1 and Section 14 of Article X112 relative to
the authority of the Board of Liquidation of the State Debt and
the legislature to make appropriations.
Section 1 (a) of Article IV created the Board of Liquidation
of the State Debt and gave it power, with the consent of a majority of both houses of the legislature, to appropriate from a surplus
of the general fund or borrow on the credit of the state to pro1. La. Act 512 of 1948, § 1.
2. Id. at § 4.
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vide for any budget unit with insufficient revenue." Section
10 (a) of Article IV formerly provided that the maximum amount
to be borrowed and/or appropriated for any budget unit should
not exceed one hundred thousand dollars during any fiscal year,
that the total amount borrowed and/or appropriated for all budget units should not exceed one million dollars, and the total
amount of outstanding loans should not exceed two million dollars
at any one time.4 Act 512 of 1948 would omit the restrictions on
the amount of money to be borrowed or appropriated by the
Board of Liquidation.
Section 14 of Article XII, which provides for the means of
5
acquisition and mode of distribution of public school funds,
would be amended by the addition of a paragraph providing that
the legislature may appropriate sufficient money out of the state
public school fund to pay the salary of the state superintendent
of education, the expense of operating the state department of
education, amounts necessary for vocational education and rehabilitation, amounts necessary for furnishing school lunches,
operating the teachers' retirement plan (including reimbursement of parish and city boards for their contribution to the fund)
and paying minimum salaries to elementary and secondary school
teachers."
Uniform System of Procedure for the
Administration of State Taxese
In the general reorganization of Louisiana administrative
procedure, the legislature of 1940 enacted a comprehensive statute" which set up our present detailed set of procedural rules for
handling all tax controversies. However, the sections on refunds
because of overpayments were vague and unworkable and after
being amended' in 1942 they were repealed outright in 1946.11
The legislature of 1948 re-enacted Sections 15 and 1611 which
3. La. Act 327 of 1944, § 1, amending La. Const. of 1921, Art. IV, § 1(a).

4. Ibid.
5. La. Act 6 of 1930 (E.S.),

§

1, amending La. Const. of 1921, Art. XII,

§ 14.
6. La. Act 512 of 1948, § 4.

7. La. Act 265 of 1940, as amended by La. Acts 157 of 1942 and 182 of
1946 [Dart's Stats. (Supp. 1947) § 8422].
8. La. Act 265 of 1940 [Dart's Stats. (Supp. 1947) § 8422].
9. La. Act 157 of 1942 [Dart's Stats. (Supp. 1947) H9 8422.15-8422.16].
10. La. Act 183 of 1946 [Dart's Stats. (Supp. 1947) §§ 8422.15-8422.16].

11. La. Act 324 of 1948.
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provide that in certain instances the collector of revenue may
make refunds because of over-payments. The over-payment must
arise because of either a mathematical error or a mistaken construction of the tax statute by the taxpayer. In case the collector
makes a mistake the taxpayer must secure his relief by court
action or appeal to the Board of Tax Appeals. Claims for overpayment will prescribe three years after the 31st of December
of the year the tax was due or one year after the over-payment
is made. An exception is made where the collector and the taxpayer agree to an extension of the period during which an assessment may be made.
Taxes owed the state shall not prescribe except where specifically provided for by the Constitution. In prescriptible cases
various and sundry incidents that will interrupt prescription have
been provided.
The collector may now waive, without securing the approval
of the Board of Tax Appeals, penalties of fifty dollars or less
that are imposed for failure to make a tax return."2
Specific Taxes
Income Tax. Changes effected by the 1948 legislature in the
state income tax statute" are essentially clarifications and amplifications of existing provisions rather than of changes in rates
or brackets. 14 A new class is added to the list of assets which are
not "capital assets" for the purpose of income taxation. The exceptions now are (1) stock in trade or other property properly
included in inventories, (2) property held for sale to customers
in the course of business, (3) property used in business and subject to depreciation allowance, and (4) property used in a trade
or business of the taxpayer."
Standard deductions may now be taken at the taxpayer's
option. 6 The amount of the "adjusted gross income" determines
the amount of permissible deduction."
12. Ibid.
13. La. Act 21 of 1934, as amended [Dart's Stats. (1939) §§ 8587.1-8587.104).
14. La. Act 354 of 1948.
15. La. Act 354 of 1948, § 9, amending La. Act 21 of 1934, § 9 [Dart's Stats.
(Supp. 1947) § 8587.9].
16. La. Act 354 of 1948, § 9, adds Subsection (s) to La. Act 21 of 1934, §
9 [Dart's Stats. (Supp. 1947) § 8587.9].
17. If the adjusted gross income is $5,000 or more, the standard deduction is $500. If it is less than $5,000, the standard deduction is 10 per cent
of the adjusted gross income.
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The section pertaining to the period in which deductions
and credits may be taken is amplified."' Deductions for federal
income taxes must be taken for the period for which the federal
return was filed. Refunds of federal income and excess profits
taxes are to be reported as income for the year for which the
refunds were made, unless that year is prescribed, in which
event the refunds are to be reported for the year in which they
are received.1 9
Supplement 'F',2 0 dealing with taxation of foreign corporations, was the object of substantial revisions. Special provisions
were added for allocating income of nonresident individuals and
foreign corporations. Income to be designated as "allbcable income" or "apportionable income" is described in Section 63. The
new additions also prescribe a statutory apportionment formula
based on ratios of tangible property, wages and sales. Among
those businesses specifically provided for are transportation, service enterprises, loan businesses, manufacturing and merchandis21
ing.
A further amendment to the income tax law affects a very
small portion of the population.2 2 Compensation or retired pay
received from the United States by veterans of World War II
who are residents or citizens of Louisiana and who have been
honorably discharged as a result of a physical disability is excluded from gross income.
Sales Tax. Act 9 of 1948 increases to two per cent the former
one per cent tax placed on the sale at retail, use and lease of
tangible personal property by Act 57 of 194422 and expands the
18. La. Act 354 of 1948, § 14, adds Subsections (b) and (c) to La. Act
21 of 1934, § 14 [Dart's Stats. (1939) § 8585.14].
19. La. Act 354 of 1948, § 13, amending La. Act 21 of 1934, § 13 [Dart's
Stats. (Supp. 1947) § 8585.13].
20. This includes La. Act 21 of 1934, §§ 62-68 [Dart's Stats. (1939) §
8587.62-8587.68]. Income of nonresidents or foreign corporations is deemed
subject to allocation or apportionment in part to Louisiana when it cannot
be directly allocated to this state or another one. Allocation or apportionment of the tax is based on the proposition that it is taxing that portion of
the net income which is attributable to the Louisiana source.
21. La. Act 354 of 1948, §§ 65-67, amending La. Act 21 of 1934, §§ 65-67
[Dart's Stats. (1939) §§ 8587.65-8587.67].
22. La. Act 39 of 1948, amending La. Act 21 of 1934, § 8 [Dart's Stats.
(1939) § 8587.9].
23. La. Act 57 of 1944, § 3 [Dart's Stats. (Supp. 1947) § 8648.28]; La. Act
9 of 1948, § 2(a),(b).
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base of the tax to cover, in addition, the sale of "services."24 Services include storage and parking privileges offered by hotels or
parking lots, printing and lithographing, cleaning and dyeing, repairs to personal property such as automobiles, radios, watches
and shoes,25 and the furnishing of rooms in hotels and tourist
courts.2" The sale of bottled soft drinks, which are also subject to
28
an excise tax, 27 is no longer exempt from the tax.
Instead of being deposited in one general fund, as was formerly done, the tax receipts are to be deposited separately in the
public welfare fund, in order to meet the financial requirements
of old age assistance, and the other needs of the department. 29
The dealer's compensation for accounting for and remitting the
tax is reduced from two per cent to one per cent of the tax."
Tobacco Tax. Tobacco was included in the 1948 legislature's
quest for additional revenue. The rates on all classes of cigars
is raiseds' and the levy on cigarettes is increased from one-fourth
cent a cigarette to two-fifths cent a cigarette. 2 Packaged smoking tobacco is divided into five classes with graduated tax rates.
Dealers purchasing stamps in quantities of one hundred dollars
or more now receive a discount of nine instead of seven per
cent. 18
Under the terms of the previous statute, 4 two-thirds of the
additional revenue received from the increased rates was placed
in the public school fund and one-third in the general fund until
$825,966.66 had accumulated. The surplus from this was then to
go into the public school fund, also. The present statute earmarks
$3,000,000 of the annual proceeds for distribution to municipali24. La. Act 9 of 1948, § 2(b).
25. Id. at § 6(p)(3),(4),(5),(6),(7).
26. The last named service is limited to hotels having ten rooms under
one roof or six cabins in one location.
27. La. Act 95 of 1936, § 4; La. Act 115 of 1940, § 1; La. Act 164 of 1942,
§ 1 [Dart's Stats. (Supp. 1947) § 8758.5].
28. Other exemptions remain unchanged.
29. La. Act 57 of 1944, § 14 [Dart's Stats. (Supp. 1947) § 8648.39]; La.
Act 9 of 1948, § 7(c).
31. La. Act 169 of 1948, § 2, amending La. Act 4 of 1932, § 2, as amended
by La. Act 169 of 1942 [Dart's Stats. (Supp. 1947) § 8735].
32. Ibid. This raises the total levy from five cents a package to eight
cents a package.
33. La. Act 169 of 1948, § 3, amending La. Act of 1932, § 3, as last amended
by La. Act 169 of 1942 [Dart's Stats. (Supp. 1947) § 8736].
34. La. Act 4 of 1932, § 21, as amended by La. Act 152 of 1940 [Dart's
Stats. (Supp. 1947) § 8755].
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ties on a sliding scale, based on population, ranging from $4.80
an inhabitant for the smallest to $2.00 an inhabitant for the largest, with a limitation of $650,000 for any one city." Louisiana
State University is to receive $700,000 of the yield and the remainder is to go into the general fund.36 This apportionment
scheme was designed primarily to help supplement the incomes
of many of the rural communities which do not have the incomes
enjoyed by the larger industrial areas. The allocation to the
university is for the purpose of replacing revenue which might
be lost as a result of the reduction in the soft drinks tax."
Alcoholic Beverages Tax. The excise or license taxes on beer,
porter, ale, fruit juices or wines of an alcoholic content over onehalf of one per cent and not over six per cent are increased from
one dollar to ten dollars a barrel.88 Similarly, the tax on malt
beverages of an alcoholic content above six per cent is increased
from one dollar and fifty cents to ten dollars.3 9 In addition to
all other taxes on alcoholic beverages, but without specific reference to any of the statutes, a tax of eight cents a gallon is levied
on distilled alcoholic beverages of more than six per cent alcoholic content and on wines of twenty-four per cent or more alcoholic content; the additional tax on wines of less than twentyfour per cent alcoholic content is one cent a gallon.40
The alcoholic beverage law 41 is further amended 42 to allow
a person coming into possession of alcoholic beverages as an
executor, administrator or other fiduciary, as an insurer, or as
security for or in payment of a debt, and who is not otherwise
a dealer of such beverages, to sell the property in one lot without
qualifying as a dealer. Such a person must register with the collector of revenue and pay a registration fee of ten dollars.
Proceeds from the tax on wines and beers of not more than
six per cent alcoholic content are no longer paid into the general
fund. They are dedicated to the payment of bonuses to veterans
35. La. Act 169 of 1948, § 1.
36. Ibid.
37. Infra, p. 124.
38. La. Act 8 of 1948.
39. La. Act 382 of 1948.
40. La. Act 440 of 1948.
41. La. Act 15 of 1934, § 4, as last amended by La. Act 384 of 1946 [Dart's
Crim. Stats. (Supp. 1947) § 1362.4].
42. La. Act 382 of 1948.
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of World War II, provided the constitutional amendment"s authorizing the bonus is adopted.
Soft Drinks Tax. Offsetting to a minor extent the increases
in tax rates, the tax on bottled soft drinks and soft drink syrup
is reduced by half. 44 Formerly, the first $1,500,000 collected under
the tax was dedicated to charitable and educational institutions
and the receipts thereafter were credited to Louisiana State University for construction, general maintenance and support.49
The 1948 act provides that the proceeds are to be used by the
university for the sole purpose of paying and retiring the bonds
for which they had been pledged. After payment in full of the
4
bonds the remainder is to go into the general fund. 1
Natural Gas Excise Tax.47 A special excise tax on natural
gas" levied by the 1948 legislature brings to five the number of
taxes affecting the natural gas industry in Louisiana.49 This tax
was passed for the purpose of preventing "unjust enrichment of
producers at the expense of royalty owners and to promote fair
competition between producers in this State by eliminating the
advantage of some producers over others."50 To effectuate this
purpose, a tax is levied on each "producer"' equal to the difference between the amount received by the producer for the royalty
owner's interest5 2 and the price actually paid to the royalty
owner. If the gas is used by the producer or sold to an affiliate,
the tax is to be equal to the difference between the reasonable
market value of the royalty owner's interest and the amount actually received by the royalty owner."9
43. La. Act 530 of
adding Section 10.

1948, amending La. Const. of 1921, Art. XVIII, by

44. La. Act 272 of 1948, § 2.
45. La. Act 95 of 1936, § 21, La. Act 18 of 1938, § 1 [Dart's Stats. (1939)
§ 8758.22].
46. La. Act 272 of 1948, § 2.
47. La. Act 208 of 1948.
48. Gas produced from any low pressure gas fields in the state is expressly exempted from the provisions of the statute. Id. at § 11.
49. La. Act 24 of 1935 (2 E.S.), § 2, as last amended by La. Act 10 of
1948 [Dart's Stats. (1939) § 8523]; La. Act 203 of 1936, § 1 [Dart's Stats. (1939)

§ 8674.18]; La. Act 92 of 1936, § 1 [Dart's Stats. (1939) § 8733.5]; La. Act 11
of 1948.

50. La. Act 208 of 1948, § 1.
51.
52.
a fair
to the

Id. at § 10(2).
This means the net amount received by the producer after deducting
and reasonable amount for field costs and for cost of transportation
purchaser.

53. Parishes and municipalities are expressly forbidden from levying any
similar tax. La. Act 208 of 1948, § 12.
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The proceeds from this tax are to go into the general fund.54
Natural Gas Gathering Tax. The tax on the "middleman"one who purchases the gas from the producer at the well and
sells it to persons engaged in delivering the gas to the consumer55
which was originally designated as a temporary measure, is
now a permanent part of the Louisiana tax structure with alt
increase in the rate from one-half cent to one cent a thousand
cubic feet. 56
Gas used for recycling, field operations, or carbon black
manufacture, and gas legally flared remains exempt in the determination of quantity for the purpose of computing the tax."
Procedural requirements concerning the collection of the tax also
track the language of the previous statutes taxing the gathering
of natural gas.
The definition of the business of gathering gas is amended
to provide that this tax may not be levied against nor charged
to a lessor's royalty interest or to that of his vendee or assignee. 8
This amendment is designed to prevent a shifting of the tax
burden by the middleman to the landowner.
Severance Tax. The 1948 legislature increased, in varying
degrees, the severance taxes on enumerated natural resources,"
except natural gas and sulphur.60 For example, oil of twenty-two
gravity and below is now taxed at eighteen instead of six cents
a barrel, and oil above twenty-two gravity and not above twentyeight gravity is taxed at twenty instead of seven cents a barrel. 1
Turpentine (crude gum), which previously was subject to the
tax, is not included in this statute.
Electricity Excise Tax. No extensive alterations in the elec§

54. Id. at § 9.
55. La. Act 153 of 1940, § 4; La. Act 14 of 1942, § 4; La. Act 132 of 1944,

4 [Dart's Stats. (Supp. 1947) § 8787.21. The tax was originally levied to

raise funds to liquidate indebtedness left by the previous administration,
meet the financial emergency created by the repeal of certain taxes, and to
carry on the public assistance program.
56. La. Act 11 of 1948, § 1.
57. Ibid.
58. Ibid.
59. La. Act 10 of 1948, amending and re-enacting La. Act 24 of 1935 (2
E.S.), § 2, as last amended by La. Act 202 of 1946 [Dart's Stats. (Supp. 1947)
§ 8523].
60. The sulphur tax remains at one dollar and three cents a long ton

and the severance tax on natural gas at three-tenths of one cent a thousand
cubic feet.
61. La. Act 10 of 1948, § 2(7-g), imposing a tax on distillate and conden-

sate, now contains the proviso that "where a well is determined by the Col-
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tricity excise tax62 were made during the 1948 session. The scope
of the tax is redefined3 to include manufacturers and vendors of
power and those engaged in businesses using power generated by
them."
A second amending statute adds further exceptions to the
already imposing list of pursuits exempted from the tax. 66 New
exceptions are cooperage mills, cooperage stock mills, and plants
engaged in the manufacturing of barrel staves or barrel headings.
General License Tax. The taxing of an illegal enterprise is
presented in the amendment to the general license tax law."
Added to the licenses already imposed by Section 20 of the law6"
is the license of one hundred dollars on a "slot machine" or other
machine operated by coins or tokens which by the application
of the element of chance may entitle the person playing the
machine to receive cash, merchandise, et cetera. The act specifically provides that it is not intended to "repeal any provision of
any law prohibiting the operation, possession or use of any such
machine or device."
As an implement of enforcement the act authorizes seizure
of machines on which the tax has not been paid. Furthermore,
if it is determined, after proper judicial proceedings, that the tax
has been evaded, the court is to declare the property forfeited
and order it to be sold at public auction. Since it is illegal even
to possess a. "slot machine" in Louisiana, 6 a rather unique situation might arise where a court must order public sale of property
lector of Revenue to be incapable of producing an average of six (6) barrels
per day, the tax rate applicable thereto shall be one-half (1/2) of the schedule

herein set forth."
62. La. Act 25 of 1935 (2 E.S.), as amended by La. Act 5 of 1935 (4 E.S.)

[Dart's Stats. (1939) § 8788-8805].
63. La. Act 465 of 1948.
64. This second class formerly was worded so as to include those "engaged in the business of manufacturing or generating electric or mechani-

cal power of more than ten horsepower for use separately from any other
business, or in connection with or as a part of any other business. .... "
65. La. Act 138 of 1948.
66. Those exceptions included power used in an occupation exempt from
a license tax under La. Const. of 1921, Art. X, § 8, or used in operating a
sawmill, cotton gin, mill for grinding sugar cane or producing raw sugar, in

milling rice, corn, cotton seed or other agricultural products, in irrigation
pumping plants, franchised plants, or used in self-propelled vehicles and
vessels.
67. La. Act 15 of 1934 (3 E.S.),

as amended

[Dart's Stats. (Supp. 1947)

§ 8588-8647].
68. La. Act 15 of 1934 (3 E.S.),

§ 20, as last amended by La. Act 6 of

1948.
69. La. Act 231 of 1928, § 1 [Dart's Crim. Stats. (1943) § 1009).
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the possession of which is illegal and which may be destroyed by
state officers at any time.
Fuel Tax. An additional two cents a gallon tax is levied on
gasoline by Act 7 of 1948.70 Except for the fact that the proceeds
from the gasoline tax are not dedicated but go into the general
fund,71 this measure contains the same bond requirements, control measures, and penalties that are common to the other Louisiana motor fuel taxes. If Act 538 of 1948, which proposes to amend
Section 5 of Article VI-A of the 1921 Constitution, is approved,
half of the proceeds from the gasoline tax will be placed to the
credit of the general highway fund rather than dedicated to the
State Board of Education.72 Nine-twentieths of the tax money
would still go to the Board of Commissioners of the Port of New
Orleans and one-twentieth to the Board of Commissioners of
Lake Charles,78 but these boards would be prohibited from issuing additional bonds pledging the proceeds of the tax.
The amendment to the motor fuel tax exempts tractor fuel,
whether used for farm purposes or not. 7' Act 532 of 1948 proposes to amend Section 22 of Article VI of the 1921 Constitution
by allowing a refund to anyone who paid a motor fuel tax on
fuel used for operating a commercial fishing boat or farm machinery used in actual tilling of the soil.
Revenue Provisions Affecting Municipalities and Parishes (Except the Parish of Orleans)
Property Tax Relief Fund. The somewhat detailed apportionment scheme for the disposition of the property tax relief
fund 75 is replaced by a more flexible provision." The former act,
not only required reimbursement of the state and local tax funds,
70. To achieve equality of taxation on all fuels used in vehicles on highways an additional two cents a gallon tax was also levied on all such fuels

other than gasoline by Act 137 of 1948.
71. Under La. Act 87 of 1936 as last amended by La. Act 283 of 1946

[Dart's Stats. (Supp. 1947) § 8835.18], one-half of the proceeds are credited
to the general highway fund and one-half placed in a special fund to be

distributed by the treasurer to the different parishes and the City of New
Orleans to be used by them for the construction of roads, streets, and
bridges.
72. La. Const. of 1921, Art. VI-A, § 5.
73. Ibid.
74. A similar exemption is made with respect to La. Act 6 of 1928 (E.S.)
by La. Act 184 of 1946 [Dart's Stats. (Supp. 1947) § 8806], and as to La. Act
87 of 1936 by La. Act 183 of 1946 [Dart's Stats. (Supp. 1947) § 8835.14].
75. La. Act 54 of 1934, as last amended by La. Act 64 of 1944 [Dart's

Stats. (Supp. 1947) § 8506.3].
76. La. Act 134 of 1948, amending La. Act 54 of 1934, § 3 [Dart's Stats.
(1939) § 8506.3].
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but also directed the transfer of certain amounts to the State
Department of Education and to the state public school fund.
Any excess could then be transferred by the state treasurer, with
the approval of the governor, to the general fund. Under the
1948 amendment, the state treasurer is authorized to transfer
from the property tax relief fund to the general fund such
amounts as he deems to be in excess of requirements for reimbursing the state and local tax funds for losses due to the homestead exemption. No other regulation of the disposition of the
relief fund is provided.
Parishes whose general fund receipts, exclusive of gasoline
tax receipts and funds received from federal agencies, are less
than $30,000 a year will now receive an amount which, when
added to their above receipts, will equal the sum of $30,000. 7
This relief is drawn from a special appropriation of $100,000 out
of the general fund for each of the next two years. No payment
to any parish may exceed $7500.
Sale of Property for Unpaid Taxes. Under the provisions of
Act 365 of 19488 the state treasurer must pay the money received
from the sale of property for unpaid taxes over to the various
state agencies in the following order of preference: "first, taxes
and interest due the state, and its parishes, and any of its agencies; second, taxes and interest due the municipalities; third,
paving liens and interest due the municipalities." The remainder,
if any, shall be placed to the credit of the general fund of the
state where the property is adjudicated to the tax debtor, his
heir, administrator, executor, assign, or successor.7 9
Chain Store License Tax. The method of distributing the
chain store license tax8 ° is changed. Instead of the collector of
revenue distributing the proceeds pro rata directly to the municipalities, he merely distributes them to the parishes; in turn, each
parish makes distribution to the municipalities.
Revenue ProvisionsAffecting the Parish of Orleans
A reduction of some magnitude in the revenue of the City
77. La. Act 180 of 1948.

78. Amending La. Act 237 of 1924, § 7, as amended by La. Act 296 of
1944 [Dart's Stats. (Supp. 1947) § 8486].

79. Where the property is not adjudicated to the tax debtor, the treasurer
shall pay the tax debtor, his heir, administrator, executor, assign, or successor, any sum remaining in his hands, after deducting taxes and liens and

twenty per cent additional, together with interest and costs.
80. La. Act 470 of 1948, amending La. Act 19 of 1932 as amended [Dart's
Stats. (Supp. 1947) §§ 8664-8674].
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of New Orleans is effected by Act 119, which amended the city's,
charter to prohibit the levying, by the city, of a sales, use, or
consumption tax in excess of one per cent.
A proposed amendment"' would authorize New Orleans to
levy a special ad valorem tax of three mills on the dollar upon
all taxable property, the tax to begin in 1951 and continue for
fifty years. Proceeds would be used exclusively for the construction and extension of the sewerage system.8 2 If the tax for bonded
debt purposes levied under Act 4 of 1916, as amended,3 and
Act 3 of 1927,84 as amended, exceeds seven mills the tax imposed
by Act 533 is to be reduced proportionately." If the tax for
bonded debt purposes reaches ten mills, this tax is to be suspended.86 If the tax for bonded debt purposes plus the six and
one-half mill tax for general municipal purposes 7 exceeds thirteen and one-half mills a year the present tax shall be suspended
or reduced88 to remain within the sixteen and one-half mill limitation imposed by Section 15 of Act 4 of 1916.89
Exemptions
Two proposed amendments to the Constitution would grant
exemptions from taxation. The first90 would authorize the legislative body of a municipality in which an urban redevelopment
project is located to contract with the redevelopment corporation
to exempt from local and municipal taxes, for a period not to
exceed twenty-five years, all or part of the value of the property
included in the project which represents an increase over the
assessed valuation of the real property acquired for the project
by the corporation. This amendment would not give the municipality the authority to exempt from assessment for local improvements.
The other amendment91 would allow veterans of World War
81. La. Act 533 of 1948, proposes to add between Sections 23 and 24 of
Art. XIV, a section of the Constitution to be known as 23.2.
82. La. Act 533 of 1948, § 1.
83. La. Const. of 1921, Art. XIV, § 24.
84. Ibid.
85. La. Act 533 of 1948, § 1.
86. Ibid.
87. La. Const. of 1921, Art. XIV, § 24.
88. La. Act 533 of 1948, § 1.
89. La. Const. of 1921, Art. XIV, § 24.
90. La. Act 540 of 1948, proposed to amend La. Const. of 1921, Art. X,
§ 4.
91. La. Act 547 of 1948, proposed to amend La. Const. of 1921, Art. X, §
4(9b).
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II a homestead exemption for a period of five years from the date
the veteran takes title to the property, but in any event the right
to the exemption is to expire in 1954. Without this amendment
the veteran's right to the exemption expires at the end of 1951.
SALARIES

At least twenty-seven acts were passed at the regular session of the 1948 legislature which specifically increase the salaries
of a large number of public officials throughout the state. In
spite of the fact that the Constitution requires a vote of twothirds of the members of each house of the legislature to change
the salaries of public officers, whether fixed in the Constitution
or otherwise,' only a few of the acts made note of the two-thirds
vote. In most instances the salaries are increased without mention of the constitutional requirement.
In order to provide sufficient funds to meet these increases
in salaries and the increased cost of office expenses due to high
prices, the legislators authorized an increase in the expense and
salary funds established for the offices of sheriff,2 district attorney," and tax assessors. 4 In Orleans Parish separate expense
and salary funds are created for the office of state tax collector,
civil sheriff, and board of tax assessorsi A fund is also created to
pay salaries of the Eleventh District Court reporters, if the fees
already allowed are not sufficient;6 and in Plaquemines Parish
the police jury is authorized to pay the clerk of court additional
funds for expenses and salaries as deemed necessary but not to
as fixed for clerks of disexceed the maximum limit on salaries
7
trict courts throughout the state.
Two acts are in the nature of corrective legislation. One prevents the payment of any officer appointed by the governor
after separation from office either under guise of paying the
person for annual leave or otherwise." The other prevents the
running of prescription on salaries due messengers of criminal
1. La. Const. of 1921, Art. III, § 34.
2. La. Act 432 of 1948.
3. La. Act 488 of 1948.
4.
5.
6.
7.

La.
La.
La.
La.

Act
Act
Act
Act

259
144
186
315

of
of
of
of

1948.
1948.
1948.
1948.

8. La. Act 71 of 1948.
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district courts by the City of New Orleans until the employment
of the messenger has been terminated.9
Other legislation affecting salaries includes acts establishing
minimum and maximum hours and the fixing of salaries of offices
created by the 1948 legislature. Minimum wages and maximum
hours are established for the police departments throughout the
state, granting a forty-eight hour week with an eight hour day,
and fixing the minimum salary of each employee on a basis of
his rank and the population of the city in which he is employed."0
Maximum hours for firemen in cities having a population
of more than two hundred and fifty thousand is changed from
seventy-two to sixty hours a week,1" and the minimum wages of
full-time paid firemen in cities having a population of more than
thirteen thousand are increased in accord with the population
classification of each city as set up in Act 59 of 1942.12
The following charts present a summary of the more important salary increases and of the new salaries established by the
1948 legislature:
9. La. Act 97 of 1948.
10. La. Act 101 of 1948.
11. La. Act 481 of 1948.
12. La. Act 196 of 1948.
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Salaries Fixed for New Officers
New Officer

Judge of Municipal Court of Town of Bastrop...

Salary Fixed

1,800,

Payable

Act of 1948

3. by parish

369

A by town

Judge of City Court of Bossier City ............

2,4002

3J by parish

456

M/ by city
Clerk
Municipal Court of Town of Bastrop .......
City Court of Bossier City ................
Court Reporters for all District Judges .........
Assistant District Attorneys
11th Judicial District .....................
14th Judicial District
3rd Assistant ........................
4th Assistant ........................
15th Judicial District
1st and 2nd Assistants ................
17th Judicial District .....................
19th Judicial District
2nd and 3rd Assistants ...............
24th Judicial District
1st Assistant ........................
2nd Assistant .......................
3rd Assistant........................
Assistant, President of State Board of Health..

Mandates
1,200
Mandate

4

M by parish
M by town
M by parish
3, by city

369
496
296

2,250

by parish

308

2,850
2,250

by parish
by parish

348
348

additional salary
set at 2,250
1,500

by parish

495

by parish

495

2,850

by parish

510

2,850
2,256
1,650
8,000

by
by
by
by

parish
parish
parish
state

164
164
164
379,
1 1(4)

1. Same fees in civil cases as received by justice of the peace, but salary
fixed in lieu of all fees in criminal cases including peace bonds.
2. Ibid.
3. Salary to be fixed by Town of Bastrop and Parish of Morehouse.
4. Not to exceed $450 per month to be fixed by judge with approval of
the police jury of the parishes comprising each judicial district.
SUITS AGAINST THE STATE

Twenty-three acts were passed authorizing suits against the
state. Fifteen of these suits are to be filed through the Department of Highways,' three through the Department of Agriculture

and Immigration,2 and one each through the State Parks Commission,' Department of Institutions,4 Department of Public
Safety, Division of State Police,1 Board of Commissioners of the
Port of New Orleans' and Department of State Police.'

The

1. La. Acts 76, 106, 220, 221, 222, 223, 226, 249, 251, 317, 328, 332, 418, 421
and 424 of 1948.
2. La. Acts 217, 218, 219 of 1948.
3. La. Act 152 of 1948.
4. La. Act 162 of 1948.
5. La. Act 422 of 1948.
6. La. Act 319 of 1948.
7. La. Act 417 of 1948.
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majority of the acts are uniformly written; however, it appears
that seven of the acts8 fail to follow the mandate of Section 35
of Article III of the Constitution providing for the method for
citing the state in such suits.
In addition to the above mentioned acts, at least three bills
9
authorizing suits against the state were vetoed by the governor.
In a recent case1 ° the supreme court held that the approval of the
governor is unnecessary.
A very interesting act" provides that no claim or debt
against the State of Louisiana will be allowed by the auditor
or paid by the treasurer after the lapse of ten years from the
happening of the event or of the facts upon which any suit
is founded or judgment rendered or of the execution of the
contract under which the claim is made. No interruption or suspension of this prescription is to be allowed. The act specifically
excepts the claims, or the judgment rendered thereon, listed in
Section 2 of Act 110 of 1946. The 1946 act authorized the institution of a suit or suits against the State of Louisiana by certain
members, officers, employees and creditors of the Louisiana Public Service Commission for their unpaid salaries and for payment
of the debts or certificates of indebtedness due by the Public
Service Commission during the period from June 30, 1930, to
November 14, 1932. The plaintiffs were awarded the judgment
in the case and, by Act 209 of 1948, $45,762.06 is appropriated
to pay this judgment.
Although Act 60 of 1948 contains only the above-mentioned
exception, the legislature appropriated $1,24612 to pay a judgment
against the state-for a cause of action which arose in 1925. In
addition, among the acts authorizing suits against the state, two
are for -causes of action alleged to be more than ten years old.'$
Under a strict interpretation of Act 60, the question arises as to
whether or not the treasurer is legally authorized to pay the
appropriation of $1,245 or any future appropriation which might
arise under similar circumstances.
8. La. Acts 220, 221, 222, 223, 226, 249 and 422 of 1948.
9. La. Sen. Bill No. 352 of 1948; La. House Bills 488 and 489 of 1948.
10. Jefferson Lake Sulphur Company, Inc. v. State, 213 La. 1, 34 So. (2d)
331 (1947), to be noted on this point in the January 1949 issue of the Louisiana Law Review.
11. La. Act 60 of 1948.
12. La. Act 491 of 1948. See also La. Act 298 of 1946.
13. La. Acts 162 and 319 of 1948.
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TRADE AND COMMERCE

Bedding and Upholstered Furniture Inspection
Act 467 of 1948 provides for a new division in the State
Department of Health, to be known as the Bedding and Upholstered Furniture Inspection Division for the purpose of regulating the sale, manufacture and renovation of bedding and furniture in which used or secondhand materials are used. A previous
act' prohibited the use of secondhand cotton, cotton felt, hair,
wool, et cetera, in the manufacture of mattresses, quilts or bed
comforters. Under the present act such materials may be used
if the finished products are not sold as new articles and if all the
regulations set out in Act 467 of 1948 pertaining to tagging, sterilization and inspection are observed.
Beer Sales Act
Under Act 466 of 1948 all sales by wholesalers to retail
licensees of beer, porter and ale of an alcoholic content of not
less than one-half of one per cent and not more than six per
cent must be for cash only. Delivery and payment in cash must
take place in a simultaneous transaction and an extension of
credit by any means will constitute a violation of the act.
Household Appliances Serial Numbers
Primarily for the purpose of preventing the mis-channeling
of household appliances to unauthorized dealers, the legislature,
by Act 178 of 1948, makes it a misdemeanor to sell new household appliances without the original factory serial number, if
it is the custom of the manufacturer to use such serial number.
Unfair Sales Act
Louisiana's "Unfair Sales Act,"'2 the purpose of which is to
protect consumers and dealers against the creation of monopolies
by prohibiting unfair sales practices, is slightly amended 3 by fixing an additional penalty for a violation of the act's prohibition
against underselling commodities in order to stifle competition.'
The Louisiana collector of revenue, after notice and opportunity
1. La. Act 162 of 1918 [Dart's Stats. (1939) § 3485].

2. La. Act 338 of 1940, as amended by La. Act 79 of 1942 and La. Act
256 of 1946 [Dart's Stats. (Supp. 1947) §§ 4931.1 et seq.]. The two amendatory
acts had merely modified some of the original definitions of "costs," "wholesaler" and "retailer."
3. La. Act 486 of 1948.
4. Id. at § 4(a).
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to be heard, may now suspend or revoke a license or permit
granted to a wholesale or retail dealer. The original act provided
that a retailer or wholesaler acting in contravention of its provisions was guilty of a misdemeanor and subject to a stipulated
fine.5 It invested the courts with jurisdiction to prevent and
restrain violations of the act and imposed on the district attorneys the duty of instituting proceedings. 6 Thus the only change
is the designation of an additional penalty.
Weights and Measures
A 1944 statute7 provided for the appointment of inspectors of
weights and measures in cities of over one hundred thousand,
established procedure for the inspection of weighing and measuring devices, and imposed penalties for violations of the act.
This inadequate protection was repealed and is replaced by a
more comprehensive system. Standards of weights and measures,
were adopted by the 1948 legislature 8 and a Commission on
Weights and Measures is created in the Department of Agriculture and Immigration with general supervision over weighing
and measuring devices offered for sale and in use in the state. It
is required that packaged commodities be marked with statements of net content. The present act is applicable to all packaged goods as well as to meats, poultry, flour, meal, et cetera,
but not to petroleum products.9
MISCELLANEOUS

Liquefied Petroleum Gas Commission
Act 544 of 1948 proposes an amendment to Article VI of the
Constitution by adding a section creating a Liquefied Petroleum
Gas Commission. This commission would have the power to
adopt and enforce rules and regulations governing, among other
things, the storage, sale and transportation of liquefied petroleum gases. The commission's power of regulation would not
extend to the manufacture of the gases or to the manufacture
of products of which the gases are component parts.
Board of Alcoholic Beverage Control
Act 360 of 1948 provides for the licensing, regulation and
5. La. Act 338 of 1940, § 4 [Dart's Stats. (Supp. 1947) § 4931.4].
6. Id. at § 5 [Dart's Stats. (Supp. 1947) § 4931.5).
7. La. Act 78 of 1944 [Dart's Stats. (Supp. 1947) § 9969.5 et seq.].
8. La. Act 95 of 1948.
9. Protection is thus afforded the provisions of La. Act 14 of 1932, as
amended [Dart's Stats. (1939) § 3981 et seq.].
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control of all traffic in beverages having an alcoholic content of
more than six per cent and repeals all inconsistent legislation.
The provisions of this act, however, do not repeal any of the
powers or authority of the collector of internal revenue relative
to the collection of excise taxes on alcoholic beverages,1 nor affect
in any manner the "Beer Tax Law. '2
A new agency to be known as the Louisiana Board of Alcoholic Beverage Control is created by the act. The board is to be
composed of three members appointed by the governor, one from
each of the public service commission districts of the state.
Every dealer must now annually apply for and obtain a permit
from the board authorizing him to purchase and sell beverages
containing more than six per cent alcohol. The board has full
power to enforce the provisions of the act, and to make and publish rules and regulations for that purpose.
PsychiatricTraining for Nurses
Act 271 of 1948 makes available an appropriation of sixty
thousand dollars for each of the next two years to the Central
Louisiana State Hospital for the purpose of establishing and,
operating facilities for psychiatric training for student nurses.
Facilities established must meet the minimum standards recommended by the American Psychiatric Association.
Ports
As a result of the increasing rivalry between ports for the
postwar industry and trade, a Louisiana Ports Survey Commission, 4 whose members are appointed by the governor, is created
to survey the Ports of New Orleans and Lake Charles.5 The aim
of the enactment is the development of industry and trade in
the ports by assistance, encouragement, and enactment of remedial measures. The commission is to survey all factors which
enter into the operation of the two ports. The commission is
also to determine whether location of industrial plants at competing ports in other states is due to the enforcement of any
existing Louisiana rule or statutory or constitutional provision.
1. La. Act 190 of 1946 [Dart's Stats. (Supp. 1947) § 8782 et seq.]; La. Act
384 of 1946 [Dart's Stats. (Supp. 1947) § 1362.4 et seq.].
2. La. Act 8 of 1948.
3. An excellent example is the competition between the ports of New
Orleans and Houston.

4. La. Act 52 of 1948.

5. In Louisiana legislation, acts creating similar surveying bodies are
numerous. As an illustration see La. Act 38 of 1946 [Dart's Stats. (Supp.
1947) §§ 2292.15-2292.21].
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An additional act has to do with the Board of Commissioners
of the Port of New Orleans which was authorized by a 1934 act'
to apply to the Secretary of Commerce of the United States to
establish foreign-trade zones in the Port of New Orleans,7 to fix
the location thereof, and to do all things necessary to comply
fully with the requirements of the act of Congress. Act 83 of
1948 amends the 1934 act to provide that no buildings or facilities owned, operated, or leased by the board may be used for
storing domestic merchandise or commodities unless the merchandise or commodities are to be mixed with that which shall be
imported or are to be exported to a foreign country.8 Another
port commission 9 is authorized to acquire land needed for its
operation and to receive any appropriated money, aid or assistance.
Vital Statistics
Section 36 of the State Vital Statistics Act' is changed. Previously the local registrars were paid their fees for reporting
births, deaths, and stillbirths by the treasurer of the parish, or
by the treasurer of the municipality if the event reported occurred within the corporate limits of a municipality with a population of twenty-five hundred or more. The 1948 amendment provides that the fees are to be paid by the State Board of Health."
Holidays
The Public Holidays Act 12 is amended to make Saturday,
which was previously a half-holiday throughout the state, a full
holiday in Orleans Parish, and to give the governing authorities
of Jefferson and St. Bernard Parishes the option to make it a
full holiday.'2 Previously whenever a legal holiday fell on a
Sunday, the next day was a public holiday. This is now true
14
The
only for Christmas, New Years, and the Fourth of July
act is further amended to detail provisions for the observance
of holidays by state employees. 5
6. La. Act 173 of 1934 [Dart's Stats. (1939) § 9124.5 et seq.].
7. 48 Stat. 998 (1934), 6A F.C.A. tit. 19, §§ 81a-81u.
8. However, domestic merchandise or commodities may be admitted to
the Foreign Trade Zone to be repacked, sorted, graded, cleaned or otherwise
processed.
9. La. Act 314 of 1948.
10. La. Act 180 of 1942 [Dart's Stats. (Supp. 1947) § 3484.1 et seq.].
11. La. Act 497 of 1948.
12. La. Act 164 of 1932 as amended [Dart's Stats. (1939) § 3795].
13. La. Act 445 of 1948.
14. Ibid.
15. Ibid.
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Military Affairs
The qualifications of the adjutant general are changed by
reducing the service period with the National Guard from ten
to five years.1" This requirement is suspended if the candidate
has served overseas in the United States Army with the rank of
at least a field grade officer. Also amended is a section of the
Militia Act, 17 deleting the requirement that local authorities provide for the construction of a suitable National Guard armory
8
under certain circumstances.Act 77 provided for the recordation on the public records
of certificates of honorable separation from the armed forces
whenever these are presented for recordation. This provides for
the permanent recordation of these papers and should assist former service personnel to a great degree.
16. La. Act 4 of 1948.
17. La. Act 164 of 1940, § 67.
18. La. Act 4 of 1948.

